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T h e defense of persons accused of
crimes is ushering in the 1990's. Too
often we find ourselves caught up in
modern technology, high overheads in
our practice, Ramb tactics of law enforcement made legal by court decisions, dwindling rights and protection,
and public oplnion flowing against our
omfession. What makes it all worthwhile for the criminal defense lawyer is
the courtroom. The thrill of victory and
the agony of defeat comes to us all.
Each of us loves to discuss our victories with our colleagues. When we
lose, the old adage, misery enjoys company is true. As defense lawyers, we
enjoy having sympathetic ears to listen
concerning our losses. Humor in and
out of the courtroom is what reany sustains us. It helps the losses seem somewhat less painful and the victories
sweeter. It also helps each of us keep
our ego in the proper perspective.
During the last nineteen years of
practice, I personallyhave encountered
many humorous situations in the
courtroom as well as the halls outside.
With Christmas rapidly approaching as
I write this missive, I have decided to
lighten up "The President's Column" a
little by sharing a couple of hnmorous
incidents with all of you.
Prior to 1974, when Texas still had
the "Big Bitch," a Defendant who had
found Jesus while in jail for one
hundred and twenty (120) days
decided to plead guilty to the offense of
burglary of a coin operated machine for
eight (8) years in the Texas Department
of Corrections. His two (2) priorconvictions which were alleged in the indictment, convinced him and his attorney
that he "might have" committed the offense if the enhancement provision
were dropped and he could get a plea
deal for less than ten (10) years. After
entering his plea of gu~lty,he was admonished that the Court did not have to

follow the D.A.'s recommendation (the
Court at this time did not have to allow
himtowithdrawhis plea if thecourt did
not follow the recommendation) and

he was found guilty. The following
dialogue then took place:
COURT: Is there anything you
want tosay before thecourt passes
sentence?
DEFENDANT: Yes, your honor.
(While quickly gnbbing his bible
and exhibiting it to the Court.) The
good book says, 'yudge not lest ye
be judged, judge."
COURT: Is that all you have to say?
DEPENDANT: Yes, sir.
COURT: Don't go quoting the
bible to me just before you are
sentenced. Remember, Christ had
two lawyers and he got the death
penalty.
After the Defendant was scraped off
the floor and no lightning bolts struck
anyone in the courtroom, the Defendant was sentenced to eight (8) years in
the Texas Department of Corrections.
This was the same Defendant who had
p~eviouslywritten the coua that his
jewish attorney should be replaced because he felt he could only be properly
0
defended by a Christian lawyer.
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More recently, a Defendant was tried
for the offense of murder. His defense
was that the deceased had taken his car
without his permission, trashed the car,
retuned it while he was not at home,
left a loaded sawed-off shotgun in the
back seat of the Defendant's car, all of
which required the Defendant to locate
him on the street to obtain restitution
Upon f d i u g the gentleman who rook
his auto with a friend on the street, the
Defendant pulled up and quickly realizedin his mind that the culprit probably had a gun. The Defendant reached in
the back seat and pulled out the loaded
sawed-off shotgun and pointed it at the
offending party. At this junction, the
defense becomes somewhat fuzzy.
Either the deceased m s pushed and
grabbed the gun and it went off in the
middle of his eye, or the gun just went
off, or the culprit shouldn't have stuck
his eye over the barrel of a sawed-off
shotgun because it might g o off
(Defense of srupidity on the deceased's
part). No gun was found on the victim
and the star witness who was standing
beside his friend when the shooting
occurred disagreed with t h e
Defendant's version of the offense or
that any other weapon was present.
The star witness's version just happened to coincide with two other
witness's versions of the offense. After
two ('2) days of trial, the juty found the
Defendant guilty and assessed life in
the Texas Department of Corrections.
After arriving at TDC, the Defendant
wrote his attorney and wanted to know
when the State's prime witness was
going to be indicted for theft of his
automobile, criminal mischief to the
autonlobile and pejury for his testimony at the Defendant's trial. The
Defendant instructed his attorney to
contact the District Attorney who tried
the case to get the star witness indicted.
A copy of the Defendant's letter was
fonvarded to the Assistant District Attorney for his consideration in pressing
those charges or presenting those cases
to the grand jury. Two days later the
following reply .was received by my
office addressed to my client, in care of
me regarding my client's inquiry on
charges against the State's star witness
That letter is as follows:
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REt YOUR CHARGES AGAZNST
STARWITNBSS
Dear Inmate:
Here's my list of thingsfor me to do this
week:
1. Write my mother-in-law and ask her
to come live with us;
2. Invite the Jehovah's W~tnessesin for
a nice long chat;
3. Ask that good-looking, buxom girl
downstairs to please quit bothering
me;
4. Tell Mike Tyson to his face that he
talks like a sissy;
5. Tell the County Commissioners
they're doing a great job and that I
don't want a raise;
6. Co-sign a loan for that old wino who
hangs around the coukhouse;
7. Become a surety on the bail bondfor
that Columbian dope dealer,
8. Accept the position on the board of
the Women's Christian Temperance League;

9. Send some money to Jimmy Swaggaa; and
10. Get Star Witness indicted for stealing your car.
I hope this answersyour question. If
not, your lawyer can explain it.
Yours for liEe (or 931,
Ector County Assistant
District Attorney
Youmay find this hard to believe, but
no indictment on the star witness has
been forthcoming to date!
I hope this has enabled you to have
a good laugh. I know Dennis will appreciate seeing his prompt reply in
print. Take time to laugh at yourself
and with those around you. Enjoy the
holiday season. If you have any enjoyable moments in the courtlwom, please
send them to Kerry PitzCerald, editor
of "The Voice," and let him publish
0
them.

The Trial of a Drug Case
Spo?wors:
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association and
National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers

Wyndham Warwick Hotel
5701 Main Street
Houston, Texas 77005
(713) 526-1991
February 15 & 16,1990
Cost:

$185.00 Members (pre-register)
$225.00 Non-members (pre-register)
$210.00 Members (at door)
$250.00 Non-members (at door)
$100.00 Students

Contact:
TCDLA
600 West 13th St.
Austin, TX 78701
(512) 478-2514
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EDITOR'S COLUMN
The Subpoena Duces Tecum Served on
Defense Counsel Regarding Legal Feesand the Motion to Quash
by Ke?ry I? FitzGerald

O n e of the most important aspects of
TCDLA is the ability to share information concerning mutual or potentially
mutual problems, and disseminate suggested responses to cope with the
problems.
One area of concern recently came to
light when Gerry Goldstein and his
Legal Assistant, Diane, told me about
the Subpoena Duces Tecum sewed
upon Mike DeGeurin in a narcotics
case. It directed Mike to bring to the
Federal Grand Jury all documentation
pertaining to legal fees received. Mike's
attorney (and brother) Dick DeGeudn,
TCDLA, NACDL and the Harris County
Criminal Lawyers Association joined
forces to fde Motions to Quash and
Briefs in Support. The Government
responded. On October 31, 1989,
U ~ t e dStates District Judge David Hittner g m t e d the Motion to Quash.
These Government tactics no longer
appear isolated. Apparently no defense
counsel is immune from similar treatment.
We therefore are publishing these
materials so our members have the
benefits of the substantial research already done and the opinion of Judge
Hittner. The names of the members of
the Lawyers Assistance Committee are
published in every issue. These attorneys always stand ready to help.
rn 'ME U N I T ~ DSTATE

I~~ICTCOURT
FOR 1HESOU~lE~VDISTRlCCOPTEXnS
HOUSTOX IXVISION

IN RE:
5
GRAND JURY SUBPOENA FOR5
ATT08NEYEEPRFSENnNG 5 MISC. NO. H a - 5 2 2
cwmv.u D E F E N D ~ J O SI E
EVANSTO R~YE-REQUENA

M I K E OEGEURIN
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Motion to Quash GrandJury
Subpoena
(With Authorities)
TO THE HONORABLE DAVID
HIrnrnR, UMTED SPATES DISTRICT
JUDGE FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS, HOUSTON
DIVISION:
NOW COME the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association (TCDLA)
and the Hams County CriminalLawyers
Association (HCCLA) as Amicus Curiae,
in the case styled in Re Gmnd J u y

Subpoena for Attorney Representirig
Criminal Defendant Jose Evaristo
ReyesRequena, Mike DeCezo'in. The
TCDLA and HCCLA respectfully move
this Honorable Court to quash the
grand jury subpoena issued to Michael
DeGeurin, attorney of record for Jose
Evaristo Reyes-Requena and to formulate a local rule regarding the issuance
of subpoenas for lawyers engaged in
the representation of their clients. In
support of this motion, TCDLA and
HCCLA would show

I.

Exception to the General Rule
While information regarding
attorney's fees and client identity is
generally not privileged, like the Hearsay Rule, this generality is not without
exceptions. Such an exception is found
in a situation where disclosure would
form the last link in an existing chain
of incriminating evidence likely to lead
to the client's indictment. in Re Grand
~14ryProceedings (Jones), (5th Cir.
19751, 517 F.2d 866.

n.
The Exception Lies at the Very
Heart of the Sixth Amendment
All persons who seek the advise of
counsel do so with the belief that their
communications and transactions with
their lawyer will remain confidential.
Without such a belief in the right to
counsel, guaranteed by the Sixth
Amendment to the United States Constitution, no client would or could ever
feel safe in freely communicating with
counsel.
In this country the privilege has
belonged to the client, not the lawyer.
It is a creature of public policy calculated to encourage people to seek legal
advice on the basis of frank, useful
communications. The purpose of the
privilege would be undermined if
people were required to confide in
lawyers at the peril of compulsory disclosure evew time the Government
decided to subpoena particular individuals. Jm-1 as the client's verbal
comnzrmicatiom areprotected, it follows that other information, nof normally privileged, could also be
protected t u b a so niuch of the arbsrance of the commurticatiom is already in the Government'spm~ion
that additional disclosire muld@M
suhsta~ztiallyprohatilinks in an a-Wing chain of inculpatoty etnatis or
transaction.The client may reasonably
expect the lawyer to maintainsilence in

- -

-

-
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such circumstances, for disclosure
could drastically diminish the value of
legal discussions or planning that took
place previously or at least alter the
course of subsequent strategy. In Re
Grand Juty Proceediws @oms), at p.
673-674 (emphasis supplied).
m e exceptions to the general rule
are not restricted solely to situations
where the information would lead
automatically to convtction, but rather
Jonesindicates that the analysis should
focus on logical relevance and probative value. See also In Re Grand Jury
Subpoena Bierman, (11th Cir., 1985)
765 F.2d 1014, at 1019.

m.

Prosecutom Use of GrandJury
Subpoena is a One-sided
Discovery Device
Although the Grand Jury is an independent body, it is the Government
&ch has access to it for purposes of
conducting investigations. The
Government is free to use the Grand
Jury for whatever purpose it deems appropriate, and any Government action
can normally be checked only after the
fact. While little abuse probably occurs
on a day to day basis, there is significant
potential for abuse and harm when
Grand Jury subpoenas are issued to a
lawyer who is representing the subject
or target of a Grand Jury investigation.
The damage can come not only from
testimony the lawyer may provide, but
additionally at the t h e of service, a
wedge is driven between attorney and
client that makes it diffzult, if not impassible for the lawyer to continue to
effectively represent his client. Certainly it has a chillig effect on both attorneyandclientto know that theattorney
can be compelled to testify against his
client if the Government decides to fish
around through the secret communications to decide if therein lies possible
inculpatory evidence. The tactical advantage to the Government is obvious
in that it permits the Government to:
1) disqualify attorneys from reprsenting a defendant until they are assured that they have chosen
inadequate counsel for the defendant;
2) obtain evidence against the client
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that could only be obtained be
forcing defense counsel to reveal
secret intornlation;
31 induce unethical treatment toward
the defendant, by creating situations where defense counsel is assured that the source and nature of
hi legal fees will not be inquired
into, if his client will agree to strike
a plea bargain or cooperare with
the Government; and
4) create an atmosphere where the
flow of information from client to
attomey will decrease for fear that
it may incriminate the client.

IV.
The Justice Department
Understands and has
Acknowledged the Danger
Involved in Permitting
Subpoenas to I.uwyers
In 1985, in response to evidence that
lhe use of Grand Jury subpoenas was
being used freely as an oppressive tool
by prosecutors, the Justice Department
adopted a set of guidelines for issuing
such subpoenas. These guidelimes are
mandatory and apply to all United
States Attorneys and their Assistants.
The guidelines require that the Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal
Division approve each subpoena
before issuance if the attorney/witness
is engaged in the representation of a
client. The Assistant Attorney General
must find, inter ali;E,that:
The reasonable needfortheinformationmust outweigh the potential adverse &em upon the attomey-client
relationship. In particular, the need
for the information must outweigh
the risk that the attorney will be dir
qualified from the representarion of
the client as a result of havine to

Gu~delineE-4.
The guidelines go onto say that although the Governmentrecognizes the
need to police itself in order to minimize the possibility of intmdingintothe
attorney-client relationship, that noting
m the guidelines should act to confer
any rights upon the person aggrieved
by inappropriate Government action.
The Government clearly understands the potential for harm in defense

lawyers issuing subpoenas to Govemmen1 lawyers. 2C.E.R. 16.21-16-29
which prohibits the issuance of a subpoena to Government counsel without
first submitting a statement to the Attorney General setting foah the substance
of the desired testimony, as well as an
assertion of the necessity for.said testimony.
So, while the Justice Department acknowledges the potential for harm in
allowing the subpoenaing of an attorney, their own mandatory guideIiies
provide no relief when a prosecutor
refuses toabide by the regulations. This
creates the need for prior judicial approval before issuance of a subpoena
to a lawyer, when the testimony of the
lawyer is sought against his client.

v.

This Court has the Authority
to Adopt a Rule Regulating
tbe Issuance of Subpoenas
to Lawyers
A local rule which requires judicial
approval prior to the sewice of a Grand
Jury subpoena by a prosecutor on an
attorney/witness seeking evidence
againsthisclient isnecessarytoaddress
the potential for abuse inherent in this
process.
A United States District Court clearly
has authority to implement such a rule.
A Federal District Court has inherent
rule making authority under Article 111
of the United States Constitution to
adopt rules regulating the conduct of
attorneys practicing in that court. This
supervisory power is additionally conveyed through Local Rule 14:
"Nothing contained in these rules
shall be construed to deny to this
murt such powers as are necessary
for the court to maintain control over
proceedrngs conducted befox it,
such as proceedings for contempt . . . "

Courts have traditionally exercised
their supervisory powers over grand
juries to curb abuses or to quash subpoenas where conlpliance would be
unreasonable or oppressive. Federal
Rules of C,l~ninalProcedtrrc? Rule
17(c).
In 1986, the Supreme Judicial Court
3f Massachusetts adopted an ethical
DECEMBER 1989

rule known as Prosecutorial Function
15 (PF15). The United States District
Court for Massachusetts specifically
amended its local rules and adopted
PF15 in June of 1986. The ndes states:
It is unprofessional conduct for a
prosecutor to subpoena an attorney
to a grand jury without prior judicial
approval in circumstanceswhere the
prosecutor seeks to compel the attorney/witness to provide evidence
concerning a person who is represented by the attorney/witness.
The federal prosecntorial establishment filed suit challenging the
adoption of PF15 and requesting injunction. Their request was denied and
they appealed to the 1st Circuit Court of
Appeals.
The Circuit Court held, in United
States u. Klubock, 832 E2d 649 (1st Cir.
19871, that inlplementation of the local
rule is not barred by the Supremacy
clause because the clause has relevance
only to state interference with Federal
law. The Court also held that PF15 controls ethical conduct of lawyers, and
that it is well settled that a local rule
which seeks to control discipline within
its bar n~embershipfalls within the
general rule making power of district
courts. The response to the contention
that requiring prior judicial approval of
grand jury subpoenas is inconsistent
with Rule 17 of the Fed. R. of Crim. 1'. in
that it requires judicial approval prior to
the issuanceof a Grand July subpoena,
the Court correctly observes that PF15
deals with, in the language to subpoena an attorney," the sefvice of subpoenas on attorneys by prosecutors.
It is this sewice prior to hearing on
motion to quash which immediately
triggers the problems relevant to effective assistance of counsel. Among such
problems stated b y the Court in
Kllrhock, supra, are:
1) A chilling wedge driven between
the attorney/witness and his client
in which the client becomes uncertain of his previously legitimate
trust in his attorney.
2) A conllict of interest as the result of
the competing interest of attorneyhitness and his client.
3) The attorney/witness has his effectiveness to his client diluted by the
DECEMBER 1989

second front of the case created by
Grand Jury subpoena.
4) And after being converted into a
witness against his client, counsel
may be required to withdraw as
attorney for his client.
To avoid abuses inherent in the adversarial roles of counsel/prosecutor
versus counseudefense attorney, the
United States District Court, with its
clear authority to control the ethical
conduct of the members of its bar,
should, by local rule, adopta procedure
which requires judicial approval prior
to the service of a GrandJury subpoena
by a prosecutor or an attorney to compel the attorney to provide evidence
against his client.
Compliance with such procedure is
necessary to avoid the assault on effective assistance of counsel that the above
cited problems bring about between an
attorney and his client when the issuing
prosecutor has not legitimate cause to
issue the subpoena, but seeks only to
destroy an effective defense.
Grand Jury subpoenas of the nature
of those addressed in PF15, which d o
not comply with a procedure which
requires judicial approval prior to service, should be quashed.

VI.
Confllct with the Code of

Professional Responsibility
A Grand Jury subpoena issued to a
lawyer to testify against a client in a
pending case creates an irreconcilable
conflict with the lawyers ethical obligations under the Texas Code of Professional Responsibility. A lawyer faces
the prospect of choosing between
SCYLLA AND CHARYBDIS in either
facing contempt for refusal to testify or
sanctions or disbaiment i€ he does so
testify.
Rule 4B of the Rules of Discipline for
the United States District Court,
Southern District of Texas, specifically
mandates the Code of Professional
Responsibility of the State Bar of Texas
as the standard governing the membership and conduct of lawyers from
revealing a confidence or secret of his
client. ConF~dencerefers to information protected by the attorney-client
privilege under applicable law, and
secret refers to other information

gained in the professional relationship
that the client has requested be held
inviolate or the disclosure of which
would be embarrassing or would be
likely to be detrimental to the client.
Therefore, underTexas law, a client has
a privilege to prevent the lawyer from
disclosing any other fact which came
to the knowledge of the lawyer by
reason of the attorney-client relationship. Rule 1.05 of the new Texas Rules
of Professional Conduct effective
January 1, 1990, c o d i i and carry forward this element of the attorney-client
privilege.
Courts in Texas have applied this
principle, holding that knowledge of an
attorney as to the location of a Deed of
Trust relevant to a criminal trial was
privileged in a criminal trial. Doming
u. State of Texas, 136 S.W. 471
(Tex.Cr.App. 1911). Moreover, Texas
courts have held that the payment and
amount of attorney's fees were within
the proscription prohibiting such testimony. Holden u. State of Texas, 71
S.W. 600 (Tex.Cr.App. 13031.
Appellant. . . excepted to the action
of thecourt, requiringM.C.Cullen,an
attorney at law, and who had previously represented defendant in this
case as her counsel and attorney, to
testify that when defendant
employed him shegave him $10 as a
fee. She paid him two $5 bills. This
was objected to on the ground that it
was a privileged comnlunication between attorney and client. The court
overmled this objection,and witness
was compelled to testify . . .This testimony should not have been admitted.Therewasno dispute as to the
relation of attorney and client, and
the evidence introduced was in fact
transpiring by virtue of the employment. . . And it has been expressly
held that it does not matter whether
the information has been derived
from a client's words, actions, or personal appearance. Holden u. State,
supra, at p. 601.
Respectfully submitted,

KENTA. SCHAFFER
Admission No. 3603
3000 Texas Commerce Tower
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 228-8500
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Appearing on behalf of the Texas
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association

DON ERVIN
Admission No. 6462
1018 Preston, 7th Floor
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 223-1622

JIM E. LAVINE
Zimmerman & Lavine, P.C.
Admission No. 3273
770 South Post Oak Lane
Suite 620
Houston, Texas 77056
(7133 552-0300
Appearing on behalf of the Hads
County Criminal Lawyers Association

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing
Motion to Quash rand Jury Subpoena
bas been delivered to AUSA Larry
Finder on this the 2nd day of October,
1989.

KENT A. SCHAFFER

On October 2, 1989, the Court conducted a hearing on Mike DeGeurin's
motion to quash the supboena. The
Court allowed argument from Movant
and his counsel, various counsel representing special interest groups, and the
government. After argument of all
counsel, one issue that seemed to be
recurring was that disclosure of fee information by Movant would be inimical
to Defendant's interests as to bail determination, indictmefit or at trial.

HuuSt0" olvsIOn
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5

Government's supplemental
responseto motion to quash grand
jury subpoena for attorney of
record for defendantJose Evarlsto
Reyes-Requena, Mike Deguerin
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF
SAID COURT:
COMES NOW the United States of
America, by and through its United
States Attorney, Henry K. Oncken, and
flies the above-titledresponse with this
Honorable Court and would show the
following:

Henry K. Oncken
United States Attorney
By:

IT.
The government has not and does
not intent to appeal the decision of U.S.
Magistrate Calvin Botley concerning
the conditions of release set for the
Defendant. Therefore, disclosure of
fee information could not have any effect on pefendent's release conditions.

Lawrence D. Finder
Assistant United States Attorney

m.
The government pmently has sufficient evidence against Defendant to
present anindictment to the grand jury.
The government would not use fee informationtobolster its case in the grand
jury simply because it is irrelevant and
immaterial to the probable cause determination the grand jury must make
regarding Defendant,

umed ~ t i l t mIria
a
Coua
SouthernDkwCt d T r u

pmceedings or issuance of subpoenas
included in excess of 140 kilograms of
cocaine and two firearms, found in
close proximity to Defendant. Under
these facts, attorney fee information
simply does not become relevant to the
trial of this particular Defendant.
Respectfully submitted,

The government would not use fee
information against Defendant at trial.
Asstated inopencourt, thegovernment
seeks to learn the breadth of criminal
activity surrbunding the existence of
hundreds of pounds of cocaine seized
in the residence occupied by Defendant. It is in the interest of justice to
broaden the government's investigation, and if possible, charge others in
what appears to be a cocaine distribution scheme.
While it is conceivable that disclosure of fee information could be
considered evidence against Defendant, it certainly cannot be considered
an affirmative link or last link in the
chain of evidence against the Defend a b The evidence acquired by the
government prior to any judicial

Order
HAVING CONSIDERED the motion
to quash grand jury subpoena for attorney of record for defendantJoseEvaristo Reyes-Requena, Mike DeGeurin, the
government's response thereto as well
as argument of counsel who filed
amicus briefs, it is hereby
ORDERED that said motion be
GRANTEDDENIED.
Signed in Houston, Texas on this day
of
------__-, 1989.
UNITED STATES DISTRICTJUDGE

I hereby certify that true and conect
copies of the above government's supplemental response were sent certified
mail to all counsel of record on this 3rd
day of October, 1989,as follows:

DICK DEGUERIN, FSQ.
1018 Preston, 7th Floor
DECEMBER 1989
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Houston, Texas 77002

ED MALLET, ESQ.
55 Waugh Drive, Suite 900
Houston. Texas 77007

MIKE DEGEURIN, ESQ.
909 Fannin, Suite 590
Houston. Texas 77010

JIM E. LAVINE, ESQ.
770 South Post Oak Lane, Suite 620
Houston, Texas 77056

KENT A. SCHAFFER, ESQ.
3000 Texas Commerce Tower
Houston, Texas 77002

JACK B. ZIMMERMAN
770 South Post Oak Lane, Suite 620
Houston, Texas 77056

GERALD H. GOLDSTEIN, ESQ.
29th Floor Tower Life Building
San Antonio, Texas 78205

LAWERENCE D. FINDER
Assistant United States Attorney
IN THE UNITEI) S T A T E IlIIISTRlCT COURT
FORTHE SOUIHERNDISTRICTOFTEXAS
IIOUSTON DlVlSLON
IN RE:

5

GRANDJURY SUDPOENA mR$
ACIORNEY REPRESEiWING

I

AIISC. NO. H-@-522

CRI~~IN.~DEFENDANTJOSE
5
EVARISTO MYESHEQUENA $

Brief of A d c u s Curiae
NationaL Association of
Ciminal Defense Lawvers
Attorney DeGuerin is
in
the Best Tradition of His
Profession
The National Association of Criminal
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Defense Lawyers [NACDLI expresses its
collective alarm at the disquieting history of the Government's increasingly
frequent attempts to seek incriminating
evidence against a citizen by compelling it from his lawyer.
Amicus represents to this Honorable
court that Mr. DeGuerin, in seeking to
oppose this subpoena, is acting in the
best tradition of his professsion.
By calling an attorney as a witnes
against his orherclient, the prosecution
cuts at the very quick of our adversary
system. By creating a conflict which
othenvisewould not exist, the prosecution deprives the citizen of the counsel
of his choice. By seeking such an all-toconvenient short cut, the prosecution
undernunes the citizen's confidence in
his chosen counsel, and the fairness of
the criminal justice system as a whole.'
More importantly, such practices,
directed at the citizen's only representative, intimidates Counsel from
providing the vigorous representation
t o which the client is entitled and has a
chilling effect upon the public's right to
independent and conflict-free representation.
" while the witness before us is a
lawyer, the crucial interests at stake
belong to the whole community. As
a seasoned trial lawyer the lustice
said, 'it too often is overlooked that
the lawyer and the law office are indispensible parts of our administration of justice . . . . The welfare and
tone of the legal ~rofessionis there-

of a practice impairing the lawyer's
effective representation of his client.'
Hicktnnn u. T a j h ; Sripra, 329 U.S.
514-515 (Jackson, J., concurring). In
re Terkeltrnrb, 256 ESupp. 683, 685
(S.D.N.Y. 1966).
More than one court has taken the
occasion to note the inherent dangers
in, and counseled against, this increasingly popular practice of calling a
client's attorney to the grand jury as a
witness against him.
We observe preliminarily that we are
disturbed by the practice of calling a
lawyer [as a witness1 before a grand
jury which is investigating his client,
especially where the government
does not have good grounds for
belief that the lawyer possesses un-

privileged, relevant evidence that
cannot be obtained elsewhere. The
dangers
.. and disadvantages of the
practicr h:~vil n m d~:nionstratedin
~ C I C:ICCS
I
ns 111 re ?ir,A~lturrb,256
PSupp. 683, (S.D.N.Y. 1966); In re
Kittoy, 326 6,Supp. 400 (S.D.N.Y.
(1970)and in In reStolflr,397 P.Supp.
520 (S.D.N.UY. 1975). The practice
permits the government by unilateral
action to create the possibility of a
conflict of interest between attorney
and client, which may lead to a
suspects's being denied his choice of
counsel by disqualification. In re
Grand Ju?y Inmtigation CSitr~gisl,
Supra, 412 ESupp. at 945-946. In re
Grand Subpena Qonesl, 517 P2d
666 (5th Cir. 1975).

Standardless Criteria
Here, the very information sought
from counsel, may incriminate his
client. And while generally infromation
concerning the identity and fee arrangement between a n attorney and his
client have b e e n held not t o b e
351
privileged, Fmnk u. Toi~~linsoiz,
E.2d 384 (5th Cir.), cert. den., 382 US.
1028 (1966); U S . u. Finely, 434 E.2d 596
(5thCir. 1950); InreMichelso~t,511 E2d
882, 889 (9th Cir. 1975); Coltoiz u. US.,
371 E2d 633,638 (2nd Cir. 1962); In re
Setitel, 411 E2d 195,197 (3rdCir. 19691,
a n exception is made for cases where
the existence of the attorney-client
relationship might be incriminating to a
client. 112 re Grand July Proceedings
(7017es), 517 E.2d 666 (5th Cir. 1975).
An exception is made for cases
where the existence of the attomeyclient relationship might be incriminating to a client. I?t re Michaelso??, 511
F.2d 882, 888 (9th Cir. 1975, cert. den.
421 US. 978 (1979). See also:Baird u.
Koeritet; 279 F.2nd 623 (9th Cir. 1960).
The precedent of Jones has never
beenoverruled in this Circuit. See: 111.re
IVilliaim, -E.Supp. -, 1 9 8 7 W 56630
(S.D. Fla. Aug. 3,1987) [attached hereto
as Exhibit 11. It should be clear on its
face that the information requested
from lawyer DeGeurin might be incriminating t o [hislclient." In r e
Michaekoiz, at p. 888; I?t re G r a ~ t d J ~ i r y
Proceeditgs goizes), at pp. 671 n.3,6724.
Since Jones the Fifth circuit has
adopted what has come to be known a s
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the last link exception, applying the
attorney-client privilege to a client'sfee
arrangements where disclosure of same
would provide the last link in an existing chain of incriminating evidence
likely to lead to a client's indictment, 11%
re Grand Jury Proceedings (Paulick),
680 E2d 1026, 1027 (5th Cir. 19821, or
conviction, In re Williamns, - F.Supp.
-, 1987 WL 56690 (S.D.Fla. Aug 3,
1987). More recently, on the facts there
before it, the Willianls court applied
this last link exception to preclude the
compelled production of such fee infolmation from a client's lawyer. In re
Williatt~s,Slip Op. attached as Exhibit
1, at pp. 5-8.
Othercourts have held that where, as
here, an attorney is at that very time
representing the client in an ongoing
criminal proceeding," that the timing of
a defense counsel's subpoena may warrant quashing same. In re GratzdJu~y
Subpoena D ~ ~ cli?crun
es
DatedJanuaty
2, 1985 (Sittiels), 767 E2d 26, 29 (2nd
3.1985); US. v. Koualeski, 406 ESupp.
167)E.D.Mich. 1976); 111re GratrdJu~y
Watte~s,593, F.Supp. 103, 107 (D.N.H.
19841, affirmed, 751 F.2d 13,17 (1st Cir.
1984).
Still other courts have applieda legal
advice exception, In re GratrdJuty117wtigution No. 83-2-35, 723 F.2d 447,
452 (6th Cir. 19831, or a confidential
communications exception, In re
GrandJwy Proceedings (Osterhorrdt),
722 E2d 591,594 (9th Cir. 1983).
However, by whatever name, these
tests have proved elusive and difficult
to apply in p~actice.~Moreover,
reconsideration of these standards is warranted in light of the Supreme Court's
recent opinions in Capliiz & D~ysdale,
109 S.Ct. 2646 (1989) and US. u. Mot?santo, 109 S.Ct. 2657 (1989) and the
announced change in the U.S.
Attorney's policies toward forfeiture
and pretrial restraint of attorney's fees.
[See: september 24, 1989 Newspaper
article, attached as Exhibit 1to Motion
for Leave to appead

Conclusion
The specracle of calling a citizen's
lawyer in an ongoing criminal proceeding to testify against his or her client
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before a grand jury tears at the very
fabric oftheadversarysystem, threatening to topple its delicate balance, by
placing in the hands of one side of the
conflict the ultimate weapon of
eliminating his adversary's advocate.
T h e Motion to Quash should b e
granted.
Respectfully submitted,
GOLDSTEIN,GOLDSTEIN&HILLEY
29th Floor Tower Life Building
San Antonio, Texas 78205
By:

GERALD H.GOLDSTEIN
Bar #08101000

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that a copy of the
above and foregoing Brief has been
hand-delivered to the US. Attorney's
Office for the Southern District of
Texas, Houston Division on this 2nd
day of October, 1989.

GERALD H. GOLDSTEIN
1. The attorney-client relalionship 'involvesan
intimate process of consultation and planning which culminates in a slate of trust and
conlidence between the client and his anorney.' Often,the outcome of a criminal trial
may hinge upon the extent to which thc
defendent is able to conununicale lo his attorney the most intinlate and embarrassing
details of his personal lie. Complete a n d o r
in attorney-client consultations may disdose
defenses or mitigating circumstances that
defense counsel nlight nM otherwise have
uncovered. At the very least, an open exchangebetweenattorney andclientwvilloiten
foreclose the possibility of surprise at trial.
AlcKi,mn u. Stare, 526 P.Zd 18, 22 (Alaska
1974).
2. A fan which has nog gone umoticed by the
commentators. Duhlouchel D., Odberg, C.,
Defense Auorncy Fees: A new Toal for the
Prosecution. Det.C.L.Rev. 57 (1986); Suni,
Subpoena to Criminal Defensc lawyen: A
Proposal for Linlits, 65 OrLRev 215 ( 1 9 0 ;
Note, A Critical Appraisal of rhc Justice
Department Guidelines for Gmnd Jury S u b
poenas of a Target's Attorney: The need for a
Preliminary Showing, 20 Ga.L.Rev. 747
(1986); Note; The GrandJury Subpoena: Is it
the Prosecutor's Ultimate Weapon Against
Defense Atlorney'sandTheirClients,1 3 P e p
perdine L.Rev. 791 (1980.

In'lhe Unitel Slarcs oinricl Coun
For lhe SwthernDiYrictdTexas
Houston Division

I" ~ e :

CrandJu~/Subp~ena
For Affomey Representative
Criminal Defen&ntJme
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Evariua Reyes-Requena

Post-Submission Memorandum
For Amicus National Association of
Criminal Defense Iawyers
Evaristo Reyes-Requena stands formally charged by complaint and
remains in custody on those fedelal
charges. His counsel, Mike DeGeurin,
has appeared at a Preliminary Examination under Rule 5.1 of the Federal Rules
of Criminal Procedure, and successfully
represented his client at a detention
hearing pursuant to Title 18 U.S.C.
3242(f). The same day the Government
gave notice to appeal that ruling, they
issued a subpoena compelling ReyesRequena's attorney to testify before the
very grand jury the Government seeks
to indict his client.
Based upon this Court's inquiriesand
the arguments of counsel at the hearing
on the motion to quash that attorney's
subpoena, there appeared to emerge a
recognition oftheneed to establishprocedures for dealing with the thorny issues that are raised when the
prosecution seeks to compel an attorney to testify against his client in ongoing criminal proceedings. In this regard,
Amicus NACDLwouldrespectfully submit the following suggestions:

Mixing Apples and Oranges
(What The Recent Supreme
Court Cases Do Not Say)
First, the Supreme Court in Caplaiz &
D~ysdaleu. U.S 109 S.Ct. 2646 (1989)
and US. u. Monsanto, 109 S.Ct. 2657
(1989) held only that the Sixth Amendment right to counsel," standing alone,
does not forbid the forfeiture or pretrial
restraint of attorney's fees.' Neither of
those cases dealt with the question of
whether the Government may subpoena a citizen's attorney, during the
pendency of the very proceedings for
which he has been retained to defend,
and inquire as to the existence and extent of those fees. Thereby, creating a
conflict between the accused and his
DECEMBER 1989
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Timing Is Everything
retained counsel, not because the
citizen is no longer able to afford counsel of his choice, as was argued inUnlike the situation presented by
Capliin and Momanto, but because the
either Pavlick' o r Fine5, lawyer Deprosecution has seen fit to make his
Geurin is already the attorney of record
lawyer a witness against him.
in the very ongoing criminal proceedThe only Sixth Amendment issue adings towhich the Governmentseeks his
dressed by the Court in Caplin and
testimony. Courts addressing the issue
Momailto was whether a citizen's Sixth
have repeatedly held that where an atAmendment right t o counsel~entitfed
torney is subpoenaed to testify against
that individual to utilize tainted funds
a client, at the very time he is repret o retain counsel of his or her ~ h o i c e . ~
senting that client in a n ongoing
The Court did not deal even inferentialcriminal proceeding," the timing of that
ly with the impact upon a citizen's Sixth
subpoena may of itself warrant quashAmendment right to counsel when the
ing same. In re Grand Jury Subpoena
prosecution seeks to call the citizen's
Duces Tecuin Dated Ja1zuai:y 2, 1985
lawyer to testify against his or her client
(Siniels), 767 E 2 d 26 29 (2nd Cir.
at a time when that lawyer is repre1985); US. u. Koualeski, 406 F.Supp.
senting the client in ongoing criminal
267 (E.D.Mich. 1976); In re GrandJwy
proceedings
Matten, 593 ESupp. 103, 107 (D.N.H.
Just as the Government may be able
1984), affirmed, 751 E.2d 13, 17 (1st Cir.
t o forfeit a citizen's property, yet not
1984); 111 re 1Villiatiis, - F.Supp. -,
compel that individual to testify tosame
1987WL 56690 (S.D.Fla. Aug. 3, 1987),
without immunity; the fact that the
Slip Op, at p. 11, n. 24 [Quashing the
Supreme Court has held that attorney's
subpoena o n other grounds the court
fees are forfeitable, does not entitle the
recognized that while the timing (of the
prosecution to compel an attorney's
attorney's subpoena) does appear to
testimony over a valid claim of his
raise justiciable questions, this issue
client's privilege. These a r e t w o
need not b e reached].
separate and discrete issues.
In I n re GrandJuiy S~rbpoena(Legal
Just because the prosecution is perSewicesCentet; 615 F.Supp. 958,969-70
mitted to beggar the citizen accused
(D.Mass. 1985) the District Court held
before trial, it does not follow that his
that subpoenas were unreasonable
lawyer may be called to a gland jury
and oppressive in the context of [an
and coinpelled to testify agamst him.
attorneys] . . . ongoing representation
As the First Circuit aptly noted in US.
of a client before INS," stressing the
u. Klubock, 832 E2d 649, 653 (1st Cin
importance that the federal Constitu1987)3:
tion places upon the right to counsel in
That there are latent ethical issuesin
criminal prosecutions and the fact that
the serving of a subpoena on actual.
a judge could . . . determine in these
. . counsel opponent should be percircumstances that the timing of the
ceived without 11iuc11difficulty . . . .
subpoenas
unduly and unnecessarily
The serving of a subpoena under
burden that right, noting that:
such circun~tanceswill immediately
drive a chilling wedge between the
. . . quite apart from any question of
attorney/wilness and his client. . . . .
privilege, the Court would quash the
subpoenas so long as the attorneys
More subtle, but perliaps more imare still representing the clients in
portant in terms of the ethical setpending immigration matters. In re
ting..., is tile inmediate conflict of
GrandJury Subpoena (ZegalServices
interests created between the attorCenter%Srrpm, at p. 970.
ney/witness and his client by the
sewing ofa subpoena in Ithisl context
The en b m c Second Circuit spoke t o
. . . .As a witness, the attorney/withis issue in I n re GraiidJ~riySubpoena
ness has separate legal and practical
interests apart from those of his
Serxd Upon Doe, 781 F.2d 238, 244
client.These interests may ormay not
:2nd Cir. 19851, en bunc, noting that a n
coincide with those of the attorittorney subpoena infringes upon a n
ney/witness and his client. The mere
iccused's Sixth Amendment right to
possibility of such a conflict is sufficient to create a problem.
:ounsel where the lawyer's subpoena is
DECEMBER 1989

issued after judicial proceedings are
initiated against the client.
We have followed thesupreme Court
in holding that [a1 person comes
under the protection of the sixth and
fourteenthamendment right to counsel from the moment judicial
proceedings are initiatedagainst him,
'whether by way of formal charge,
preliminary hearing, indictment, information, or arraignment.' . . . Since
adversary judicial proceedings had
not been initiated against [the client1
at the tinleof the [subpoenal,his Sixth
Amendment right to counsel had not
attached . . . His interest in continuing to be represented by his present
counsel was not of constitutional
dimensions (emphasis supplied) In
re Gra~~dJlrt~~StrbpomcaSe~wd
Upon
Doe, Szijtra, at p. 244.
Here, at the time the attorney's subpoena was issued, adversary judicial
proceedings hadfbeenlinitiatedagainst
DeGeurin's client, a formal charge had
been lodged by complaint; a preliminary hearing and detention hearing had
been conducted; and lawyer DeGeurin
had entered his appearance as counsel
of record and represented his client
therein. The speedy trial clock has
begun to run, the detention hearing and
question of bail have been appealed to
the District Court, and DeGeurin continues as counsel in those proceedings
as well. This is precisely the situation
where, separate and apart from any attorney-client privilege issue, suchattorney subpoenas impactupon the client's
Sixth Amendment right to counsel, and
recent Supreme Court cases d o not
even suggest the contraly.
As t h e District Court f o r New
Hampshire aptly noted, it is the timing
of an attorney's grand jury subpoena to
testify regarding a client h e was representing in ongoing criminal proceedings which violates that client's Sixth
Amendment rights, adding:
To reiterate, the plethora of cases the
US. Attorney has cited are not consonant with the crucial factual situation present here.
Defendants have cases pending for
trial in state court, the same defendents are under investigation in this
court.
It may appear picayune to the US.
Attorney, hut this court was privy to
the trauma, and understandable

VOICE
emotional upset of Attorney Hdes .
.. .when he recited thefactsof being
served a subpoena...
The actions of the US. Attorney are
w~thoutdoubt harassing, show miniscule perception of the untoward
resultmotonly to those who practice
criminallaw,but those in the general
practice of law as witness the New
Hampshire Baihssotiation asone of
the intervenors.
The use of the phrase chilling effect
upon the role of an attorneyengaged
in criminal defense work by being
served a subpoena in circumstances
such as this is mild. To permit it
would have an arctic effect with the
non-salutary purpose of freezing
criminal defense attorneys Into inanimate ice floes, bereft of thesuccor
of constitutional safeguards In re
GrandJuryMatten,593 ESupp. 103,
107 (D N.H. 19W, affin~ed751 E2d
13(1st Gr. 1984).

Round Up All the Usual
Suspects
In distinguishing their prior opinion
i n i n re Gmnd j u ~ yProceedings
(lorzes), 680 F.2d 1026 (19751, the mz
hancPifthCircuit noted that one of the
'peculiarfacts'was that the sixattorneys
drawn before the grand juty in Jones
represented a generous portion of the
criminal law bar of the lower Rio
Grande Valleyarea, and the project was
a rather broad attempt to canvass that
poltion for information detrimental to
certain of their clients." In reGra?zdJwy
Proceedings CPaulick), 680 F.2d 1026,
1027 (5th Cir. 1982), en banc. The announced change in the US.Attorney's
policies toward forfeiture and pretrial
restraint of attorney's fees in this District
[See: September 24, 1389 Newspaper
article, attached as Exhibit 1to Amicus'
Motion for Leave to Appead raises the
spector of just such a spectacle for a
generous portion of the criminal bar of
this area. At the very least, it warrants
consideration of established procedures for dealing with this troublesome
issue.
There is ahother reason for quashing
this subpoena, under these circumstances, in this District.
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Texas Is Unique
Stan&rds F o r Profssional

Conduct
Rule 4B of the Local Rules for the
United States Disctict Court for the
Southern District of Texas expressly
provide that a n attorney's conduct
before the courts of the Courts of the
Southern District of Texas is governed
by the Code of Professional Responsibility of the State Bar of Texas.

Rule 4. Standards For
Professional Conduct
B. . . The Code of Professional
Responsibility of this Court is the
Code of Professional Responsibility
of the State Bar of Texas, asamended
from time to time, except as otherwise providedby specificRule of this
Coutt."[Rule 4B of the Local Rules for
theUnitedStatesDistrictCourt forthe
Southern Disrrict of Texas, attached
as Exhibit 11.
Thus, the rules governing the conduct of attorneys practicing before this
Court expressly mandate that counsel
abide by theTexas Code of Professional
Responsibility, which in strict, mandatoly terms provide that alawyershall
not knowingly . . Irleveal any information protected by the attorney-client
privilege under applicable law'", nor
any orher inforntatiora gaitled ill the

.

prof&otzal relafiomhCpthat the client
has reqtrested be held inuiaIate or the
disclositre of whkb would be likdy to be
detrimeprtal to the clhnt." Tex. Govt.
CodeAnn. Art. 10,9, DR4-101, StateBar
Disciplinary Rules [Anached as exhibit
21.

Conclusion
Trtcst Me, I'm From

tbe Government
The Government here seeks to convert the client's lawyer into the unwilling agent of the prosecution. Thetr
answer [See: Government's Supplemental Response1 is to assure this
Court that they will not use any inforthation compelled from the attorney to
bolster their case against the client,
while at the same time admitting that
the very infornlation they desire to ex-

traa could be considered evidence
against the Defendent." Apart from the
obvious ambiguity and unenforceability of such assurances, they display a callous insensitivity to the
delicate balanceuponwhich ouradversary process rests.
It is little answer to the claim of
privilege that the government may not
need to use the information it seeks to
obtain through the invasion of same.
More importantly, the spectacle of calling a citizen's lawyer in an ongoing
criminal proceeding to testify before a
grand july about matters admittedly
relating to that very investigation, undermines the citizen's confidence in his
lawyer andthe system alike. Thevitality
of the adversary process will not
tolerate such intolerance. Neither
should this Honorable Court.
This attorney's subpoena should be
quashed, and procedures established
to review any efforts to subpoena
lawyers under such circumstances in
the fllhm.
Respectfully submitted,

GOLDSTEIN, GOLDSTEIN,
& HILLEY

29th Floor Tower Life Building

San Antonio, Texas 78205
By:

GERALD H. GOLDSTEIN
Bar W8101000
Auorneys for Amicus NACDL

Certificate of Service
I hereby certify that a copy of the
above and foregoing Post Submission
Brief has been mailed to the United
StatesAttorney for the Southern District
of Texas at 515 Rusk Ave., Houston,
Texas 77002, this 6th day of October,
1989.

GERALD H. GOLDSTEIN
1 "In another dccisron we announce today,
CnpIrrc EDqsdmIc. .. ,we hold that neither
the Pfih or Simh Amendments to the Con-

stituiianrequires Congresstopermit adefcnDECEMBER 1989
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dant to use assets adjudged to be fmfeitable
topay that defendant's lcgalfees. Werely on
our conclusion in that w e to disp- of the
similar constitutional claims msed .. here."
US. u.Masan& 105L.Ed 2d 512,526C1989).
"We therefore reject petitioner's claim of a
Sixth Amendment right of criminal dcfendams touseassets that are the eovernment's
- aw'fs adjudged forfcitablc . . . - to pay
attonley'~fr.ti\.\,merely hruuse tho%,sswts
are in their possession.' Cuplin
105 L.Ed.2d 528,545 (1989).
Recogmzing 'that the p w e available t o
prosecutors under the lforfeiturel statute
could bc abused" the Court noted that
'IClases involving particular abuses can be
dealt with individually by the lower courts,
when (and 10 any such W.ES arisen. (emphasis in originaD Capin EDgrdalsu. U S ,
Syoya, 105 L W.2d at p.547.
2. The Cablin and Afonsonro maioriw
simolv
, ,~
rejected, hy thr slirnwst of niarjiins. tle notion that the Constitution pmhilrils what the
dbrmt dcwrih~das "the dcvaaatin~mnwquences of attorney's fees forfeihlre [upon]
the integrityof our adversuial system of justice: a p l l n F DtjMflla u. US., Supra, 105
LED 2dato.548.Aresultthedisrrntersame
ovedooks ihe 'core insieht' of dismct c&t

..

.,

1s unseemly and unjust for the Government
to bepgar t h w it prosecutes in order to dlsable their defenseat trial." Caplin FL?t)~dflle
u. U S . Sum.ato. 548
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ProcedureInfacf forwereightyyearsTexas
eourts have interpreted these statutes to
preclude the disclosure of jusi this type of
idomation See: Doumitlg u. Stufe, 136S.W.
471 CTex.Cr.App 1911). Holden u. Sf@& 71
S.W. 600 CT'ex.CrApp.lXI3).
'Appellant .. excepted to the action of the
court, requiring M.C. Oullcn, an attorney at
law, and who had pwiowly represented
l
defendant in this case as her c o u ~ e and
attorney, to testify that when defendant
employed him she gave him $10 as afee. She
paid himwo $5bills.Thiswas objeetedtoon
the ground that it was a privileged cornmunicafionbetweenattomeysndclient.The
coua overmled this obiition. and witnes
was mmwiled to testif;, . T h i s testimom
s l ~ ~ nnlnw
~ l t l Ixen admitted. 'lhcw war no
dispute as the relation dattorn'y and clicnt,
and the evidence introduced was in fact
trampiiig by vime oftbat empbyment .
Andit has beenexpre&yhcldthatitdoesnot
matter whether the information has been
derived fmrn a citent'swords, aaions, orpersand appearance 'HoIden u State Supm, at
p. 601.
The most recent amendments to the Code OF
Pmfwional Re@onslbUityfor the State Bar
of Texas, which become effeaivepnuary 1.
1990,expressly ineoqmfdfeRule 503's de&
tion of the 'bvyer-Client Privdeges. See:
Rule 1.05 Canfidentiality of Information,
StateBar
Code ofProfess~onalRespoa~iMlity,
of Texas [Attached as ExhibiM.

.
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Court rule requiring prior judicial appmal
for attorney subpoenas.
Without unduly repeatingwhat wasstated in
the nanel dRtison. we ruled that.. thelocal

hcr~tandatatutoryauthority~fthcmurtsto
Order
controlethicalandpmebvalrnatte~intheir
Forum.. Thls is another way of saying that
the local rulewas necwaryand~dtionaland
Pending before this Cowt is the Mothat 'the pdnciplesdrightandjustice'require
tion to Quash GrandJury Subpoena for
irs aooellate s u ~ w t"t U S Y Klulmk 832

.

Attorney of Rewrd for Defendant Jose
Evaristo Reyes-Requena, Mike DeGeurin (Document No. 2).
the clients had already been 'tried and convicted" at the time the attorney's subfloena
The Court has considered petiwas issued.
tioner's motion and the Government's
5 IN re G m n d J u y Prm~diingsIn Matter of
response. On October 2, 1989, the
Fine, 641 F.2d 199,204 (5th Cir.l%3lO,where
the attorney 'was engaged only to fom and
Court heard the arguments of movant,
maintam" a corporation.
Mike M. DeGeurin, his attorney, Dick
6. The 'Lawyer cl~entPrivileges in Texas is
DeGuerin, and the Government, repred i e d in Rule 503 of the Texas rules of
sented by Lawrence D. Finder. AddiCnminal Evidence, which likewise provides:
"A client hasa privilege to prevent the lawyer
tionally, the Court heard the arguments
or the lawyer's representative fmm didosof representativesfromthe Nationalhingany.. .facrwl~chcametotl~ekn0~1edge
sociation of Criminal Defense lawyers,
of the lawyer . . by reason of the attorneyclient relationship: Rule 503Cb) (53,
the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Tex.RCr.Ev. [Attached asMibit 31.
Association,
the Harris County Criminal
This ail encompassing statutory attorneyLawyers Association, and the Associaclient pivdege hasbeen ineffect long before
the enactment of theTexas Rules of Ctiminal
tion of Trial Jawyers of America, who
Evidence See:Art. 38 lOoftheT01asCodcof
were granted leave to appear as amici
Crimmal procedure, and its predecessor
cuiiae in this action. Having reviewed
statue, Art. 773 of theTexas CodeofCminal
DECEMBER 1989

the foregoing and the applicable law,
the Coua concludes that the motion to
quash should be, and hereby is,
granted.

The Intervenor, Jose Evaristo ReyesRequena ( Reyes-Requena) was arrested onor about September 18,1989,
in a residence containing in excess of
141 kilograms of a substance believed
to be cocaine. Reye=Requena was in
the livingroomsleepingon a bedrollon
the floor. A loaded .357Magnum revolver was subsequently found under
the blankets. Agents found the cocaine
in the front bedroom. Intervenor was
charged with possession with intent to
distribute in exceed of five kilogramsof
cocaine, a violation of 21 U.S.C. 841(a)
(11 and (b) (1) (A), in Cause No. H-89834M pending in the Southern District
of Texas.
On September 22, 1989, a United
States Magistrate held a combined
preliminary examination and detention
hearing. During cross-examination by
defense counselMike DeGeurin, anFBI
witness related the substanceof ceaain
postarrest statements made by Intervenor. In summary, Intervenor told an
agent that he had come to the Houston
area approximately two months previously from Matamom, Mexico, and
was unemployed He met a person,
whom he called Chapa, who offered
Intervenor the use of a residence and
food in exchange for watching the
residence. Intervenor stated that he had
seenChapabrlngingboxesinto and out
of the house.Itwas atthisresidencethat
Intervenor was arrested. At the conclusion of the preliminary examination,
the magistrate found the evidence sufficient to support a Fmdiig of probable
cause for arrest. Intervenor was subsequently released on bond.
After the hearing, the Government
prepared a grand jury subpoena
directed to Mike DeGeurin, which was
executed sometime on or after September 26,1989. The subpoena requested
that Mike DeGeurin testify before the
federal grand jury on September 29,
1989,and that he bring tothe grandjufy
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" . . . any and all documents or
records pertaining to Legal fees
received or due to you or your law
fnpl for your representation of Jose
Evaristo Reyes-Requena, including,
but not limited to fee agreements or
contracts for the representation of
Jose Evaristo Reyes-Requena;
receipts or invoicesfor fees received
or owed fortherepresentationofJose
Evaristo Reyes-Requena; and any
memoranda, papers or recordings
concerning the source of feespaid or
due you or your law kkm for the
representation of Jose Evaristo
Reyes-Requena."

Mike DeGeurin, represented by his
brother, DickDeGuerin,' now asks this
Cowl to quash the Government's subpoena.

Analysis
T h e issue before this Court is
whether in the course of ongoing
criminal proceedings the Government
may serve a grand jury subpoena upon
an attorney, seeking disclosure of fee
information so as to ascertain the
breadth of criminal activity. Government's Response to motion to Quash
Grand Jury Subpoena for Attorney of
Record for Defendant Jose Evaristo
Reyes-Requena, Mike DeGeurin, at 3
[hereinafter Government's Response].
Mike DeGeurin argues that this Court
should quash the subpoena on the following grounds: (1) the subpoena was
issued in violation of the Justice
Department's internal guidelines requiring approval of the Assistant Anorney General of the Criminal Division
before an Assistant United StatesAttorney may issue a subpoena to an attorney (citing U.S. Department of Justice,
Attorney Subpoena Guidelines, Executive Offrceforthe UnitedStates,DepartmentofJustice, UnitedStatesAttorneys'
Manual 9-2.161 (a) (1385) [hereinafter
DOJ Manuall); (2) compliance d t h the
subpoena would contravene movant's
obligations under the code of Profe+
sional Responsibility of the State of
Texas, which requires that he not
divulge any facts which came to his
attention by reason of an attorneyclient relationship (citing Supreme
Court of Texas, State Bar Rules art. 10,
9 (Code of Professional Responsibility)
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Canon 4, DR 4101, reprinted in Tex.
Gov't Code Ann. tit. 2, subtit. G app.
(Vernon 1988) [hereinafterTexasCode
of Professional Responsibility]); Q the
subpoena violates the anorney-client
privilege; and (4) service of the subpoena upon the Intervenor's attorney
deprives the Intervenor af his sixth
amendment right to counsel.
A. Depamnent ofJusIice Guidelines
The United StatesDepartmentofJustice Attorney Subpoena Guidelinesprovide that prior to the issuance of a
subpoena to an attorney relating to the
representation of a client, the Assistant
Attorney General of the Criminal
Division must determine, in part, that::
The reasonableneed forthe information. .outweighIs1 the potential adverse effectsuponthe attorneydent
relationship. In particular, the need
for the information must outweigh
the risk that the attorney will de disqualified from representation of the
client as a result of having to testify
against the client.

.

DOJ Manual, Supra, 9-2.161 (a) 03)
(4).
Movant contends that the Government failed to obtain the requisite prior
approvaland that, accordingly,thesubpoena must be quashed. The Government responds that it did obtain prior
approval and even if it had not, failure
to comply with internal guidelines is
not grounds to quash a subpoena.
Generally, courts will decline to enForce federalagency guidelines, such as
those at issue here, that are not mandated by statute orthe Constitution.See,
eg., United States u. Caceres, 440 US.
741, 755-56 (1979). Additionally, the
Department of Justice guidelines include a specific proviso negating enforceability:
These guidelines . . . are set forth
solely for the purpose of internal
Department of Justice guidance.
They are not intended to, do no5 and
may not be relied upon to aeate any
rights, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by any party in any
matter, civil or criminal, nor do they
place any limitations on otherwise
lawful investigative or litigative
prerogatives of the Depmment of
Justice.
DOJ Manual, snpra, 9-2.161 (a); see
ako Stem 8r Hoffman, Privileged In-

formers: The Attorney Subpoem Problem and A Propom1forRefomt, 136 U.
Pa. L. Rev. 1783, 1819 (1988) ( [DOJI
Muidelines are completely unenforceable).
The Court thus concurs with the
Government that any failure to comply
withinternal guidelinesisnot a basis for
quashingthe Governme.nt'~subpoena.~
B. Code ofPmf~omIRespa~~~~'bility
Mike DeGeurin next argues that
compliance n7ith the subpoena would
cause him to violate the Texas Code of
Professional Responsibility. Rule 48 of
Appendix A of the local Rules. for the
United States District Court for the
SouthernDistrict ofTexasprovides that
anattorney's conduct before the Courts
of the Southern District of Texas is
governed by the Code of Professional
Responsibilityof the State Bar of Texas.
Disciplinary Rule 4101 of the Texas
Code of Professional Responsibility
provides that a lawyer shall not knowingly. . . [rleveal a confidence or secret
3 of his client. Texas Code of Professional Responsibility, wpm, DR 4101

(B).
Without reaching the issue of
whether the information sought falls
within the attorney-client privilege and
is thus a confidence, this Court concludes that enforcement of the subpoena ~ o u l dnot cause movant to
violate his ethical obligations under the
Code. In addition to the foregoing
provision, the Texas Code also
provides that an attorney may reveal
confidences and secrets when required by law or court order. Id. DR
4101 (C) (2). Under the circumstances
here, Mike DeGeurin's compliance
would be compelled by a court order
enforcing the subpoena Accordingly,
the Court is unable to fmd that any
resulting disclosure would constitute
an ethical violation. See Stern & Hoffman, s t p a , at 1815-16.
C. AitorneyClient Privilege
Pursuant to Rule 26 of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure, federal
common law governs the applicability
of the attorney-client privilege in this
circuit. In re Grand Jtuy Proceedings
@ones), 517 E2d 666, 669-70 (5th Cir.
1975). The privilege applies in the following instance:
DECEMBER 1989

(1) When? legal advice of any kind is
sought (2)fmm a professional legal
adviser in h~scapacity
assuch, (3) the
communications relating to that purpose, (4) made in confidence (5) by
the client, (6)are at his instancepermanently protected Q from disclosure by himself or the legal
adviser, (8) except the protection be
waived.

1

8J. Wigmore, Evidence 2292, at 554
(McNaughtonrev. ed. 1961). Generally,
the identity of a client is not privileged,
Frank v. Tonalinson, 351 F.2d 384, 384
(5th Cir. .1965), a r t . akzied, 382 US.
1028 (1960, nor are matters involving
the receipt of fees, United States v. Finley, 434 F.2d 596,597 (5th Cir. 1970).
Accordingly, the Government contends that the information sought by
subpoena is not privileged. Movant and
amici argue, however, that despite the
general rule, the information is nonetheless protected under an exception
first articulated in this circuit in In re
Gland Jury Proceedings @ones), 517
E2d 666 (5th Cir. 1975).
In quashing several subpoenas the
Junes court concluded that despite the
generally unprivileged nature of client
identityandfee information,certain information, not normally privileged,
should. . .be protected, when so much
of the substanceofthe communications
is already in the government's possession that additional disclosures would
yield substantiallyprobative links in an
existing chain of inculpatory events or
transactions. Id. at 674.
The Government contends that the
so-called last link4except1onisnarrowly construed by the coults. Furthermore, the Government argues, the
exception does not exempt Mike DeGeurin from compliance, as the infermation sought by the subpoena does
not constitute the last link in a chain of
evidence leading to the indictment of
Mike DeGeurin's client.'
1. Last Link E;rceprioon
The determination of whether the
narrow last link exception applies to
exempt a subpoenaed attorney from
disclosing fee information or client
identity6 must be made on a case-tocase basis, Jones, 517 F.2d at 671.Jones
involved a grand jury investigation of
certain individuals for suspected narDECEMBER 1989

cotics and tax violations. The government subpoenaed the targets' attorneys, seeking to learn the source of
their fees and the identity of possible
third-party benefactors. Id. at 668-69.
The court rejected thegovernment's argument that information about client
identity, fee and b o n d i i arrangements
were not privileged unless disclosure
would lead automaticallyto conviction
for a criminal offense. Id, at 672. In
rejecting a test af quantum sufficiency,
the court noted that the correct approach is a matter of logical relevance
and probative value. Id. (citing Baird u.
Koerner, 279 E2d 623, 633 (9th Cir,
1960)). The court quashed the subpoena fmding that disclosure by the
attorneys would be relevant to corroborating or supplementing already
existing incriminating information. Id.
at 674.
Subsequently, the First Circuit
declined to quash an attorney subpoena in In re GrandJuryProceedings
(Paulick), 6680 F.2d 1026 (5th Cir. Unit A
1982) (en banc). Paulick concerned a
government motion to compel disclosure from an attorney, Pavlick, following the conviction of three of his
clients on marijuana charges. When
called before the grand jury, Pavtick
refused to identify the third party who
hadretainedhim torepresent thesmugglers, claimingattorney-clientprivilege.
Id. at 1027. The court stated that such
information was privileged only if disclosure of the client's identity by his
attorney would have supplied the last
linkin an existing chain of incriminating evidence likely to lead to the
client's indictment. Id. (emphasis
added). In reversing the trial court's
denial of the motion to compel, the
court observed that the information the
government sought was by no means
the last link in any chain of inculpatory
events and would not necessarily give
the government the evidence necessary
to indict the benefactor. Id. at 1027 &
n.2.
As the Jones court observed, however, application of the last link exception is fact-specific.Jones, Pavlick and
~ t h e cases
r
suggest that there are also
certain factors that are signiftcant in
3etermining if an attorney wrll be ex-

empted from compliance with a subpoena. First, the current Satus of the
attorney-client relationship and the
criminal proceedings is relevant to a
decision to quash. Asnbpoena directed
to an attorney who represented the
client in a prior unrelated case will be
unlikely to elicit information constituting the last l i d in a chain of evidence
relevant to the current charge. E.g, In
re G n n d J u ~Subpoena, 774 F.2d 624,
628 (4th Cir. 1985) (exception inapplicable as documents at issue do not
concern payment of legal fees as to this
investigation (emphasis added)), cer.t.
denied, 475 U.S. 1108 (1980.
Second, evidence that clients or third
party benefactors have used attorneys
and the privilege as shields for continued illicit activity affects judicial application of the exception. E.g., Paulick
680 F.2d at 1028. In declining to quash
the subpoena, the Paulick court concluded that the attorney had been
retained to further incipient orpreexisting criminalor fraudulent activity. Id. at
1028-29 (evidence here that act of furnishing. .. counsel was an act done in
furtherance of the illegal scheme itself
distinguishes case from Jones); see also
In re Grand Ju~ySubpoenas, 803 F.2d
493, 499 (9th Cir. 1986) (what is really
involved in this case is an attempt to
employ the attorney-client privilege to
shield those who might he involved in
illegal activity).
tilo f ( , ~ o i n g
to the facLs :it
Imr. the Cou~t~:oncludesthat the s u b
directed to Mike DeGeurin must
be quashed. Currently, the Government has what is termed a mere
presence case against the Inte~venor.~
Intervenor has been charged with possession with intent to distribute. According to information elicited at this
court's hearing , the only evidence the
Government has against Reyes-Requena is that he was asleep on a bedroll
in the living room of a home in which
the police subsequently found 141
kilograms of cocaine located in a
bedroom. Attorneys for both the
defense and the Government concede
that mere presence where a crime is
committed and knowledge that the
crime is being committed are insufficient as a matter of law to proveguilt of
the uime. Preliminary and Detention
Hearings before the United States
Magistrate, CR. H-89-834M, at 57-58,61
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(Sept. 22,1989). A subpoena to ReyesRequena's attorney, however, could
elicit information providing an affiimative connection between the Intervenor and the cocaine.
Mike DeGeurin's compliance with
the subpoena could possibly provide
the Government with evidence that
Reyes-Requena had knowledge of the
contraband's presence. Such evidence
would tend to connect Reyes-Requena
to the cocaioe, thus establishing a
stronger case against him than mere
presence. Additionally,the information
sought may provide evidence of the
existence of a consphcy, allowing the
Government to bring additional charges against the Intervenor.
The Court thus finds that the facts of
this case mandate the quashing of a
subpoena which seeks to elicit the last
link of incriminating evidence against
Intervenot from his attorney. The subpoena has been sewed upon the attorney during the pendency of criminal
proceedings, and seeks information
that could be relevant to thoseproceedings. Although in other contexts, that
information may not be privileged, in
this case the revelation of such information may, infact provide the crucial link
in the Government's case. The privilege
hcre is nut nbn~gatcdbyanys&esti;m
that it is ciiscclasa shield to fnrthcr illicit
activity, as the Government does not
contend that Mike DeGeurin was
retained in this case for that purpose.
See In re Gmnd Juy Subpoenm, 803
F.2d at 499.
Accordingly, the Court concludes
that under the circumstances,the informationsought issubjecttotheattorneyclient privilege.
D. Rule 17 (2) Supmiso y Power
Although the Court has determined
that the subpoena should be quashed
pursuant to the attorney-client
privilege, the Court also notes that it
may, under Rule 17(c) of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedures, quash a
subpoena ducestecumfound to be unreasonable or oppressive, independent
of a finding of privilege.
Rule 17(c) piovides that [tlhe court
on motion may quash or m o w . . la1
subpoena if compliance would be unreasonable or oppressive. Fed. R. Crim.
P. 17Cc). Courts have also invoked the
more general supervisory power to
quash a subpoena based on the particular circumstances under which it
was issued. Stern 8F Hoffman, supra, at
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1813. The most prevalent justification
for quashing a subpoena under Rule
17(c) appears to be the timing of the
subpoena. Eg., In re GrandJirry Subpoena CLegal Sems. Center), 615 F.
Supp, 958, 969-70 (D. Mass. 1985)
(noting that the timing of the grand
jury's subpoenas, coming as they do
while the petitioners are involved in
pendlng INS proceedings on behalf of
their clients, is unreasonable and oppressive); In re GrandJuryMattm, 593
F. Supp. 103. 105 (D.N.H.) (stating that
a very important premise is that the
actions are pending in a New
Hampshire lsltate Iclourt and under investigation in . . . Mederal [clout),
a f d , 751 F.2d 13 (1st Cir. 1984). The
service of a subpoena uponan attorney
during the pendency of a criminal
proceeding for which the attorney has
been retained has, atthe least, schilling
effect upon his ability to represent his
client. See Legal Sem. Center, 615 F.
Supp, at 970; In re GrandJury Matters,
593 F. Supp. at 107.
In the instant case, the Government
has subpoenaed a defense attorney
during the pendency of indictment
proceedings. The subpoena here impinges upon the attorney-client
relationship and, by diverting attention
from the preparation of the client's
defense, severely hinders the attorney's
effectiveness in representing hi.Accordingly, apart from the issue of
privilege, the cowt would quash the
subpoena given the timing of, and circumstances surrounding,its issuance.
E. Sixth Amendment

Although it has already reached its
decision on other nonconstitutional
grounds, the Court finds it advisable to
address movant's constitutional objection to the subpoena. Movant contends
that the setvice of a subpoena on the
Intewenor's attorney depr~vesthe Intervenor of his sixth amendment right
to counsel. Amici argue that the subpoena chills the attorney-client
relationship by: (1) causing the client
to mistrust his attorney; (2) creating a
conflict of interest as a result of the
competing interests of the aitorney and
his client 0)diluting the attorney's effectiveness by divertmg his attention
fromprepamtionof his client's defense;
and (4) possibly causing disqualication of the attorney. The Government
responds that compelling Mike DeGeurin to disclose the identity and fee
arrangements of a benefactor does not

deprive the Intervenor of his sixth
amendment rights. The Government
relies primarily upon the recent United
States Supreme Court decision in
Caplin 6 Drysdale u. United States),
109S. Ct. 2646 (198917
The sixth amendment provides, in
relevant part, that Iiln all criminal
prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy
the right . . to have the Assistance of
Counsel for his defense. U.S. Const.
Amend. VI.Generally, althoughsubject
to certain Iimitations, a defendant has
the right to counsel of his choice. See
P o u d u. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45, 53
(1932). Recently, however, the
Supreme Court further delineated the
scope of a defendant's right to counsel
of choice:

.

Whatever the full extent of the Sixth
Amendment's protection OF one's
right to retain counsel of his chwsing, that protection does not go
beyond the individual's right to
spend his own money to obtain the
advice and assistance of. . . counsel.
A defendant has no Sixth Amendment right to spend another person's
money for service rendered by an
attorney, even if those funds are the
only way that that defendant will be
able to retain the attorney of his
choice.

Caplin v.Dysdde, 109 S. Ct. at 2652
(citation omitted). In CapIiin v. Drysdale, the petitioner's client has pleaded
guilty to a continuing criminal
enterprise charge and agreed to forfeit,
pursuant to 21 U.S.C. 853, all of the
assets specified in the indictment. Id. at
2649-50. Subsequently, petitioner fled
a petition under the forfeiture stature
seeking an adjudicationof its rights to a
portion of the forfeited property as
attorney's fees, and challenging, inter
alia, the statute as unconstitutional if
such fees were not exempt from forfeiture. Id. at 2650. The Supreme Court
affirmed the en banc decision of the
Fourth Circuit in which a majority had
held that the failure of the continuing
criminal enterprise statute to exempt
feesfromforfeitureAdid notviolate the
sixth amendment. Id.
Caplfn6Dysdale is distinguishable
from the case at bar. Capllin GDgsdale
involved statutorily authorized fee forfeiture. The Supreme Court found that
any existing sixth amendment interest
in using forfeitable assets to retain
counsel was overridden by the strong
governmental interest in obtaining full
DECEMBER 1989
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recovery of aU forfeitable assets. Id. at
2655. The Government here has conceded, however, that this is not a fee
forfeiture case. neither Caplin 6 Drysdale, nor its companion case, United
States u. Monsanto, 109 S. Ct. 2657
(19891, concerned the issue presented
here: whether the Government may,
prior to indictment, subpoena a
defendant's attorney during the pendency of criminal proceedings for
which hewas retained and inquire as to
the existence, extent, or source of his
fees.
The Supreme Court's recent reiteration of a primary policy concern in assessing a sixth amendment claim
indicates that a result distinct from that
in Caplin & Dqb-dale may obtain in an
attorney subpoena sititation. In Wheat
u. United States, 108 S. Ct. 1692 (1988),
the Supreme Court observed that with
respect to the sixth amendment, 'the
appropriate inquiry focuses on the adversarial process, not on the accused's
relationship with his lawyeras such.' Id.
a t 1697 (quoting United States u.
Cronic, 466 U.S. 648, 657 n.21 (1984)).
The subpoenaing of Mike DeGeurin
under the circumstances presented
here threatens theintegrityoftheadversarial process protected by the sixth
amendment. Whereas forfeiture of fees
may deprive a defendant of counsel of
his choice, thesubpoenaing of his attorney not only may deprive a defendant
of his chosen council but may also turn
that attorney into a witness against him.
The latter occurrence, in which an adversary forcibly enlists the aid of his
opponent, contravenes the principles
of the adversarial system.
Accordingly, given the presumption
in favor of a defendant's choice of counsel, see, TVheat, 108 S. Ct. at 1700, the
strong possibility that enforcement of a
government-issued subpoena to
Intervenor's attorney will cause
counsel's disqualification during the
pendency of proceedings, and the apparent absence of any overriding
governmental interest, the Court concludes that Caplin & D~ysdalewould
not preclude quashing the subpoena
on sixth amendment grounds.

Conclusion
The grand jury has the right and duty
to procure every man's evidence. In re
GrandJwyMattee,s,751 F2d 13, i(i(1st
Cir. 1984) (citing United States u.
DECEMBER 1989
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Dionisio, 410 U.S. 1, 9-10 (1973)). The
right may be restricted, however, by
privilege, 'constitutional, common-law
or statutory,' and by the Coua's supervisory power under Rule 17(c) of the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. Id.
at 17 (quotingBramzburg u. Haps, 408
US. 665,688 (1972)).
Accordingly, the Court hereby concludes that the Motion to Quash shaU
be, and hereby is, GRANTED.
Signed at Houston, Texas, on this
31st day of October, 1989.

DAVID HITENR
United States District Judge
1. Thebrothersspell theirlast namesdifferently.

2. it is therefore unnecessary to detcrrnine
whether the Government complied with the
guidelines.
3. 'Confidence' refers to information protected
by the attorney-client privilege under applicable law, and'secret' refen tootherinformation gained in the professional
relationship that the client has requested be
held inviolate or the disclosure of which
would be embarrassing orwould beiikely to
be detrimental to the client. Texas Code of
Professioanl Responsibility, supra, DR 4-104
(A).
4. Subsequent toJones, the FBh Circuit refined
the exception. Whereas the exception as formulated by the Jonescoun encompassed attorney disclosureswhichprovidedprobaliw
link in a n existing chain of evidence,Jones,
517 F.2d at 674 (emphasis added), in 111 ,s
GratldJtq Proceedings (Pnulid), 680 E2d
1026 (5th Cir. Unit A 1982) (en band, the
court deemed only those disclosuressupplyine the last link in the chain of evidence as
referred toJonswhile discussing the exception, the precisesignifrcance of the modification is unclear.
5. Some confusion exist. concerning on whose
behalf Mike DeCeurin is invoking the

that hcwas invoking the privilege on behalf
of the intervenor, ReyesRequena. Accordingly, this Court will consider the privilege
and any exceptions thereto in light of the
attorneyclient relationshipwhich theGoverment has conceded exists between hlikc DeGeurin and Reyes-Requena. Id.
6. The Court notes that with respect to the case
law concerning the application of the attorney-client privilege to questions of client
identity and fees, (dourn generally d o not
distinguish among. . .[varioud fact patterns,
applying case law developed in one context
to the others. Se6 eg.,1,s re OOerbo~ld,722
EZd 591 @I? Cir. 1 9 3 ) (applycg cases concerning the discovery of client identity to a

situation involvingthe discovery of fee information). Da'elopmmls in 1helnru"P~vIIeged
Com~wanrcations,
98 Haw. I. Rev. 1450,
1517-18n.91(1985).
There are generally three basic fact patterns"two involving identity and one involving fees% which adversaries, usually law
enforcement o f f m e , seek such information.
i n the first, a taxpayer ascertainsthat heowes
taxes for prior periods, pays the outstanding
sums anonymously through his attorney to
avoid possible criminal liability, and the
authorities seek the taxmver's identihi from

pancm, an anonymous party pays the legal
fees of another p a w who faces a criminal
charge, typically drug traffcking. As in the
case of anonymous tax payment, authorities
seek the identity of the anonymous tax payment, authorities seek the identity of the
anonymousparty, hereundertheassumption
that the defendant was working for the

(enbanc); unitedSfflfesu.~IodgeGZf~.a'g,
548
F.2d 1347(9hCir. 1977). Inthe thiidsituation,
the authorities are investigating possible tax
evasion by comparing information o n
attorney's fws, sought from theattorneywith
the client's declared income. The client may
have paid the attorney more money than he
hasdeclaredasincome. See. ex..In re Grnnd
from the preceding patterns. In this case, the
government issued a preindictment subpoena to a defendant's attorney in order to
learn the breadth of [the1 criminal activity.
Government's Supplemental Response to
hlotian to Quash Grand Jury Subpoena for
Attorney of Record for Defgendant Jose
EvaristoReves-Re~uenz,Mike Dffieurin at 2.

fact Gtte;n difTen from those of precedmg
cases this cwn will follow its predecessors
and apply case law developed in -her contexts.
7.With reswct to the sixth amendment issue.

u. thzifedsfats,475 US. 1108 (1986), forthe
proposition that the proharive value of tllirdparty benefactor infomation outweighs any
sixth amendnlent rights asserted by the
benefactor. The government's reliance is
misplaced, however, as the Doe court held
that thcre was no infringment of the sixih
amendment right to munsel for the reason
that the target's sixth amendment right. had
not yet attached. Id. at 244. Specfically, the
court found that nosixth amendment right to

adversaryprorredingl~asmmmenced.
Id. at
244. The goverment here does not assert that
ReyesRquena s sixth amendment right to
0
counsel has not yet attached.
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A SALUTE TO
CONGRESSMAN
CRAIG A. WASHINGTON
C r a i g Antony Washington was born
in Longview, Texas on October 12,
1941. At an early age he moved with his
Family to Houston, where he has since
resided. InHouston, he attended Brock
Elementary School, as well as Fidelity
Junior High School, and graduated
from Fidelity Manor Senior High
School.
He went on to work his way through
Prairie View A & M University, graduating in 1966 with a Bachelor of science
degree in biology. Upongraduation, he
attended theThurgoodmarshall School
of Law at Texas Southern University
from 1966 to 1969, earning numerous
honors and awards, including a Charles
T. McCormack Scholarship (three
years), several American Jurisprudence
Awards, a US. Law Week award , and
the Corpus Juris Secundum Award for
the senior with the best academic
record. He also served as Captain of the
Moot Coua Team (1967-691, President
of the Student ar Association (1968-691,
and as TSU's delegate to the American
Bar Association Convention. Graduating with Honors, Mr. Washington was
fist in his class and was listed in imo's
IYlho in American Colleges and Uniuwsifies.
Mr. Washington then joined thefaculty of the TSU Law School, Serving as
Assistant Dean and Assistant Professor
of Law and teaching a class on the legislative process. During the 1973-74
school year, he taught a polltical
science course in the Afro-American
Studies program at the University of
houston. He was an Institute fellow,
1974, at the JohnE Kennedy School of
Government, Harvard University, and
paificipated in the 1975StateLegislative
Conferenceat the Centerforstate Leeis"
lative Research and Service, Eagleton
Institute for Politics, Rutgers University.
In 1970, Mr. Washington left the
University to enter the private practice
of law in Houston. Currently a partner
in the firm of Washington, Lampley,
Evans and Braquet, he is licensed to

practice before various Federal couns,
including the United States Supreme
Court. He also serves as the head of
Washington Properties, Inc, and holds
a partnership in Mahogany Interests.
Mr. Washington is a member of
numerous organizations, including the
National Bar, the American Bar, the
(Texas) State Bar, the Houston Lawyers
Association, the HoustonBar, the Houston Junior Bar, the Harris County

Criminal Lawyers Association, the
Houston Chapter of the American Civil
Liberties Union, the Houston Committee on the Humanities and Public
Policy, the HoustonBiil of Rights Foundation, Citizens United For Rehabilitation of Errants (CURE), the National
Association for Advancement of
Colored People, the National Conference of Crime and Delinquency, the
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, and the Texas Trial Lawyers
Association. As a member of the State
BAr, Mr. Washington is a member of the
Standing Committee o n federal
Judiciary Appointments and serves on
two special committees: as Vice-Chairman of theTask Force on the Thurgood
Marshall School of Law. and as a mem-

ber of a panel Studying interest on
lawyers' trust accounts.
Mr. Washimgton has also served as a
member of the Constitutional Revision
Committee of the State Junior Bar, the
Citizensfor Good Schools, the Criminal
Justice and Consumer Affairs Task
Force of the National Conference of
State Legislatures, the Board of the Martin Luther King Jr. Community Center,
and the Southern Regional Council,
Inc., of Atlanta, Georgia.
Congressman Mickey i e l a n d encouraged Mr. Washington to enter
politics. Mr. Washington won election
to the 63rd Legislature as a state Representative f r m the 86th District (Hams
County). As a freshman lawmaker, he
was appointed Chairman of the Local
Government Committee of the 1974
Constitution Convention, and Chairman of the Committee to Study Prairie
View A & M University. At the close of
the session, T a m Monthly chose him
as one of their "Ten Best Legislators."
In the 64th Legislature, Mr. Washing
ton served as Chairman of the Committee on Criminal jurisprudence and as a
member ofthe Calendars and Judiciary
Committees.
He served in the 65th legislature as
Chairman of the Social Services Committee, as a member of the Committee
on CriminalJurisprudence, and as ViceChairman of the latter's Subcommittee
on Appropriative Matters. He also
sewed as Chairman of the Legislative
Black Caucus and as Chairman of the
Halris County Delegation.
In the 66th Legislature, Mr.
Washington served as Chairman of the
Human Services Committee, a member
of the Committee on Security and Sanctions, and a s Chairman of the Legislative Black Caucus. The close of the
session again saw him named among
T a m Monthly's "Ten Best Legislators."
During the interim, he was appointed
to theJoint Committeeon Urban Needs,
as House SpeakerProTempore (August
19801, and as Chairman of the House
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Select Committee on Privileges an Elections.
During the 67th Legislature, Mr.
Washington Again Served as Chaim~an
of the Human Semices Committee, and
as a member of the Committee on
Regions, Compacts, and Districts. He
also served for the third time as Chairman of the Legislative Black Caucus. In
the fall of 1981,he was appointed to the
Select Conunittee on Public Education,
serving as Chairman of the Subcommittee on Recodification of the Education
Code.
After successfully campaigning for
the District 13 Senatorial seat (representing portions of Hanfs and Ft. Bend
Counties), Mr. Washington was sworn
in as a state Senator in Janualy, 1983.
During the 65th Legislature, he was appointed to the Health and Human
Resources,Jurisprudence, and StAte Affairs Committees,serving asvicechairman of the Subcormnittee on Criminal
Matters and as a member of the Subcommittee on Public Health.
During the interim, he was appointed
Vice-Chairman of the Senate Special
Committee on Business, Technology,
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and Education, and as a member of the
Sesquicentennial Commission, the
State Job iiaining Coordinating Council, the Texas Treasury Asset Manage
ment Advisory Committee, and the
Senate Special Subcommittee on Health
and Human Resources studying hunger
and nutrition in Texas.
I n the 69th Legislature, Mr.
Washington served as a member of the
State Affairs, Health and Human Resources, and Criminal Justice Committees. At the close of the session, he was
honored by the Criminal Law Institute
of the State Bar Association. In 1986, he
was reelected without opposition to a
second term.
During the 70th legislature, Mr.
\Washington again served on the State
Affairs, Health and Human Sewices,
and Criminal Justice Committees. He
was also a member of the Committeeon
Rules. After the session, he was
honored with a "Good Guys and Gals"
Award from the Texas Women's Pohtical Caucus. In the interim following the
session, he was appointed by the Lt.
Governor to the Legislative Task Force
on AIDS, the Senate InterimCommittee

,

on Workfare, the Transition Services
Task Force, and the Senate Select Committee on the Juvenile Justice System.
In the 71st Legislature, which convened January 10, 1989, Mr.
Washington was appointed to the State
Affairs, Criminal Justice, and Intergovernmental Relations Committees
and the Subcommittees on Elections
and Urban Affairs.
O n December9, 1989 Senator
Washington was elected to Congress in
the 18th Congressional District, Succeeding the late Congressman Mickey
Leland who perished in a tragic plane
crash.
Congressman Craig Washington has
always championed the cause of individual rights and liberties for all persons, as a Professor, as a private
practitioner, as a State Representative
and as a State Senator. He has proved
to be a relentless and vigoolus advocate
for many of the positions taken by the
Texas Criminal Defense L a y e r s Association. This month the Voice for the
Defense salutes Congressman Craig
0
Washington.
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CONVICTING THE INNOCENT
by James McCloskey

O n m o s t occasions when it has been
discovered that the wrong person was
convicted for another's crime, the local
law enforcement community, if it has
commented at all, has assured the
public that such instances are indeed
rare and isolated aberrations of a
criminal justice system that bats nearly
1,WO percent in convicting the guilty
and acquitting the innocent. And this
view is shared, I think, not only by the
vast majority of the public but also by
almost all of the professionals (lawyers
and judges) whose work comes
together to produce the resdts.
I realize that I am avoice crying in the
wilderness, but I believe that the innocent are convictedfar more frequently than the public cares to believe, and
far more frequently than those who
operate the system dare to believe. An
innocent person in prison, in my view,
is about as rare as a pigeon in the park.
The primary purpose ofthis article is to
delineate why and how I have come to
believe that this phenomenon of the
"convicted innocent" is so alarmingly
widespread in the United States. Although no one has any real idea ofwhat
proportion it has leached, it is nly perception that at least 10 percent of those
convicted of serious and violent crimes
are completely innocent. Those whose
business it is to convict or to defend
would more than likely concede to
such mistakes occurring in only 1percent of cases, if that. Regardless of
where the reader places his estimate,
these percentages, when converted
into absolute numbers, tell us that
thousands and even tens of thousands
of innocent people languish in prisons
across the nation.
Allow me to outline briefly the
ground of experience on which I stand
and speak. F& the past eight years I
have been working full time on behalf
of the innocent in prison. To date, the
nonprofit organization I founded to do

this work has freed and vindicated
three innocent lifers in New Jersey.
Another, on Texas's death row, has
been declared "innocent"by a specially
appointed evidentiary hearing judge,
who has recommended a new trial to
Texas's highest coua. Cu~rentlywe are
working on tencases auoss the country
(New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia,
Louisiana, Texas and California). \Ve
have received well over 1,000 requests
for assistance and have developed extensive files on more than 500 of these
requests, which come to us daily from
every state of the nation from those
who have been convicted, or from their
advocates, proclaiming their innocence. We sewe as activeadvisors on
many of those cases.
Besides being innocent and serving
life or death sentences, our
beneficiaries have lost their legal appeals. Their freedom can be secured
only by developing new evidence sufficient to earn a retrial. This new
evidence must materially demonstrate
eitherthatthe personisnotguiltyor that
the key state witnesses lied in critical
areas of their testimony. We are not
lawyers. We are concerned only with
whether the personis in factcompletely
not guilty in that he or she had nothing
whatsoever to do with the crime. When
we enter the case it is usually five to
Fiteen years after the conviction. Our
sole focus is to reexamine the factual
Foundation of the conviction--to conduct an exhaustive investigation of the
cast of charactersand the circumstances
in the case, however long that might
take.
\Ve find and interview as often as
necessary anyone who has knowledge
about the case and/or the people who
are related to the case. We search for
iocumentation and enlploy whatever
'orensic scientifictests are available that
n any way shed light on, point to, or

establish the truth of the matter. While
developing this new information, we
retain and work with the most suitable
attorney inseeking judicialrelieffor our
clients. We raise and disburse whatever
funds are required to meet the legal,
investigative, and administrative costs
of seeking justice for these othenvise
forgotten and forsaken souls buried in
our prisons all across the land.

Appellate Relief for the
Convicted Innocent
As all lawyers and jurists know, but
most lay people do not, innocence or
guilt is irrelevant when seeking redress
in the appellate couas. As the noted
attorney E Lee Bailey observed, "Appellate courts have only one function,
and that is to correct legal mistakes of a
serious nature made by a judge at a
lower level. Should a jury have erred by
believinga lyingwitness, orby drawing
an attractive but misleading inference,
there is nothing to appeal." So, if the
imprisoned innocent person is unable
to persuade the appellate judges of any
legal enors at trial, and generally he
cannot, even though he suffered the
ultimate trial error, he has no recourse.
Nothing can be done legally to free him
unless new evidence somehow surfaces that impeaches the validity of the
conviction. Con~nlonly,the incarcerated innocent are rubber-stamped
into oblivion throughout the appeals
process, both at the state and at the
federal level.
So where does that leave the innocent person once he is convicted?
Dead in the water, that's where! He is
screaming his head off that he is innocent, but no one believes him. One
3f our beneficiaries standing before his
sentencingjudge told him, 'Your Honor
. . I will eata stone, I will eat dust, I will
?at anything worse in the world for me
o prove my innocence. I am not the
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man. I am innocent. I am not the man."
The jury didn't believe him. The judge
didn't. Certainly the prosecutor didn't,
and more importantthanallof these put
together, neither did his trial attorney
nor his appellate lawyer. And so it goes
for the convicted innocent. Their cries
of innocence will forever fall on deaf
ears and cynical minds.
Once he is convicted, no one in
whose hands his life is placed (his
lawyer and the appellate judges) either
believes him or is concerned about his
innocence or guilt. It is no longer an
issue of relevance. The only question
remaining that is important or material
is whether he "legally" received a fair
trial, not whether the trial yielded a
result that was factually accurate. Appellate attorneys are not expected to,
nor do they have the t h e , inclination,
and resources to, initiate an investiga-
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ing the cases that cross our desks. They
are the seeds that sow wrongfulconvictions. After one has reflected on them
individually and as a whole, it becomes
readily apparent, I think, how easy it is
and how real the potential is in every
courthouse in America for wrongful
convictions to take place.
(a) Presuvpion of Guilt The first
factor I would like to consider is the
"presumption-of-innocence"principle.
Although we would all like to believe
that a defendant is truly considered innocent by those who represent and
judge him, this is just not so. Once accusations have matured through the
system to the point at which the accused is actuallybrought to trial, is it not
the tendency of human nature to
suspect deep down or even believe that
the defendant probably did it? Most
people are inclined to believe that

The reality is that in most criminal trials the verdict
more often than not hinges on whose witnesses - the
state's or defendant's - the,ium,chooses to believe.
-

tion designed to unearth new evidence
that goes to the question of a false conviction. Such an effort is simply beyond
the scope of their thinking and beyond
the realm of their professional lesponsibility. It is a rare attorney indeed who
would dare go before any American
appellate court and attempt to win a
retrial for his client based on his innocence. That's like asking an actor in
a Shakespearian tragedy to go on stage
and pretend it's a comedy. It is simply
not done.

Causes of Wrongful Conviction
Rut enough of this post-conviction
appellate talk. That's putting the cart
before the horse. Let's return to the trial
and discuss those elements that conlmonly combine to convict the innocent.
Let me state at the outset that each of
these ingredients is systemic and not
peculiar to one part of the country or
one type of case. We see these elements
as constant themes or patterns infornlDECEMBER 1989

where there is smoke, there is fire. This
applies to professional and lay people
alike albeit for different reasons perhaps.
The innate inclinations of the
average American law-abiding citizen
whose jury experience is that person's
first exposure to the criminal justice system is to think that law enforcement
people have earnestly investigated the
case and surely would not bring someone to trial unless they had bona fide
evidence against the person. That is a
strong barrier and a heavy burden for
the defense to overconle. And how
about judges and defense lawyers?
These professionals, like members of
any profession, have a natural tendency
to become somewhat cynical and callous with time. After all, isn't it true that
the great majority of the defendants
who have paraded before them in the
past have been guilty?Why should this
case be any different?As far as defense
attorneys are concerned, if they really
believe in their clients' innocence, why

is it that in so many instances they are
quick to urge them to take a plea for a
lesser sentence than they would get
with a trial conviction?So, by the time
a person is in the trial docket, the system (including the media) has already
tarnished him with its multitude of
prejudices, which, of course, would all
be denied by those who entertain such
prejudices.
(b) Perj2rty by Police Another reason
for widespread perversions of justice is
the pervasiveness of pejury. The recent
District Attorney of Philadelphia once
said, 'Tn almost any factual hearing or
trial, someone is committing perjury;
and if we investigate all of those things,
literally we would be doing nothing but
prosecutingpejury cases." If he isguilty, the defendant and his supporters
would lie to save his skin and keep him
from going to prison. That is assumed
and even expected by the jury and the
judge. But what would su~priseand
even shock most jury members is the
extent to which police officers lieon the
stand to reinforce the prosecution and
not jeopardize their own standing
within their own particular lawenforcement community. The words of one
twenty-five-year veteran senior officer
of a northern New Jersey police force
still ring in my ears: "They [the defense1
lie, so we Ipolicel lie. I don't know one
of my fellow officers who hasn't lied
under o a t h " Not too long ago a
prominent New York judge, when
asked if pe jury by police was a problem, responded, "Oh, sure, cops often
lie on the stand."
(c) Fake Wit~zesses
for the Prosecirtion What is more, not only do law
officers frequently lie, hut the primary
witnesses for the prosecution often
commit peljury for the state, and do so
under the subtle guidance of the
prosecutor. Inveterately, common
criminals who are in deep trouble
themselves with the same prosecutor's
office or local police authority are
employed as star state witnesses. Inexchange for their false testimony, their
own charges are dismissed, or they are
given non-custodial or greatly reduced
prison sentences. In other words a
secret deal is struck whereby the witness is paid for his fabricated testimony

VOICE
with that most precious of all commodities-freedom!
S u c h witnesses are usually brought
forward by the state to say either that
the defendant confessed the crime to
them or that they saw the defendant
near the crime scene shortly before it
happened, or they saw him flee the
scene of the crime as it was occurring.
If I have seen one, I have seen a
hundred 'yailhouse confessions" spring
open the prison doors for the witness
whowill tell a jury on behalf ofthe state
that the defendant confessed the crime
to him while they shared the same cell
or tier. When the state needs important
help, it goes to its bullpen, the local
county jail, and brings in one of the
many ace relievers housed there to put
out the fue. As several of these "jailhouse priests" have told me, "itk a matter of sunival: either I go away or he
[the defendant] goes away, and I'm not
goin'." Jailhouse confessionsare a total
perversionof the truth-seeking process.
Amazingly enough, they are a highly
effective prosecutorial means to a conviction. Part and parcel of a jailhouse
confession is the witness lying to the
july when he assures them that he expects nothing in return for his testimony, that he is willing to swallow
whatever pill he must for his own
crimes.
(dl Prosecutorial Misconduct The
right decision by a jury depends largely
on prasecutorial integrity and pmper
use of prosecutortal power. If law enforcement officers, in their zeal to win
and convict, manipulate or intimidate
witnesses into false testimony, or suppress evidence that impeaches the
prosecution's own witnesses or even
goes tothedefendant'sinnocence,then
the chances of an accurate jury verdict
are greatly diminished Sadly, we see
this far too often. It is frightening how
easily people respond to pressure or
th~eatsof trouble by the authorities of
the law. Our insecurities and fears as
well as our desires to please those who
can.punish us allow all of us to be far
more malleable than we like to think.
Pew of us have the inner strength m
think we have to resist such overreaching by the law. This applies to mainline
citizenryas well as to thoselivingon the
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margins,However, theunderclassesare
patticularly vulnerable and susceptible
to police pressure because they are
powerless; and both they and the police
know it. Aferv examples will illustrate.
In 1981 three white high school
janitors were threatened by the Texas
Rangers into testifying that they had
seen Clarence Brandley, their black
custodial supervisor, walking into the
restmom area of the high school where
the victim had entered only minutes
before she had disappeared. Brandley
was convicted and sentenced to death
based on the inferential testimony that
since he was the last person seen near
her, then he must have N e d her. Eight
years later Brandley was exonerated by
the judge who conducted his evidentiary hearing when one of these janitors
came forward and told how they had
lied in implicating Brandley because of
coercion by the investigating law officer.
On the eve of the Rene Santana trial
in Newark, New Jersey, which was a
year and a half after the crime, the
prosecutors produced a surprise
"eyewitness"who said he sawMr. Sanraua flee the scene of the crime. A
decade later that same witness visited
Mr. Santana at New Jersey's Rahwy
State Prison and asked for his forgiveness after admitting to him that he had
concocted the "eyewitness" testimony
inresponse tointense pressure from the
prosecutor's investigator. Since this
"eyewitness" was from Trujillo's
Dominican Republic police state, his
innate fear of the police made him vulnerable to such police coercion.
Or how about the Wingo case in
white, rural northwestern Louisiana?
Wingo's common-law wife came forward on the eve of his execution and
admitted that she hadliedathis trial five
years earlier because the deputy sheriff
had threatened to put her in jail and
forever separate her from her children
unless she regurgitated at trial what he
wanted her to say.
And in the Terry McCracken case in
the suburbs of' Philadelphia, a fellow
high school student of the caucasian
McCracken testified that he saw McCrackenfleethe convenience store m u
ments after a customer was shot to

death during the course of a robbery.
The teenager was induced to manufacture this false eyewitness account after
three visits to the police station.Among
theevidence that vindicates McCracken
are the confessions by the real robber/killers. So, you see, it hot only can
happen anywhere, it does happen
everywhere; and it does happen to all
different people, regardless of race and
background.
Another common trait of wrongful
convictions is the prosecutor's habit of
suppressing or withholding evidence
which he is obliged to provide to the
defendant in the interestsofjustice and
fairness. Clarence Dar10w was right
when he said, "A coumoom is not a
place where t ~ t and
h innocence inevitably uiun~ph;it is &Iy an arena
where contending lawyers fight not for
justice but to win." And so many times
this hidden information is not only
"favorable" to the defendant but it
clears him. In Philadelphia's Miguel
Rivera case the district attorney withheld the fact that two shopkeepers had
reen the defendant outside their shop
when the art museum murder was acually in progress. And in the Gordon
Marsh case near Baltimore, Maryland,
he state failed to tell the defendant that
ts main witness against him was in jail
when she said she saw him running
iom the murder scene. One has to
ponder what the primary objective of
xosecutors is. Is it to convict, regardess of the factual mth, or is it to pursue
ustice?
The prosecutionis the -housenin the
ximinal justicesystem's game of poker.
fie cards are his, and he deals them.
l e decides whom and what to charge
or cdmes, and if there will be a trial or
vhether a plea is acceptable. He
iominates. Unfortunately, his power is
4rtually unchecked because he is praci d l y immune from punishment for ofenses, no matter how flagrant or
niscreant.According to many state and
ederal courts, prosecutorial mis~ehaviorsoccur with "disturbing freluency." When the "house" cheats, the
nnocent lose. Lamentably, we see
msecutors throughout the nation coninually violating the standards set for
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them by the U.S. Supreme Court in 935
when it said that the prosecutor's
interest in a criminal prosecution is
not that it shall win a case, but that
justice shall be done. . . . He is in a
peculiar and very definite sense the
servant of the law, the twofold arm of
which is that guilt shall not escape or
innocence suffer. . . . Whiie he may
strike hard blows, he is not at liberty
to strike foul ones. It is as much his
duty to refrain from improper
methods calculated to produce a
wrongfulconviction as it is use every
legitimate means to bring abouta just
one.
It is human nature to resist any information that indicates that we have
made a grievous mistake. This is particularly true of prosecutors when
presented with new evidence that impeaches a conviction and goes to the
innocence of a person convicted by
their office at a prior time, whether it
occurred four months or forty years
before. Not only are they coldly unresponsive to such indications but they
quickly act to suppress or stamp them
out. New evidenceusually comes inthe
form of a state witness who, plagued
with a guilty conscience, admits that he
had lied at the trial; or from a person
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Joyce's 1980 conviction for being one
of two black women who had robbed
a Dallas, Texas furrier and killed one of
the proprietors, the admitted shooter
was captured and pleaded guilty while
accepting a life sentence. She also told
her attorney that the district attorney
had convicted the wrong woman
uoyce Brown) as her partner in the
crime. She had never known or even
heard of that Joyce Brown. \Vith the
district attorney fighting her with all of
his might,Joyce sitsin prison to this day
trying to win a retrial as we try to
develop new evidence on her behalf.
(el Shoddy Police IVork The police
work of investigating crimes, when
done correctly and thoroughly, is indeed a noble profession.Law and order
are essential to a cohesive and just
society. Because police work is fraught
with so many different kinds of pressures, it is rather easy for an investigation to go awry. The high volume of
violent crime plagues every urban
police department. Skilled detectives
are few, and their caseloads are overwhelming. The "burnout" syndrome is
a well-documented reality within
police ranks. Interdepartmental politics
and the bureaucmcy stifle initiative and

If today%climate of "burn or bury themuputs more
pressure on the detective to resolve, it also gives him
mor license to do so by whatever means.
completely new to the case who comes
forward with his exculpatory
knowledge. Without exception, in my
experience, the prosecutor's off~cewill
treat that person with total contempt in
its usually successful attempt to force
the person to retreat into silence. If that
doesn't work, it will dismiss such testimony as somehow undeserving of
any credibility and blithely ignore it.
This prosecutorial impishness reminds
me of a little boy holding his hands to
his ears on hearing an unpleasant
sound.
The Joyce Ann Brown case is a poignant illustration of this kind of
prosecutorial posturing. One year after
DECEMBER 1989

energy. The pressure to "solve" a case
is intensely felt by the line detective and
comes both from his superiors and the
community and from his own ambitious need for recognition and advancement. If today's climate of "burn or
bury" them puts more pressure on the
detective to resolve, it also gives him
more license to do so by whatever
means.
To often, as a result of the above
factors, police officers take the easy
way out. Once they come to suspect
someone as the culprit, and this often
occurs early within the investigation
and is based on rather flmsy circumstantial information, then the in-

vestigation blindly focuses in on that
adopted "target." Crucial pieces of
evidence are overlooked and disregarded. Some witnesses are not interviewed who should be, while others
are seduced or coerced into telling the
police what they wantto hear. ~vidence
or information that does not fit the
suspect or the prevailing theory of the
crime is dismissed as not material or is
changed to implicate the suspect. Good
old-fashioned legwork is replaced by
expediency and shortcuts. Coercive
confessions are extracted and solid
leads are ignored.
Before too long, momentum has
gathered, and the "project" now is to
putit on the suspect. Any information
that points to the suspect, no matter
how spuriously secured, is somehow
obtained; and anything that points
away from him is ridiculed and twisted
into nothingness. The task is made
much easier if the suspect has a police
be "taken off
record because l ~ should
e
the streets" anyhow. That kind of person is not only a prime suspect but also
a prime scapegoat. An example of this
is Clarence Brandley, who was mentioned earlier. He was alrested in late
August four days after the crime and on
the weekend before school was to
begin. The high school where the rape
and murder took place was flooded
with telephone calls by scared parents
who refused to send their children to
school until the murderer was caught.
The arrest of Brandley calmed the conlmunity, and school started as
scheduled. It was after Brandley's arrest
that the investigation then spent five
hundred hours building the case
against him.

(0 Incowpetent Defense C o ~ ~ m e l
The wrongly convicted invariably find
themselves between the rock of
police/prosecutorial misconduct and
the hard place of an incompetent and
irresponsible defense attorney. While
the correct decision by a jury hinges on
a fair prosecution, it also depends on
dedicated a n d skilled defendant
layering. And there is such a paucity
of the latter. Not only are there veryfew
highly competent defense lawyers but
there are very few criminal defense
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lawyers, period. They are rapidly becoming an extinct species.
T h e current Attorney General of ~ e
Jersey not too long ago told the New
Jersey State Bar Association that finding
quality private defense attorneys "may
be the most crying need that we have."
He also told this same assemblage.that
unless there is an adequate number of
well-trained private defense lawyers,
there will be Little hope for justice. Of
the 30,000 lawyers m New Jersey, the
number of those doing primarily
criminal defense work is only in the
hundreds. At this same conference the
First AssistantAttorneyGeneral pointed
out that 85 percent of New Jersey's
criminal cases are handled by the
public defender system; a n d he
wondered if there would be a private
defense bar by the year 2000.
This means, of course, that 85 percent of those charged with a crime cannot afford an attorney, so they are
forced to use the public defender system. As competent as New York's fulltime salaried public defenders
generally are, their resources (budget
and people) are vastly inadequate and
are dwarfed by those of their adversaries (the local prosecutor's office).
Moreover, they are so ovenvhelmed by
the sheer volume of caseload that no
defender can give quality attention to
any one of his cases, let alone all of
them. So, in response to this shortage,
public defender cases are farmed out to
"pooled" attorneys, who are paid a pittance relative to what they earn from
other clients who retain them privately.
The experience of these pooled attorneys in criminal matters is often
limited and scanty. In addition, they do
not bring to their newfound indigent
client the desired level of h e a t and
enthusiasm for their cases. All of these
conditions leave the defendant with an
attorney somewhat laclang in will, effort, lesources, and experience. Thus,
the defendant goes to trial with two
strikes against him.
What we have discovered as a corn
mon theme among those whose cases
we have studied from all over the
country i s that their trial attorney,
whether from the public domain or
privately retained, undertakes his work
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with an appalling lack of assiduity.
Communication with the defendant is
almost nonexistent. When it does take
w place, it is carried on in a hurried, callous, and dismissive manner. Attempts
at discovery are made perfunctorily.
Prosecutors are not pressured for this
material. Investigation is shallow and
narrow, if conducted at all. Preparation
meets minimal standards. And advocacy at trial is weak. Cross-examination is superficial and tentative.
Physical evidence is left untested,
and forensic experts are not called to
rebut whatever scientific evidence the
state introduces through its criminalists.
I cannot help thinking of the Nate
Walker case, where, at Nate's 1976 trial
for rape and kidnapping, the doctor
who examined the victim the night of
her ordeal testified that he found semen
in her vaginal cavity. Walker's priyately
retained attorney had no questions for
the doctor when it came time for crossexamination, nor did he even ask
anyone to test the vaginal semen for
blood type. Twelve years later, fhat test
was performed at our request, and
Walker was exonerated and immediately freed.
This is not to say, however, that we
have not encountered some outstanding examples of vigorous and thorough
defense lawyering that left no stones
unturned. What a rare but inspiring
sight! We could not do our work
without the critically important se~vices
of the extremely able and dedicated
attorneys with whom we team up. If
only the preponderance of attorneys
would heed the admonition of Herbert
Stern, a former US. Attorney and U.S.
District Court judge in Newark, New
lersey, when he add~esseda new crop
of attorneys who had just been sworn
in. He told them that they were free to
choose theirown clients. "But,"he continued, "once that choice is made, once
a representation is undertaken, then
that responsibility is as sacred to us as
the one assumed by a surgeon in the
spe~atingloom. You must be as con]mined and as selfless as any surgeon."
He further challenged them to "be an
advocate. Represent yourclients-all of
hem-fearlessly, diligently, unllinchngly. . . . Withhold no proper legal

assistance from any client. And when
you do that, you thereby preserve,
protect, and defend the Constitution of
the United States, just as you have this
day sworn to."
( $ . ~ a t u r eof Convicting Buidence
The unschooled public largely and erroneously believes that convictions are
mostly obtained through theuse of one
form of tangible evidence or another.
This naive impression is shaped by
watching too many TVshows like Perry
Mason or Matlock. The reality is that in
most criminal trials the verdict more
often thannot hinges on whose witn e s s e s t h e state's or defendant'sthe
jury chooses to believe. It boils down to
a matter of credibility. There is no
"smoking gun" scientific evidence that
clearly points to the defendant. This
puts an extremely heavy burden on the
jury. It must somehow ferret out and
piece together the truth from substantially inconsistent and contradictory testimony between and within each side.
The jury is forced to make one subjective call after another in deciding whom
to believe and what inferences to draw
from conflicting statements.
For example, how can a jury accept
a victim's positive identification at triai
of the defendant as her assailant when
she had previously described her attacker in physical terms that were very
different from the actual physical characteristicsofthe defendant, orwhen the
defense has presented documented information that precludes the defendant
from being the assaulter? Several cases
come to mind. Boy was convicted of
robbing a convenience store in Georgia. The clerk initially told the police
that since she was 5 feet 3 inches, was
standing on a 3-inch platform, and had
direct eye contact with the robber, he
must have been about 5 feet 6 inches
tall. Boy is 6 feet 5 inches tall. Four
teenage girls identified Russell Burton
a s their rapist on a particular day in
Arkansas. Burton introduced evidence
that on that day his penis was badly
blistered from an operation two days
~eforefor removal of a wart. And a
Virginia woman was cemin that Edward Honaker was her rapist even
hough her rqpist had left semen within
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her, and Honaker had had a vasectomy
well in advance of the assdult.
Criminal prosecutions that primarily
or exdusively depend on the victim's
identification of the defendant as the
perpetmtor must be viewed with some
skepticism unless solid corroborating
evidence is also introduced.
Traumatized by a crime as itoccurs, the
victim frequently is looking but not
seeing. Victims are extremely vulnerable and can easily he led by the
police, through unduly suggestivetechniques, into ideutifyinga particularperson. The victim m Nate Walke1Js case,
for example, was with her abductorhapist for two and a half houis with
ample opportunity to clearly view him.
She told the jury withouf,hesitation
eighteen months later that "he's the
man." Nate had an ironclad alibi. The
jury struggledforseveraldaysbut in the
end came in with a guilty verdict. As
mentioned earlier, he was scientifically
vindicated twelve years later.
When juries are confronted with a
choice between a victim's ringing declaration that "that's the man" and solid
evidence that "it couldn't be him," they
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forensic technicians in police crime
laboratoriesis plagued by uneventraining and questionable objectivity.
We share this mounting concern because we see instance after instance
where the prosecutor's crime
laboratory experts cross the line from
science to advocacy. lhey exaggerate
the results of their analysis of hairs,
fibers, blood, or semen in such a manner that it is absolutely devastating to
the defendant. To put the defendants at
a further disadvantage, the defense attorneys do not educate themselves in
the forensic science in question, and
therefore conduct a weak cross-examination. Also, in many mses, the
defense does not call initsown forensic
expeas, whose testimony in numerous
instances could severely damage the
state's scientific analysis. One case profoundly reflects this
common cause of numerous unjust
convictions. Roger Coleman sits on
Virginia's death row today primarilybecause the Commonwealth's Bureau of
Forensic Science expert te&ed that
the two foreign pubic hairs found on
the murdered victim were "consistent"

Jajlhouse confessions are a totalpmem'on
of the truth-seekingprocess.
usually east their lot with the victim. 1
suggest that this can be a very
dangerous tendency and practice. And
this is particularly sa when identification crosses racial lies, that is, when a
qhite victim says it was that black person. Future jurors shouldbe aware that
identifications can be very unrellahle
forms of evidence.
Another type of evidence that can be
misleading and even confusing to
jurors is that offered by laboratory
scientists. Results of laboratoryteststhat
are presented by the forensic scientists
are not always what they appear to be,
although they strongly iduence jury
decisions. A recent New York Times
article pointed ontthat there is a "growing concern about the professionalism
and impartiality of the laboratory scientists whose testimony in coult can often
mean conviction or acquittal." This article went on to say that the wmgrk of
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with Mr. Coleman's, and that it nras "unlikely" thatthese hairscamefromsomeone other than Mr. Coleman. The
defense offered nothing in rebuttal, so
this testimony stood unchallenged. In a
post-conviction hearing Mr. Coleman's
new lawyer introduced the testimony
of a forensic hair specialist who had
twenty-five years of experience with
the F.B.I. He testifxed that "itisimproper
to conclude that it is likely that hairs
came from a particular person simply
because they are consistent with that
person's hair because hairs belonging
to different people are often consistent
with eachother, especiallypubic hairs."
Another problem that we continually
observe within the realm of forensic
evidence is the phenomenon of lost
and untested physical evidence. Often,
especiallyincasesup to theearly 1980s,
the specimensthat have the potential to
exclude the defendant have not been

tested and eventually get misplaced, At
best this is grass negligence on the pa&
of both the police technician and the
defense attorney in not ensuring that
the tests be done.

We agree with a past president of the
New Jersey Divisiorl of the Associafmn
of Trial Lawyers of America who said
that "juries are strange creatures. Even
after taking part in many, many trials, I
still find them to be unpredictable. The
jury system isn't perfect, hut it does
-resent the best system to mete out
justice. They're right in their decisions
more often than not." Remember when
I quoted afomer DistrictAttorney who
said that fin almost any factual hearing
ortrial someme iscommittingperjury."
So, a *ide margin of e m r exists when
earnest but all too falliblejuriesare only
right "more often than not" and when
trial testimony is so frequently and pervasively perjurious. My cantention is
that at least 10 percent of those convicted for serious, violent cdmes are
incorrectly convicted because some
combination of the trial infirmities
described in this article results in mistaken jury determinations.
Everyone win agtee that the system
is not perfect, but the real question is
this: To whatextentdoits imperfections
prevail? I contend that for all the
reasons detailed above the system is a
far leakier cistern than any among us
has ever imagined. untold numbers of
innocents have tumbled into the dark
pit of prison. Some of them have eventually gained their freedom, but a
majority remain buried in prism, wm~letelyforsaken and forgotten by the
outside world.
Other than my own wholly inadequate organization, no person or agency, private or public, exists anywhere
that works full time and serves exclusively asanadvocateand arm forthe
innocent in prison. The body of justice
that has embed over the centuries has
many members. But not one part that
functions withim this whole has been
createdor is properly equipped specifcally tosecure the freedomof the incar17
cerated innocent.
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WHAT THE CRIMINAL
DEFENSE AXTORNEY NEEDS
TO KNOW ABOUT CONTEMPT
OF COURT: A TOP TEN LIST
knows that the zealous representation
of one's client might very well result in
the advocate joining the citizenaccused
in the holdover cell at trial's end,
In describing the dilemma that the
criminal defense attorney faces every
time he goes to trial, the United States
Supreme Court has attempted to define
the limits of effective advocacy:

The argumentsofalawyerinpresenting his client's case sttenuously and
persistently cannot amount to a contempt of court so long as the lawyer
does not in some wav create an

. . 11jt 1s essential to a fair adminis&tion of justice that lawyes he able to
make honest good-faith efforts to
present their clients' cases. An independent judiciary and a vigorous,
Independent bar are both indispensable parts of our system of justice.

In re McConnell, 370 U.S. 230,236
(1962).
S o o n e r or later in a criminal defense
lawyer's career, he or she will have a
trial judge tell them that if they persist
in a particular course of conduct, they
will run the risk of a contempt citation.
Whether the conduct at issue is the continuation of a line of inquiry to which
the State's objections have been repeatedly sustained or the inadvertent
violation of an earlier court ruling, the
conscientious criminal practitioner

'Ibis does not mean, of course, that
every ruling by a presiding judge
must be accepted in silence Counsel
may object to a rulmg. An objection
alensopposingcounseland thecou~t
to an issue so that the former may
respond and the latter may be fully
advised before ruling. But, once the
court has ruled, counsel and others
involved in the action must abide by
the ruling and comply with the
court's orders.
Manes v. Meyeis, 419 U.S. 449,459
(1975).
A criminal defense lawyer w h o
knows just how far they can go in
zealously representing their client in a
criminal case wiU be less likely to be
cowed by the posturing of an overbearing trial judge if the latter is possessed
of a short fuse.
What foll~sisaTopTenList
ofwhat
every ctiminal defense attorney needs
to know about contempt of court including just what conduct constitutes
contempt, the difference between
direct and indirect contempt, defenses
to contempt actions, and most importantly, how the advocate secures both
his release and appellate review after
being cited for contempt.
1. What Constitutes Contempt
of Court
The essence of "contempt" is that the
conduct at issue obstructs or tends to
obstruct the proper administration of
justice. Expa~.teSalfen,618 S.W.2d 766

(Tex.Crim.App. 1981). To establish
"contempt" of coult, it is not the purpose or intent to actwhich controls, but
the act itself must be such as amounts
to contempt of court. ExparteRose, 704
S.W.2d 751 (Tex.Crim.App. 1984).
Common law allows a conviction for
contempt under the broader notion of
disrespect as well as obstruction, or the
tendency to obstruct the proper administration of justice. Erpatr-eKmpps,
712 S.W.2d 144 (Tex.Crim.App. 1986).
The Court of Criminal Appeals has followed this approach and not required
that anactual 0 b ~ t ~ c t i of
o njustice take
place, unlike the federal courts, c o m
pare I n re McConnell, stcpra, at 235236, before an act may be punished as
contempt. E%parte Krupps, m p a , at
150.
While the exercise of contempt
authority should be tempered with
common sense and sound discretion,
the exercise of contempt power is accorded wide latitude because it is essential to judicial independence and
authority. ExpaifeDaniek, 722 S.W.2d
707 (Tex.Crim.App. 1987). Contempt is
not to be presumed but, on the contrary, is presumed not to exist. Exparte
Jacobs, 664 S.W.2d 360 (Tex.Crii.App.
1984).
2. Direct Contempt
"Direct contempt" is contemptwhich
is committed or occurs in the presence
of the coutt, such that the court has
direct knowledge of facts which constitute contempt. Ex parte Daniels,
supra. "In the presence of the court"
does not necessarily mean in the immediate presence of the trial judge. Ex
p a r t e Aldridge, 334 S.W.2d 161
(Tex.Crim.App. 1960). The Cou~tof
Criminal Appeals has held that the court
is present whenever any of its constituent parts, the courtroom, the jury
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and the jury room are engaged in pursuing the work of the court. Id. at 169.
In cases involving direct contempt,
the judge has personal knowledge of
the events in question and the court is
allowed to conduct a summary proceeding in which the contemner is not
accorded notice nor a hearing in the
usual sense of the word. Exparte Norton, 610 S.W.2d 512 (Tex.Crim.App.
1981). Moreover, in cases involving
direct contempt, the accused has no
right to counsel. Ex parte Daniels,
supra, at 7G9. The lationale behind this
exception is that in order to preserve
o d e s in the courtroom, the court must
act instantly to suppress disturbance or
violence or ohvsical obstruction or disrespect to the court when such events
occur in open court. There is no need
for evidence of the assistance of counsel before punishment because the
court has seen the offense. Cooke v.
United States, 267 U.S. 517 (1925).
&

,

3. Indirect Contempt
"Indirect contempt" or "constructive
contempt" involves actions outside of
the presence of the court and refers to
conduct which requires testimony or
the production of evidence to establish
their existence. Expatfe Daniels, supra,
at 7W. In cases of constructive contempt in which factual issues relating to
activities outside the court's presence
must b e resolved, due process requires
that the accused be afforded notice and
a hearing. Ex parte Standard, 596
S.W.2d 218 (Tex.Crim.App. 1980).
In situations involving indirect or
const~uctivecontempt, the contemnor
cannot be legally confined without a
reasonable opportunity to obtain counsel. Cooke v. United States, supra; Ex
parze Daniels, supra.

4. Civil vs. Criminal Contempt
Criminal contempt results from
doing that which the court has
prohibited while civil contempt
generally results from failing to follow
an order of the court. Expatte K~upps,
s q r a , at 149. A proceeding which has
as its purpose to punish a contemnor
through fine or imprisonment is classified as criminalwhereas the contempt
is considered civil if the purpose of the
sentence is coercive or remedial. Id.

5. Penalties for Contempt
Article 1911a, V.A.C.S., provides that
every court other than a justice coua or
DECEMBER 1989
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municipal court may punish by afme of
not more than $500, or by confinement
in the county jail for not more than six
months, or both, any person guilty of
contempt of court. Punishment may be
assessed for more than one act of contempt in a single hearing where the
show cause order specifically alleges
each act. Expatfe Murphy, 669 S.W.2d
320 <Tex.Crim.App. 1983).

acts allegedly committed and those
found by the trial coua to have actually
been committed, the contempt order is
infirm and will be set aside. Ex parte
migas, 587 S.\V.Zd 735 (Tex.Crim.App.
1979). The Court of Criminal Appeals
has also held that confinement for contempt is unlawful where the order of
confinement was verbal. 1V/~iteU.
Reitet; 640 S.W.2d 586 (Tex.Crim.App.
1982).

6. Officers of the Court:
Article 1911a, BZ(c)
As an officer of the court, an attorney
representing his client in the trial of a
case is governed by the provisions of
Article 1911,gZ(c), V.A.C.S., concerning
contempt procedures for officers of the
court held in contempt by the trial
court. Exparte Pink, 645 S.W.2d 262
(Tex.Crim.App. 1982). Article 1911,
$2(c), supra, provides that:

. . . [Aln officer of a court held in
contempt by a trial court, shall,upon
proper motion filed in the offended
court, be released upon his personal
recognizance pending a detennination of his guilt or innocence by a
judge ofadistrictcourt,otherthanthe
offended court. Said judge to be appointed for that purpose by the
presiding judge of the Administrative
District wherein the alleged contempt occurred.
This provision precludes the summary punishment for contempt of court
of an attorney representing his client in
the trial of a case even though his conduct deemed contumacious is before
the court, &-par& kfartin, 656 S.\V.Zd
443 (Tex.Crim.App. 19821,and requires
that the attorney have both reasonable
notice of the specific charges against
him as well as the opportunity to be
heard in his own behalf. ExpartePink,
supra.
An attorney who waives his right
under Article 1911, §2(c), supra, to a
hearing before another district judge to
determine his guilt or innocence of the
contempt charge is not foreclosed from
bringing a later habeas corpus action
seeking relief from the contempt judgment. Exparte Rose, supra, at 754.

7. Necessity of a Written Order
No one may b e restrained for contempt of court, whether direct or indirect, without a written order of
commitment. ExparteStcpercirzski,561
S.\V.Zd 482 (Tex.Crim.App. 1977).
Where there is a variance between the

8. Appellate Review
of Contempt Orders
There is no remedy by appeal in contempt proceedings. Ex parte Moorehome, 614 S.W.2d 450 (Tex.Crim.App.
1981). The proper course of review
from such an order in a criminal case is
by filing an original application for a
writ of habeas corpus in theTexas Court
of Criminal Appeals. Exparte Ramsey,
642 S.W.2d 483 flex.Crim.App. 1982).
Where the contemnor is not an officer of the coua and therefore not per
se eligible for release via personal
recognizance, the dlstrict court is
without authority to enter what purports to be an appeal bond. Exparze
Eureste, 725 S.W.2d 214 (Tex.Crim.App.
1986). Once the contemnor has filed an
original writ of habeas corpus in the
Court of Criminal Appeals, that tribunal
alone has the authority to determine
whether the applicant may be allowed
bail or required to remain in jail. Id. at
216.

9. Defenses to Contempt Actions
It is a good and complete defense to
a contempt action that the accused is
involuntarily unable to con~plywith the
court's order. Expatte Gray, 649 S.W.2d
640 (Tex.Crim.App. 1983). Neither can
a coua punish someone for contempt
of an order which did not order him to
do or not to do some specific act. Id.
It is not a defense to a contempt
action that the accused was without
counsel at the time they engagedin the
contemptuous conduct. E3cparteRansey, srrpra.Ifthe accused was itnproperly denied the assistance of counsel at
the trial formmg the basis for the contempt order, the proper course of
review was by way of direct appeal
from the lower court conviction. Id.
It is a defense to an order holding the
accused in contempt forfailing to testify
before a grand jury where the grand
jury has been discharged by operation
of law and where the trial judge, there-
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fore, has no further jurisdiction over the
witness to enforce the contempt order.
Ex parte Wynne, 772 S.W.2d 132
(Tex.Crim.App. 1989).
If there is a reasonable, though erroneous basis for the acts complained
of, and ifno disrespect forthecourt was
intended and the contemnor's good
faith is not doubted, the lack of diirespectmay beconsideredinmitigation
of, and even as the purging of contempt. In re Halsey, 646 S.W.2d 306
(Tex.App.-Dallas, 1983).
The fact that counsel pursues a
method at variance with that which the
court deems correct, with no intended
disrespect to the court, should subject
counsel to a penalty for contempt. Ez
parte Jacobs, ulpnr.

lo. Examples of Allegedly
Contemptuous Conduct
a. Remarks made by the prosecutor
.luring a pretrial hearing indicating that
the judge was biased and acting infavor
of the defendant did not constitute
criminal contempt where there was no
showing that the statementswere made
in a boisterous tone or that they disrupted the proceedings in any way. &
p m e Czwtis, 568 S.W.2d 363 (Tex.Crim.
App. 1978).
b. Where attorney had two cases on
the dockets of rwo different courts of
equal jurisdiction at the same time and
any delay caused by his absence from
one coua was for not more than ten or
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twenty minutes, there were n o reasonable grounds for holding the attorney in contempt for being late. mparze
Butltn; 372 S.W.2d 686 (Tex.Crim.App.
1963).
c A lawyer is not subject to being
held in contempt for advising a client,
Buring the trial of a civil case, to refuse
to comply with a subpoena duces
tecum on Mfth Amendment grounds,
when the lawyer believes in good faith
that producing the material sought
would tend to incriminate his client.
Manes v. Meyen, supra.To hold otherwise would deny the client his sole
means of implementing his constitutional right against self-incrimination
since when the witness is so advised,
counsel's advice becomes an integral
part of the Fifth Amendment protection
accorded to the client. Id.
d. Criminal defense attorney's conduct while cross-examining State's witness did not support order holding in
contempt of court. Even though attarney had been admonished not to
review the offense report with witness
before or after every question and then
used phrase "that I can't get to" when
rekrring to the offense report, anorney's conduct did not hinder the
p~ugressof the trial or obstruct the administration of justice. Expntfe Ptnk,
746 S.W.2d 758 CI'ex.Crim.App. 1988).
e. Trial court did not abuse its discretion in holding defense counsel in contempt after he asked the sexual assault

victim on cross-examination whether
anything "like that" had ever happened
to her befare, in reference to the sexual
assault, inview of both the trial court's
pretrial order that no questions were to
be asked of the complainant as to her
prior sexual activity as well as the
statute limiting evidence of such prior
sexual conduct. Exparte Rose, supra.
f. Trial court did not abuse its discretion in holding defense attorney inconstructive contemptwhere evidence was
clear that the attorney failed to attend a
pretrial hearing and trial on the merits.
ExparteMutpby, supra.
g. Counsel, whether retained or
court-appointed, may be held in contempt of court by appellate court and
jailed and/or fined where they have
failed totimely fde anappellate brief. In
re Mat'tin, 654 S.W.2d 66 (Tex.App.Austin, 1983); Morgan u. Stote, 646
S.W.2d 603 (Tex.App.San Antonio,
1983); In re Jackolz, 673 S.W.2d 228
(Tex.App.-Houston [lst Dist.1, 1984);
In re Shelnutf, 695 S.W.2d 622
(Tex.App.-Austin, 1985); In reAndwson, 674 S.W.2d 923 UexApp.-Austin, 1984); In re Tayloq 674 S.W.2d 922
(Tex.App.-Austin, 1984); Matter of
Ross, 749S.W.2d 289 CTex.App.-Houston [14th Dist.1, 1988); In re Gflmore,
637 S.W.2d 513 (Tex.App,-Beaumont,
1982); In re Halsey, 646 S.W.2d 306
(Tex.App.-Dallas, 1983).
b The failure of counsel to appear in
court pursuant to an order to show
cause why they should not be held in
contempt for failing to fde an appellate
brief was itself a matter of constructive
contempt and could be punished as
such. &patie Coopec 657 S.W.2d 435
(Tex.Crim.App. 1983).
The trial judge who wvould seek to
hold a lawyer in contempt for zealously
representing his or her client should
remember what the United States
Supreme Court pointed out in In re
Liltle, 404 US. 553,555 (1972):
LTlhe lawof contempt isnot madefor
the protection of judges who may be
sensitive to the winds of public
opinion. Judges are supposed to be
men of fonitude, able to thrive in a
hardy climate.Trialcourts.. .mustbe
on guard against confusing offenses
to their sens~bilitieswith obstruction
to the administration of justice.
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EXAMINING TRIALS FOR
DEFENDANTS NOT
COMPETENT TO STAND TRIAL
bv- Scott Segall
PRoBLeM: A mmmm Is .aRESTED AND CHARGED BY WARRANT WlTH A CRIMINAL OFFENSE.
THE DEFENDANT IS NOT COMPETENT TO STAND TRIAL, SHOULD
THE EXAMINING TRIALBE HEARD?
There are no Texas cases that illuminate what the vial court should do
when the accused is not competent to
stand trial, but has not yet been indicted.
The only reported case on the question of whether or not a prelinary
hearing should be granted when the
defendant was incompetent was
presented to the United States District
Court in United Stafes u A&m? In
Adamthe defendantwaschargedwith
Itlnsportation in inlcrskrtc conili1erc.ca
threat to iniurc tlrc Attorncv (;rncral of
the ~ n i t e hStates. ~ f t earrest,
i
the
Governmentmoved to have the Defendant examined, and the doctors
reported that the defendant did not understand the wrongfulness of his conduct or understand the proceedings
against him or was able to assist in his
own defense. The Defense moved to
have the case indicted, while the
Government requested that the competence be determined prior to any further proceedings. The defense argued
that without an indictment there wasno
Couit with jurisdiction to Find competency, and no need to find competency unless there was a formal
indictment. Judge Metzner, in holding
that the competency hearing should go

foah without the need of indictment
stated:
"From the moment that a person is
arrested, he is faced with criminal
proceedings. For example, in this
very case the accused makes a point
of the fact that he has not yet had a
preliminary hearing. Such a procedure would be meaningless if he is
unable to understand the charges
against him or be helpful to counsel
in hisdefense.Itisforthisveryreason
that the issue of competency be
determined assoon as it &noted....*
The Federal Court therefore held that
there was no need for a preliminary
heating or an indictment before the
question of competency was decided.
This holding was in accord with the
Ohio Court which held in State uPealy,
Corn.PI.: that the Trial Couahad such
jurisdiction with or without indictment.
Judge Lamneck stated:
"It would be a terrible situation if an
insane person accused of acrime and
confied in the County jail had to be
held thereuntilhewas indicted01 the
Grand Jury suggested his insanity,
before a hearing and commitment
could be had."'
The United States SupremeCourt has
held, aHer the decisions in A&ms and
Pealythat before a person's liberty can
be circumcised by criminal prosecution
or by mental commitment to an institutian, there must be a judicial finding of
probable cause.5 Justice Powell, in
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Gemteitt stated "[The state1 must provide a fair and reliable determination
probable cause as a condition for any
significant pretrial restriction of libert ~ . 'A
~ ~trip to Rusk State hospital until
such time as competency is regained
would be such a significant pretrial
restriction of liberty..7
The jury in a mental commitment
hearing under Art. 46.02Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure cannot be used to
determine probable cause. It is improper to introduce evidence about the
crime before the jury that decides current incompetence to stand triaL8
Otherwise, the jury may make the
decision on the merits of the case,
rather than the merits of the incompetency issue.9 Constitutionally, the
defendant must be afforded some
forum other than the determination of
current sanity for the establishment of
probable cause before he is committed
to a state hospital."
The holding of an examining trial in
Texas is not discretionary. The Statute
states " The accused in any felony case
shall have the rightto anexamining trial
before indictment . . .""If the Court
fimds probable cause, the matter is
referred to the Grand Jury for indictmentJ2If the Court does not find Probable Cause the defendant is
discharged." However, the action of
the examining court is not a fiial determination of the case. The grand jury
may time bill the case, or no bill it and
release the defendant, regardless of the
examining ma1 ~utcome,'~or even if
one has not been held."
The examining trial procedure exists
as the only official part of the pre-trial
pmcedure where the defendanthas any
input into the decision to prosecute the
case. Unlike the grand jury, the Defen-
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CRIMINAL PROSECUTION UNDER
THE TEXAS SECURITIES ACT
Part 11
by Dan R. Waller
The arrthor tuishes to express his
gratitude to Ms. Laurie Knupp, Case
Wesrern Keserue Uiziuersity L a w Schoo[,
Cla~larul,Ohio, forasisling in the research ofthis atiicle.
Violation Of The Anti-Fraud
Provisions: The Concept Of Full

And Fair Disclosure
The securities laws, both state and
federal, were created in large p a t to
ensure that the investing pubhc receive
full and fair disclosure of all facts
material to their investment decision.
Misreplesented or omitted facts give
rise to a criminal action under Section
29(C) of the Act, comnlonly referred to
as the anti-fraud provisions Section
29(C) (1) creates criminal penalties for
anyone engaged in any "fraud" or
"fraudulentpractice". The terms "fraud"
or "fraudulent practice" as used in Section 29(C) (1) are defined in the Act to
include:
[Alny misrepresentations, in any
manner, of a relevant fact; any
promise or representation or prediction as to the futurenot made honestly and in good faith, or an intentional
failure to disclose a material fact; the
gaining, directly or indirectly,
through thesale of any security,ofan
underwriting or promotion fee or
profit, selling or managing conunission or profit, so gross or exorbitant
as to be unconscionable; any
scheme, device or other artifice to
obtain such profit, fee or commission
provided; that nothing herein shall
limit or diminish the full meaning of
the terms 'fraud,' 'fraudulent; and
'fraudulentpractice' as applied or accepted in courts of law or eq~ity.'~

Sections 29(C) (21, (31, and (4) essentially incorporate the anti-fraud
provisions of Rule lob-5, which is the
general anti-fraud rule promulgated by
the United States Securities and Exchange Commission pursuant to Section 10(h) of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934.e
As in indictments charging brokerdealer and securities registration violations, extraneous transactions of other
fraudulent offers and sales of securities
to the public are admissible to show
intent or knowledge on the part of the
defendant by misrepresentingor failing
to disclose material facts to other victims" 'Teliance" need not be proven,
nor need it be alleged intheindictment.
Reliance on fraudulent representation
is not defined in the Act as an essential
element of fraud in connection with an
offer for sale or sale of securities. While
many civil cases can be cited which
hold that an essential element of "fraud"
is that the injured party rely upon a
fraudulent representation, at least one
Texas court has held that reliance is not
an element in the proof of misrepresentation in connection with the offer or
sale of a security." The Securities Act is
a strict liability statute, with civil penalties which also dispense with the requirement of reliance.
As previously stated, misrepresentations or omissions of fact must be
"material" before they can form the
basis of a violation of the anti-fraud
provisions. Kirk u. State46 defined
"material fact," when used in Section
4 ( F ) of the Act defining "fraud" or
"fraudulent practice," stating that information was material if there was a substantial likelihood that a reasonable
investor would consider it important in
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Lain, .&mer& served as Assisfant
Director of Enforce~nent with the
Texas Sectrrities Board a n d a s
Bmnch Chief of Enforcement tuifb
the F o ~ fWorth offie of theSeczo.ities

~ccountaiit,concentratks his law
ptwctice in tliearea ofsecu~-itieslaw,

includi1zgthedefa2seoftuhite-collar
c ~ f n ~ i naanl d ciuilprosec~rtio?zsinmlviizgsecuritiesviolattons.

deciding whether to invest. As pointed
out by the Dallas Court of Appeals in
HueN U. State:'
few honest and reasonable citizens have difficulty in understanding what is or is not a "material
fact," in that case finding that the defendant should have been aware that his
three prior felony theft convictions
would be material facts required to be
disclosed to a prospective purchaser of
securities. Constitutional challenges to
Section 4(F) on the basis that it fails to
provide adequate notice to a seller of
securities of conduct specifically prohibited have repeatedly been rejected.
Submitting The Case To T h e Jury:
When Election Is Required
The State may allege, in a single indictment, two or more offenses in
separatecount., iftheoffenses arise out
of the "same incident, act or transaction." The State may elect, during the
trial, which count it will rely upon to
seek a conviction, or it may refuse to
make an election. In the latter case, the
jury must be instructed that while they
are receiving multiple counts for consideration,they may return a conviction
on only one count."8
In the context of securities prosecutions, it is now settled that the separate
offenses of selling unregistered
securities, selling securities without
broker-dealer registration, and engagingin fraud in connectionwith the offer
or sale of securities, are separate offenses under Section 29 which arise out of
the "same incident, act or transaction,"
if they involve the same complaining
~ i t n e s s . ~It9is this writer's experience
that most securities indictments are
returned with mnultiple counts set out in
the order in which the offenses appear
in the statute. During argument jurors
are frequently informed that they "need
to go no further" if they find the defenDECEMBER 1989
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dant guilty of the offense alleged in
count one, or if not count one, count
two, and consequently, most of the
reported decisions are appeals from
convictions of selling unregistered
securities or selling securities without
broker-dealer registration.
The State will also generally allege
multiple misrepresentations or omissions of material fact. The State need
not prove that each fraudulent misrepresentation was made or that every
omission of material fact occurred. A
jury may be properly instructed that it
need only find that the defendant made
any owof the listed misrepresentations
orfailedto disclose any oneof the omissions of material fact in order to convict
the defendant.%

Assessing Punishment
As previously indicated, Section 29
provides for a wide range of punishment. Recent changes to the statute
now provide a minimum prison term of
two years upon conviction for violations of Section 29[C), but have not
affected the ranges set forth in Sections
29CA) and [B), which do not mandate
minimum terms of imprisonment. In
that regard, it may constitute reversible
error for a jury charge to include a reference to "yea1.s"when instructing the
jury on the range of punishment applicable to the offenses of selling unregistered securities while not
registered as a dealet51
Where a jury returns a guilty verdict,
and assesses punishment at a period of
confinement plus a fine, and also
recommends probation, the court must
probate both, and is not free to require
that the fine be ~ a i d . 5 ~

Conclusions
This article was not written with the
intention that it constitute a treatise on
all aspects of criminal law as practiced
in the context of securities prosecutions Rather, it is intended to provide a
broad overview of securities offenses,
and certain defensive issues inherent
therein, which have been prosecuted in
this state. Since 1960, there have been
fewer than twenty-five reported
decisions of such prosecutions. Since
even the most recent reported
decisions, the expansion of the private
securities offering exemptions set forth
in the Act and the rules interpreting
them has made the law in this area even
more complex. As a result, we are likely
to see new, more complex issues raised
DECEMBER I989
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as our criminal courts grapple with the
facts raised by future prosecutions.

42 Art 581-403. VA T.S.
43. 15 U S.C 578jW.
44. SeedIogatz u. Siale. n. 14 supm at 513-514;
Shaprey u. Sfatt: n 9 supmat 771.
45. BirchJieldu. Stale: n. 12 sUpraat 828.

Examining Trials
conrinuedfmrnlwrge 29

dant is represented by an attorney,16
who can cross examine the witness
against the defendant," and the defendant can make his own statement about
the case.'8The examining trial is therefore a valuable procedure to permit the
adversariesprocess to establish that the
prosecution of the case should or
should not continue.
The harm to the defendant in holding
an examining trial is that the testimony
of the the witnesses against him would
be preserved, without effective cross
examination. The incompetent Defendant would also not understand the
proceedings. The benefit to the defendant would only occur ifthe magistlate
does not find probable cause, and orders the release of the Defendant.
The practice of continuing with pretrial procedure despite incompetency
of the defendant was approved in
McGee v S t ~ t e . ' ~
In McGeethe defendant was charged
with rape of a white woman. The attorneys appointed to the Defendantfound
him completely mentally unable to aid
in his defense. They filed an affidavit to
that effect, andalso requested a change
in venue. The trial court did not rule on
the change of venue, as it was not in
properform, but did impanela jury and
hear the current insanity plea. The local
jury was quick to fmd current sanity,
guilt, and imposed the death sentence.
The Court of appeals reversed, noting
that a change ofvenue, ifproper, would
be required before the defendantcould
get a fair trial on the issue of current
sanity, as well as the ultimate issue of
guilt. Therefore the determination as to
competence should be postponed if
anotherpretrial matter would effect that
determination.

46. 611 S.W.2d 148,151 (Tex Civ.App.-el paso
1981, no writ).
47. N.12 supmat 540.
48. C*ocker u. Slate, 573 S.W.2d 190. 197
(Tex Crim.App. 1978)
49. Koah u. Stale: n. 8 supraat 161.
50. ~firchellu.Stare, n. 11 sup,a.
51. Sprirrgfreld u State, 356 S.W.2d 940
(Tex Crim.App. 1962). Bur see Mifchell u.
Sfate. n. I1 sup52 Sbappley u. Slate, n 9 supra at 774.
0

In Conclusion, as an incompetent
defendant shouldnot be held to answer
a mere written accusation of criminal
w~wngdoingwithout some procedure
todetcnninc that prol~ablccauscexists,
an vxamininu
" trial sllt>uldhc hrkl. 'l'hc
advantage to the system of justice,
namely a possible early tern~inationof
an unjustified criminal prosecution, is
far greater than the harm of holding a
hearing that is meaningless to the
defendant."

Footnotes
1. 296FSupp. 1150 (S.D.NewYork, 1969).
2. LWledSlates uAdams, supra p 1151.
3. 75 N E. 2d 714 (1947) Mr. Pedy had bee
h a n d overto thegmnd juy, but hadnot yet
been indicted.

6 Gelstein,supra p.125.
7 Taylor, p.538
8 IIollrs u Shtle, 633 S.W. Zd 947 (Tex. App:
Tavlor 1982). review refused

-

-

10. Tajdor, supra p539.
11. Texas Code of Criminal Pmedure Art.16.01
12 R p n ustnre, 667S.W.Zd 235,239(Tex. App.
-El Paso 1989,Mtnned 707 S.W.2d87 (Ta.
C m . App.1986).
13. Texag Code of Criminal Procedure M. 16.17
14. Ex Par@ LcBlarrc, 577 S.W.Zd 731
(Te*.Cr.App.l979J In LsBlaec the Coud of
Criminal Appeals nored the dtffe~ncebetween juveniles and adults A no probable
came fmding on a juvenile requires that the
casf be rehnned to the juvcnlle court for
furtherprwedings, an noindirtmentmaybe
returned. Tesas Famly Cadc Scc.54 02
15. R u d u Sfafe, 604 S W.2d 914 CTex,CcApp.
1W)
16 Art. 16.01
17 Texas Rules of Evidence, Rule 1101.
18 Tcxas CodeofCrimilProcedure.Ad 16.04
19. 26 So.2d680 ,200Aliss. 350 (1945)
20. If the Defendant is disruptive, he should be
trratedaspcrthelaw.TexasCadeofCriminal
Pmcedure, An 33.03, Kinv7b1 u.Stnfe, 546
S.W Zd 323 CCcx.Crm App 1977).
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VIEW FROM THE BENCH
Constitutional Mischief
by Sam Houston Clinton
v o t e s were counted, returns were
canvassed and results are in. Once
again the Constitution of the State of
Texas has been embamssed by partisan, parochial and trivial amendments.
Of twenty-one proposals, nineteen
were approved by a small minority of
voters -just 14% voted - with acquiescence of a large majority of nonvoters. Only legislators were denied
emoluments.
Since adoption in 1876, there have
been 326 amendments- 105in the last
ten elections. As tendency turns into
common morlus operandl, our charter
of governance becomes a mess of miscellany and mischief. Basic principles
of constitutionalgovernment are at risk.
Judicial power is so well understood
and appreciated that framers of our
constitutions from the Republic of
Texas to 1876never even undertook to
define it. And as explahed by Marbrrly
u. Madisow, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137
(IslG), included is power, "the very
essence of judicial duty," to determine
whether a legislative enactment is
repugnant to the written constitution.
Id.. at 177-178.
With good reason and until recently,
every constitution of the State of Texas
required that a bill passed and enacted
into law by the Legislature embrace or
containbut one subject which "shall be
expressedin its title." See former Article
111, 835.
In Evparte Ctfsp,661 S.W.2d 944 and

956 flex. Cr. App. 1983), the Court held
"utterly defective" the caption of an act
"relatingtooffenses andcrimiialpenalties under the Texas Controlled Sub-

stances Act," and declared the amendatory Iaw unconstitutional. So, in 1985
the Legislature proposed andvoters approved an amendment which not only
provided "the legislature is solely
responsible for determining compliance with the rule," butalso declared
that laws previously enacted "may not
be held void o n the basis of an insufficient title." See $35, as amended.
Fear of power concentrated in one
person or a group of persons motivated
framers of constitutions to divide
separate powers respectively to each.
Snodgrassu.Sate, 67Tex.Cr.R. 615,150
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S.W. 162, at 165-166 (1912). The
doctrine of separation of powers, initiated in 1748 by Montesquieu and accepted in America as a fundamental
principle of constitutionalgovernment,
was expressly provided in §I, article I,
of the Constitution of the Republic of
Texas, and present section in Article I1
retains exact wording in all our state
constitutions.
Obedient to that constitutional command, the Court held in Rose u. Sfate,
752 S.W.2d. 529 (Tex.Cr.App. 1987),
that Article 37.07,$4,V.A.C.C.P., is contrary to the separation of powers
doctrine and violative of Article I1 in
mandating trial courts to give
prescribed pamle law instructions to a
jury assessing punishment. Again the
Legislature submitted and in November
voters approved an amendment to
overturn and nullify the decision of the
Court by addmg to Article N,
$11,legislative authority to enact laws that "require or permit courts to inform juries
about the effect of good conduct time
and eligibility for parole or mandatory
supervision on the period of incarcerationserved by a defendant convicted of
a criminal offense." Proposition 10,
SJ.R. No. 4,9 1989Vernon'sTexas Session l a w ServiceA-I; for implementing
legislation, see Acts 19W, 71st Leg. Ch
103,3Id. 442.
At risk here are predictability of law
and stability i n government. Any
departmentconstrained toact in agiven
situation is helplessly exposedtoloss of
some power should aggrieved parties
mount a hostile campaign to overcome
that action through an amendment.
Paradoxically, the Legislature itself is
not immune. For example, dissatisfaction with delineations of rights of crime
victims in Chapter 56, V.A.C.C.P.,
prompted Proposition 13, addinga new
$30 to the Bill of Rights. See HJ.R. No.
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FEDERAL PERSPECTIVE
Et Cetera O n Sentencing
a F e w Loose Ends
by Hon. Jeny Buchmeyer
US. District Judge, Dallas

w3

e v e got a few loose ends to tie up
on the subject of sentencing. So, let's
start with another classic . . .

The Sentence
The sentence by Justice Popham of
Sir Walter Raleigh, who was convicted
by treason in 1603:
"Sir Walter Raleigh, since you have
been found guilty of these horrible
treasons, the judgment of this court
is, that you shall be hadfromhence
to the place whence you came,
there to remain until the day of
execution. And fronl thence you
shall be drawn upon a hurdle
through the open streets (i.e.,
pulled by ropes tied onto the feet,
by horses through the street) to the
place of execution; there you shall
be hanged and cut down alive.
Your body shall be opened, your
heart and bowels plucked out, and
your privy members cut off and
thrown into the fire before your
eyes. Then your head shall be
stricken off from your body, and
your body shall be divided into
four quarters, to be disposed of at
the King's pleasure.
"And God have mercy upon your
soul."

Guilty Pleas
Most sentences are, of course,
preceded by a ratherstilted andscripted
hearing in which the defendant enters
a plea of guilty. But still . . .
JUDGE: Are you giving this plea
of guilty because of coercion or
duress?
DECEMBER 1989

A. Coercion
[This unexpected answer was followed by an immediate, but brief
conference between the defendant
and his attorney, while the judge
waited. Then defendant gave this
answer:]
A. Your Honor, I change my
answer. It's driress.
And this comes from a column written by Gail Fraites of Anchorage for
"The Alaska Bar Rag":
JUDGE: It is my understanding
that the Defendant wishes to change
his plea.
DEFENSE COUNSEL: That is true,
your Honor.
,

..

JUDGE: You are charged with
sexual abuse of a minor under Section 11:41.440 of the Criminal Code
in that you're alleged to have had
sexual penetration with a person
under sixteen years of age but thirteen years of age or older. The law
requires that I question you as to the
facts of this case. Did you do such a
thing?
DEFENDANT: Did I do what?
JUDGE: What I'm asking you is
whether your penis entered the
vagina of a female person under 16
years of age.
DEFENDANT: (Shocked) I don?
think so, yotrrHonor.
DEFENSE COUNSEL: Your
Honor, my client may be a bit confused-may 1 interpose a question of
my own?
JUDGE: Of course, Mr. Keenan.

DEFENSE COUNSEL: Isn't it true
that you -your little sister?
DEFENDANT: Oh, that. Well. . .
sure.

Stuff fromJudge R

. ..

the curse'
Defendants do, of course, react to
sentencing. A bank robber I sent to
prison responded by condemning
everyone in court-the prosecutors,
the jurors, the audience--to eternal
danznation in hell. (Fortunately, I had
already left the courtroom and the
transcript has been corrected by the
court reporter to reflect this fact.)

...

the appeal2
Afederalprison inmate, commenting
upon the Fifth Circuit's affi~mance
of his
conviction, asked: "If Judge Btrchnteyer's e17ur was so damn harntless,
tul~yam Istill doiizg Myeats?"

. . .the motion for recognizance
bond
"COMES NOW, DARRELL RAY
WRIGHT, Petitioner in this duly entitled
and numbered cause respectfully request release on bond inevent this case
is remanded back to the District Court
For retrial to prepare a defense and earn
funds to secure witnesses capable of
committing perjury to counter attack
the State Prosecutor's professional witnesses whom utilize such in bad faith
practices. In support of this motion
Petitioner would show unto this Cou~t
that he has been incarcerated for over
three years without a income, has no
property, stocks or bonds but does

VOICE

have friends capable of making a small
reasonable bond in this case. That
Petitioner poses no threat to any citizen
or societybutwillbe denied the right to
a fair and impartial trial if unable to
prepare a defenseto theoffensealleged
as is evident by the prior trial and
records thereof."
the request for pardon3
"Mr.Jimmy Carter, President
White House
Washington, D.C.
May 1,1979
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Who in court &thpearJessprrprrde
my rights affirmed, my guilt
denied,
and swore theprosecution lied?
M y lawyer!
When t m l w jurors wifh smiling

...

fa=
said, "Guilty"and lejl without a
trace,
who came to salw my stark disgrace?
M y lawyer!

Dear Mr. Carter:

Whosaid my time inside the wall
muld be so wry hriefandsmal[,
the minimunfior now at all?
M y lawyer1

Pardon me.
See: Gerald Ford
Your petitioner,
Aahur Bernard Hayes
(Inmate #113813)
Post Office Box 37
Holman Prison
copy to:
1. Mr. J. Carter, Pres.
2. Mr. R. Nixon
3. Otherts)
St. John 8.7"

N o t t o Mention t h e Client's
Lament
Perhaps most criminal defense
lawyerswould-after their client is sentenced--hope for a touching and perceptive response, such as "MyUtvyet;"
by Stephen C. Ch~chrek:~

When I struggled in the law's
embrace,
whoportrayed an anxiourface,
and tr.ied to shield me from disgrace!
M y lawyer!
Who told me Ishould not w n f a ,
that he would all my sins redress,
andse( 7nefree fmnz this distress7
M y lawyer!
Who took my wealth (and to it
clung),
andfor nu?wagged hiso@ tongue,
and on myfoes itwulbflung?
M y lawyer!

And when the judge my doom
proclaimed,
and twenty years of prison named,
who looked indignant and
ashamed?
M y lawyer!
Who then foreclosed upon my lot
drove my family from their spot
and my appeal, pmmptly fo%ot.
M y lawyer!
Who when of prisons clothes I'm
stripped,
and from these walls am
homeward shipped

V i m From t h e B e n c h
conrindJmmj~qe32

19, proposing an amendment relating
to rights of crime victims, 9 1989
Vernon's Texas Session Law Service A13. It does not identify existing implementing legislation, manifestly
because content of the amendment is
an enumerationindetail of those rights.
The resolution passed the legislature
almost unanimously and without a dissenting vote. $hid
Article VII, $1, imposes a duty on the
Legislature "to establish and make
suitable provision for the support and
maintenance of an efficient system of

wiU get his ass . . . quite soundly
kicked?
M y lawyer15

Just a Few More Footnotes
1. The best argument ever made before me at
sentencing? No confesllha case where the
defendant was chaig8J with escape from a
Waif-Way House." herattorney argued:

"...by endresult, thegenerous pollqof the
Pcdcrai government, when viewed in the
Iight of illex having set the stage for her
esupe, is not now so generous, and desires
topunishherfornotIrrepingtheba~around
forno prlsonerin her rightmindwould want
ban. Further, it should be pointed out that
under Gwman law it is the dutyofa prisoner
toattempt escape,and ifaught, the prisonsr
only server, the remainder of the term So.
withthelogicesapingus,whoi$tosaywhat
IF right.
2 Sudden thought Since Olwer North gQt
probation, while Bernard GoetzgMa yearin
jail, the moral is th'islf you get your hands
on illegal &arms, don't carry them on the
subway, Wl them to Iran,
3. THE COURT: Has anyone led you to belie1
the governor will pardon you if you plead
guilty?
DEPENDANT: Well, I haven't been home,
Judge, but he might have called my mother.
4. Stephen C. Chochrek was a n inmate
paralegal advocate at Oregon State Penitentiary in Salem, ORgon when "My Lawg'pr"
was oubllshed in Turis Doctor in Febmarvof

.."

Plcasant.
5. Some of the material for Lhi Epic Series in
Sentencing is from CouHJsfeIsby Peter V.
MacDonald. O.C. (Methven 1985); 7t'sIe~al
Tolaughby &on D. Green (Vantage
1984); Disorderly Conduct by Jons, SeviUa
and Velmen W.W.Norton 1987). and ibe
Hawk of Julicc by Sh&er and Papadakii
0
(Harcourt Brace 1988)

PA

free public schools." The other day in
Edgemod I.S.D. u. Kirby, the Supreme
Court of Texas unanimously held that
the current method of funding those
schools is unconstitutionally deficient.
Probably apocryphal but certainly
credible is a story that upon learning of
that decision some legislators promptly
suggested amending the constitution
simply to declare the existing systemto
be "uniform and equal."
Much constitutional mischief is
abroad. In a separately held referendum on amendments, number of ballots cast is usually smallrelative tovotes
for candidates to our highest appellate
couns in a general election.
0
League of Women Voters, "Help!"
DECEMBER 1989
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GRANTED PETITIONS
FOR DISCRETIONARY REVIEW

SinceJuly 17, 1985, the administrative staff attorneys of the Cozo? oJ
CrinrinalAppeaLshave compiled, in the
normalcourse of h u s i m , a list of cases
a n d legal issues on which the Court has
grantedpetitions for reuiau. Although
originally prepared for internal use
only, the Coro-t has authorized release
of the listforpublication a n dfor zse by
the bench a n d bar of,Texas. The issues
listed a r e summaries as fvorded by the
stafi a n d do not necessarily reflect
either the reasoning or thephraseology
used by theparties or by the Coutt.
Thefollowing are the casesand issues
on which the Court of CtiminalAppeak
granted reuiew hut which the Court has
not yet delivered a wjitten opinion:

F'DR 0665-89& 0666-8909/20/89,
Dallas Co. (A's PDR), i7~eJtof Trade
Secrets, Thomas B. Schalk 6 Robert G.
Leonard: (1) Is the evidence sufficient
to show that the computer programs
alleged in the indictments were trade
secrets?(2) Did the search warrant sufficiently describe the magnetic tapes
that were seized?
PDR 0678-8909/20/89, Nzieces Co.
(Ss PDR), Mzrrde~;Aron Hernandez
Whether witnesses may testify regarding D Reputation if their conclusions on
this reputation are based on conversations in the communityconcerningonly
his prior acts.
State prosecuting Atty. Grounds: (1)
Was evidence admissible under R. 404
(c), and 405 (a) of Tex. of evidence. (2)
Wagner 687/303, is inapplicable since
it was decided prior to the effective date
of the Tex. of evidence.
PDR 0694-8909/20/89, Hanis Co.
(A's PDR), Possession of Cocaine, Cl~arles Edward Murray: (1) What must D
do in order to appeal from guilty plea
in which he must have permission of
the trial court to appeal? Is notice in
accordance with rule 40(b) stating he
DECEMBER I989
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has permission of the trial court sufficient? Can trial judge grant permission
to appeal an issue that D specifically
agreed not to appeal as part of his plea
bargain agreement?

that appellant was not entitled to disclosure of the identity of an informant
where thehfom~antsetup the buy, was
present at the time and where appellant
claimed an alibi?

PDR 0716-89 09/20/89, Harris Co.
(A's PDR), Murder, Villa Real Cortez:
(1) Whether the officer has probable
cause to arrest App. at the time the
vehicle was stopped? (2) Whether the
evidence was sufficient to corroborate
the accomplice witness testimony?

PDR 0781-8909/20/89, Taylor CO.,
(A's PDR), Possession ofA nzphetanrine,
Dauid Wayne Gibson: (1) Whether
probable cause existed for the arrest
and search of the appellate? (2) Should
the trial court havespecificallyenforced
the plea bargain agreement when D.
complied with his part of the bargain to
plead guilty, but indictment was possibly void?

PDR 0726-8909/20/89, Lamar Co.
(A's PDR), Possession of Cocaine, Gwin
Pad Sins: Is COA correct that trial
court need not quash the jury panel
after trial court found that the state had
impermissibly struck a venireman. Application of Art. 35.261 where trialcourt
reinstated the venireman.
PDR 0767-89 09/20/89, Dallas Co.
(A's PDR), Bond Fojfeit~rre,A?nerican

Bankels Ins. Co~npfl~y
ofFlorida: Is a
bail bond a contract that gives the state
vested rights so that ex post facto consideration apply to Art. 22.16?
PDR 0727-89 09/20/89, Jeffenon
Co., (A's PDRj, Unlaw~tlcarrying of a
handgun, Mark IVilliatn Irving: (1)
Did COA err in holding that appellant
failed to meet his burden in showing
that the arrest was made without a warrant? (In two grounds for review.)
PDR 0762-8909/20/89, McLennan
Co , (A's PDR), P ~ a & o n of a Controlled Substa,zce-Anrphetatnirze,Charlina
K.Clapp: Did the COA err in concluding that the anest was valid where the
glassware and the chemicals seen in
plain view were not illegal in any way
whatsoever although the officerwrongfully suspected that they were illegal?
PDR 0761-8909/20/82 McLennan
Co., (A's PDR), Delivery of a Controlled
Szihsta~~ce-Metha~?rpheta?ni??e,
WilIiamAnde~son:DidCOAerrin holding

PDR 1048-89 09/20/89, Collin CO.,
(A's PDRj, Hindet+ng Apprehension,
Bobby Joe Har~ison: What constitutes
"Manifest Necessity" when a mistrial is
granted without Def. consent?
PDR 1049-8909/20/89, Dallas Co.,
(A's PDR), Bond Fojfeiture, Armadillo
BaUBonds: Is Art. 22.16(~)(2),VACCP,
the 18 month delay in entry of a final
judgment for a bail forfeiture statute,
constitutional?
PDR 0785-8909/27/89, Potter CO.,
(A'sPDR), Poss. ofMarijuana, JesseRay
Garrett. (1) Whether state must show
reasons for warrant issuance where D.
challenges validity of arrest under
parole revocation warrant.
PDR 0795-8909/27/89, Dallas Co.,
PDR), Poss. of Cocaine, Jorge
A~nores: (1) Did the search & seizure
which revealed the cocaine exceed the
scope of a valid investigative detention?
(A'S

PDR 0816-8909/27/89, Harris Co.,
(Ss PDIO, Prob. Reu. (qgg,Assartlt),
RichardDorrglas Forrest: (1) Whether
hearsay repudiated by Declarant at rev.
hearing has any probative value.
PDR 0840-89 09/27/89, Hunt CO.,
(Ss PDR), D m (Habitual), George
DauidPhfer: (1) Whether felony DWI

FOR

can be enhancedunder12.42,P.C., with
non-DWI priors.
PDR 0900-89 09L27/89, Kerr Co,
(S's PDR), DW, LoJon E. Winskey: (1)
May an information charging DWI al' lege both theories of intoxication in the
disjunctive, even in the faceof a motion
to quash
PDR 0901/02-89 0Y27/89, Be3car
Co., (A's PDQ), Pm. OfMa~juanaG

Psilocin, Michael Steue Forbes: ( 1 )
Whether probation conditions to sell
business & not engage in similar business are unreasonable or vague.

1
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"the state anticipates may possibly be
offeredat any stage of the trial. . ."was
only a request for the details of the
offense and not notice of the state's
intent to use that offense as an extraneous offense under Rule 404(b) so
as to allow admission without the prior
notice required by the rule?

Co., (A's PDR), Unlawfulpos~esionof
marijuana, Justin Vannana: (1) Was
the search of the automobile legal in
that D and his passengers had all been
removed from the car and searched
with n o t h g turning up? The D and
passengers were being held at gunpoint at the time.

PDR 0967-89 10/W89, Hairis Co.,
(SsPDR), DW, CharlesE. Perkins: (1)
What does the language "in the actual
course and scope of his employment"
meanin granting airport police officers
fun authority as peace oficers?Review
in light of Preston, 700//227.

PDR 1167-89 11/01/89, Dallas CC,
(A's PDR), mep, Ltrrry Keene K e e t o ~
(0 Whether evidence was suficient to
sustain D's conviction for felony theft
when the total saleprice of items stolen
on the day they were srolen was less
than the felony amount but the total
non-sale price was greater than the
felony amount.

PDR 0981-89 10/D4AQ Parker Co.,

PDR 0907-89 09/27/89, Ecmr Co.,
(A's PDR), Del. of Marijuana CReu. of
Probation), Randy Prim (1) Can the
trial court proceed to adjudication after
a grant of deferred adjudication where
the Capias is issued prior to the end of
the probationary teml?SeeSbahaq No.
6 4 8 8 8 , Gana, 725/256 and Coleman,
632/616. (In two grounds for review.)

BiNy Bugene Coafs: (1) Whether prob-

PDR 1174 & 1175-89 11/01/89,

able cause based upon informant's information existedforstop of Def. If not,
was oficer's arrest of Def. for driving
with a suspended license a pretext arrest and are pretext arrests permissible?
Review B k k , 739//240.

PDR 1075-89 OY27/89, Gregg Co.,
(Ss PDR), Etzgaging in Organized
Crime, KS. Barber; D.S. BarberGJean
C. Brown: (1) Where the jury is improperly permitted to separate, may the
state rebut the presumption of harm by
calling only the 2 jurors who were
voting for "Not Guilty" at the time of
separation.

PDR 0987-89 10/0489, Dullas Co.,
(A's PDR), Burg. of a Bldg. (Pr Conuic3, Antonio Ralph Cozrret: (1) Did
the court err in allowing possession of
a hypodermic needle to be shown as
res gestae of the arrest for burglary of a
bldg. when there was no connection
between the needle and the burglary
committed?

Dallas Co., (A's PDR), Possesion of
Cocaine G Revocation of Probation,
Henty lane Hughe: (1) Whether the
search warrant which permitted a
search of specifically described
vehicles on the premises, sufficiently
stated probable cause to search those
described vehicles.

PDR 0824-89 10/04/89, Franklin
Co., (A's PDRj, Murder, Sleuen M.
Jobttsorc (1). Whether apatfe Beck
applies to an indictment alleging murder by use of feet and hands. (2)
Whether the state negated sudden passion where COA relies on nature of
injuries showing that Def. struck the
deceased many times and concludes
that jury may simply have disbelieved
that sudden passion was shown.

PDR 1031-8910/04/89, Montgoinety Co., (A'sPDR), Burglary of a Bldg.
CHab.), Lurry Dennis: (1) Is presentation of chart showing reasons for
making all 10 peremptory strikes suff.
to rebut primafacieshowingunderBatson, without any other evidence? (2)
Was review of Rose error under
81CbX2) done correctly?

PDR 0937-89 1 W 8 9 , Dallas Co,.
CA's PDR), Agg Robbery (Pr. Conuic.),

Richard Danmge? (1) Whether the
court of appeals erred in holding that
Art. 17.151, V.A.C.C.P., is unconstitutional based on Meshell, 739//246.

Keuitz Menard Jones; (1) Was the
evidence suff. to show guilt where appellant could only be guiltythrough the
law of parties but there was no application of thelaw of parties to the facts?
PDR 0958-89 1WW89, Co~mlCo,,
CA's PDX), Amon, James Vincent Carrao: (1) Did the court of appeals err in
holding that A's request for "complete
details" of any extraneous offense that

(AS PDR), POS. ofMeefhamphetamine,

PDR 1268-89 10/0489, Trauis Co.,
(A's PDR), Pretrial Habeas Co@irs,

PDR 1106-89 11/01/89, Tarnrnt

Co., (S's PDR), Possession of Ampbetamihe, Motionforrebearing, a r r y
Dale Hamilton: (1) Whether the facts
present a pretext arrest, and is Block v.
State, 739//240 still valid?
PDR 1147-8911/01/89,SanPatricio

PDR 1137-89 11/08/89, SShcke&rd
Co., (A's PDR), Capipi6al Mzfrdev, Ray
Allen Seedig I11 Did the court of appeals err in holding a psychiatric exam
W/O notice to defense council did not
violate defendant's sixth amendment
rights? See Powell 0. Twas, 109 S.Ct
3146.
PDR 1161-89 11/08/89, Nueces CO,
CA's PDR), Murder, William Klming:

(1) Whether the court of appeals erred
in holding that Att. 44.29(b) V.A.C.C.P.
neither operates as an ex post facto law
nor a retroactive law nor does it violate
due process or due course of law.
PDR 1190-89 11/0W89, B a r Co.,
(Ss PDR), Sandra Faye Wlorrhey: (1)

Whether opening purse to search for
possible weapons exceeds Tetry stop
where feelingoutsideor purse does not
clearly reveal weapon.
PDR 1204 & 1205-89 11/08/89*

a's

Liberty Co,
PDR), BailJumping G
Failure to Appeal; James Thomas
Doucelleaka TommieLeeDoucetfe; (1)
Whether the court of appeals erred in
remanding these cases instead of dismissing the indictments after finding
that.,the indictments were void for
Failure to confer jurisdiction.
0
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ETHICS NOTES
An Ethical Dilemma
by Keith Jagmin
Previously, I have invited questions,
comments, and suggestions for this Article, I recently was sent an article written by Scott Turoyl published in the
hTwYork Times/ as well as a response
by Rod Ponton, Attorney at Law, in El
Paso, and askedtoanalyzetheirrespective positions concerning an ethical
dilemma in the practice of law. Essentially, Turow castigates the law schools
for cranking out "ethic-less" graduates,
i.e., personswho cannot distinguishbetween "doing good and doing well." In
turn, Ponton chastises Turow for his
own apparent lack of ethics and shonsightedness regarding the education of
today's attorneys and their ethical
awareness. Basically, he maintains that
law schools cannot impress ethical notions on persons who are not inclined
to act ethically in the fnst place. Therefore, the law schools are not to blame.
I agree with Turow to this extent:
there is a dirth of legal-ethical awareness and concern among attorneys
today. However, I believe it exists for
the following reasons, which, in part,
wincrde with Ponton's stance:
(1) Individuals are seldom, if
ever, chosen for law school on the
basis of character, but instead on
their ability to perform mental

gymnastics with the Educational
Testing Service's L.S.A.T.;
(2) After admission, the law
schools steadfastly refuse to train
students to be people's advocates.The sowtic method teaches
a necessary issue identikation
process. However, where is that
pan of the curriculum that teaches
studentshow todeal with people's
problemsto talk with them in a
manner that can be understood
and practically applied? Where is
the curriculum that stresses caring
about the client, no matter the
result? I can't fmd it. Instead, they
are moIded in a manner geared for
result only, law school having not
provided them with moravethical
collateral to draw upon;
(3) Once graduated and
employed by the "mega-lawyer"
kms, "the best and the brightest"
only advance by statistics, i.e., billable hours charged to a faceless,
corporate cliehc
(4) For the notso fortunate, orfor
the venture-some solo aractitioner, the materialism of our
society, which surely includes the
demands of our clients, requires
that the attorney set and collect

About the Author
Keith B.Jagmin is a sole prwtitionertnDallas, Texas,HeisBoard
Certified in Cvimbml &w & the
TaxasBoard Of~alSpecializdtion
and is a ntet&er of the $at8 Bar of
T e ~ sfhe
, Texas Criminal Defense
I.u~!+vIs
Association, a Director of
the Dallas Counly CrimincllBiarAssociation, and the Secretat'yTreaszrrer of the Criminal t a w
Secrion of the Dallas Bar Association.
Mr. Jagmh is a f~equentlecturer
for the State Bar of %?ass, TCDLA,
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the Crimfrial Defense Lawyers
Projet, and the Dab3 B a r m c i a fion on the subjects of 'bthics"and
"defenses."He formerly taught
polifical scfence and par@legai
studies af Soutbtlrest Taras state
Zlnioa'siy.
B e subJect 9f athits is too often

overlooked in thepMta qfdgmding theaccused, though it isan drea
ripe with issraPs andpttfa1Lrfor the
practitiow. 1%this regard, your
questions, contributions, and commen&are invited.

fees as quickly as possible.A client
base must be developed rapidly,
no time being allowed for apprentice-ship, experience, or ability.
Hence, we find a flood of advertising in the "Yellow Pages," on
television, and in the newspapers.
Clients demand *Rambo-like"
litigation, which we provide to
produce fees, For, you see, we all
need "stuff";
(5) There is a general lack of
awareness of ethical precepts, unless used to threaten and coerce?
Therefore, neither n r o w nor Ponton
is wholly correct or incorrect. Instead,
we must focus our attentiononboth the
arocess of selection of law studentsand
their subsequent training. Thus, there is
a solution to the problem, though it is
not necessarily p&tical, nor will it be
shortly forthcoming. First, applicants to
law school must be admitted not only
on the basis of academic merit land I
believe the L.S.A.T. should be
scrapped), but also because of their
character-because they have dernonstrated to a person or a group that they
have a personality suited for and calling
out to fight for people. Thus, in-depth
interviewing is necessary at the admissions level of law school.
Second, there must be greater emphasis placed on ethical considerations
in the curriculum. Is it so important to
study, at length, the "burned and hairy
hand" of Hawkfns u. McGee or
PaPalsgrafls foreseeability to the almost
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MOTION PRACTICE
by Charles F. Sandoval
NO. W3-364-89
IN THE MUNIY COURT

SlXTEOFWS
VS

5

IEFFBHY

5

JOSEPHPOnffEST 5

ATTAW NO. 3
COLUN COUNTY. TEXAS

MEMO~UMINSLPPORTOF
MOlTONlD DISMISSINFO~lTON

. .
I.

#. Facts
The arresting officer testified at the
pretrial hearing that on March 16,1989,
he stopped the Defendant and transported him to Plano Police Headquarters for the purpose of
administering a breath test. The officer
testified that the Defendant declined to
take the breath test, but repeatedly requested that he be allowed to take a
blood test. A videotape has been admitted into evidencewhich reflectsthat
the Defendant denied he was intoxicated and on at least six occasions requested that he be aUowed to take a
blood test. The officer further testified
that (1) the Defendant's request was a
reasonable one in that it could have
been completed within twenty
minutes, (2) blood tests are more accurate than breath tests, and (3) he
called his Corpo~alto request that he
be aUowed to transport the Defendant
to a nearby hospital for the purpose of
administering the blood test, but that
permission was refused.
Finally, the officer testified that the
Defendant should have been allowed
to take the blood test. The Defendant
offered theabovevideotape, but called
no witnesses, and the facts here are not
in dispute.
The Defendant moves the Conlt to
dismiss the charges on the fith amendment due process grounds set forth in
the written motion filed herein.

II.
The First Issue Is
Whether This Court Has
Jurisdiction To Dismiss An
Information On The Ground
That The Defendant's Fifth
Amendment Due Process
Rights Have Been Violated.
Chapters 27 and 28 of the Texas
Code of Criminal Procedure set up a
scheme for the consideration of
various pretrial motions. For example,
pmcedures have been set up for the
purpose of considering the dismissalof
criminal informations on several technicalgrounds,Article 27.03 et. seq., the
hearing of pretrial motions to suppress
based uponviolations ofthe fourth and
fifth amendments of the constitution,
Article 28.01, 5 1 (6), the hearings of
motions for change of venue based
upon fifth amendment due process
grounds, M i l e 28.01 § 1(7), and the
hearing of pretrial motions to dismiss
criminal informations based upon the
fifth amendment due process ground
of entrapment, Article 28.01, § 1(9)).
There is no apparent specific statutory provision, however, for the
pretrial consideration, of a motion to
dismiss based o n any other fifth
amendment due process ground. The
question then, is whether the
legislature's silence with regard to the
issue raised,here, precludes this Court
from dismissing the information in the
case at bar.
The Supreme Court of the United
States has addressed the general issue
of whether state court procedures can
be used to defeat constitutionalclaims.
In Henly u. Misslssppi, 379 US.
443,447 (1965) the Court stated:
[Clases settle the proposition that a
litigant's procedural defaults in
state proceedings do not prevent
vindication ofhis federal rights unless the State's insistence on com-

pliance with its procedural rule
serves a legitimate state interest. If
it does not, the state procedural
rule ought not to be permitted to
bar vindication of important
federal rights.
In Rideau u. Louisiana, 373 US. 723
(1963, the Supreme Court held that it
was a denial of due process to deny a
change of venue where pretrial publicity had prejudiced the Defendant's
right to obtain a fair trial. Five years
later, in Enriqrces u. St@&, 429 S.W. 2d
141 (Tex. Cr. App. 1968) the Court of
Criminal Appeals was presented with
the same constitutional issue. As a
practical matter, the Court held that
where a n issue of constitutional
dimensions has been raised, it would
not even consider whether a Defendant had complied with the statutory
requirements or Article 28 of the Code
of Criminal Procedure.
Again, in Dtrcketfu.Stnfe,454 S.W.Zd
755,758 (Tex. Cr. App. 1970) the Court
held that the rights of a defendant with
regard to the fifth amendment double
jeopardy provisions of the constitution
cannot be denied for faiIure to comply
with state procedure.
In other words, the compliance or
not with state procedural provisiohs
will not affect the consideration of constitutional due process rights under the
ffih amendment. If the compliance or
not with state procedures will not affect the consideration of a constitutional claim, it follows that the existence or
not of a state procedure likewise will
have no effect on the assertion of a
constitutional right, And we believe it
has no effect on the duty of this Court
to consider the issue.
The Coul t of Civil Appeals in Hurt u.
Cooper, 113 S.W. 2d 929 CTex. App.Dallas 1938,no writ) said in a different
context:
The right and duty of the judiciary
DECEMBER 1989
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to decide cases when constitutional questions are presentedare both
imperative and inescapable.
It is clear that the absence of a statutory procedure for raising the issue
here has no bearing on the duty of this
Court to consider the issue, indeed the
Constihltion of the United States is a
more compelling ground for the same
than any state law.
The statutory scheme for the conduct of pretrial hearings does notspeak
in terms of constitutional rights. For
example, when it authorizes pretrial
hearings onmotions to suppress, or for
change of venue, or with regard to
entrapment, it makes no reference to
the fact that thesemotionsare constitutionally inspired. Article 28.01, g 6, 7,
and 9. It does not say, for example, that
the entrapment motion is a motion to
dismiss based upon due process
grounds -indeed it does not even say
that it is a motion to dismiss. It is not
surprising then that the statutory
scheme does not provide for the motion urged here, Regardless, constitutional rights can not be denied to
individuals because of the legislature's
inadvertence, or because it had a diEferent agenda in mind when it
prepared the statutory scheme for
pretrial motions.
Finally, the recent abolishment of
the Speedy Trial Act also set aside the
machinery for raising a speedy trial
claim prior to trial, Meshell u. State739
S.W. 2d 246 (Tex. Cr. App. 1987) However, this state's criminal law experts
have no apparent difficulty with the
proposition, even in the absence of a
procedural provision, that a sixth
amendment constitutional speedy trial
claim can still be raised by filing a
pretrial motion. Aduatzced Crimitml
Law Course (1989) Volume 1, Pretrial
Motion Practice, p.A-50. and cases
cited, e.g. Green u. State, 760 S.W. 2d
50 (Tex. App. -El Paso 1988,refused).
In an en banc opinion the Court of
Criminal Appeals has stated that a
reasonable request to undergo an alcohol concentration test, other than a
breath test has constitutional implications. McCatnbridge u. State, 712
S.\V2d 499,504 (Tex. CL App. 1986) n.
16. It is apparent that if that Court is
DECEMBER 1989
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ever to decide the constitutionality of a
de-fendant's right to an alternative test,
it must be presented in the trial court,
and the filing of an extraordinary writ
does not seem to be either feasible or
sensible as ameans of raising the issue.
As stated above there is no dispute with
regard to the facts. Where as here, the
only issue to be decidedisconstitutional in nature, that question must be
decided not as a matter of fact, but as a
matter of law. Burgett u. State, 646
S.W.2d 615,619 (Tex. App-Fort
\Vorth[Zd Dist.1 1983, refused); US. v.
Cmz, 265 F.Supp.15 (S.D. Tex.1967).
Inotherwords, the constitutionalquestion raised here is one to be made by
this Court alone, and there is no need
for this issue to go to a jury. There is
logically no reason for this Court not to
decide the constitutional issue prior to
trial.
Additionally, the State can not complainthat ifthis Courtgrantsthemotion
to dismiss, there can be no review of
this Court's decision. Article
44.01(a)(l) of the Code of Criminal
Procedure now provides that the state
can appeal a court order dismissing a
criminal information.
Our position here is that questions of
a federal constitutional nature can be
raised in the trial court, regardless of
whether there is a specific statute
authorizing the hearing of those questions, and that the
of the motion here compels dismissal of the
charges. The Supreme Court of the
United States has said as much and so
has the Court of Criminal Appeals. We
have urged the Court to take jurisdiction of this issue and dismiss the information.

A. It will be hard to find a better set
of facts for the Defendant than those
presented here. First, there 1s nofactual
dispute. Secondly, the videotape offered corrobates the Defendant's
repeated request for a bloodtest. Third,
the officer who testified stated his
belief that the blood test was not only
more accurate than the breath test, but
that the Defendant's request for a
blood test was reasonable and should
have been granted.
B. The Supreme Court of the United
States and the Court of Criminal
Appeals, McCambridges~~pra,
have indicated that the issue here raises
constitutional questions. \Ve have
tendered to the Court a number of
cases directly on point, from various
jurisdictions which have struck down
their state's policy of refusing to comply with a reasonable request to take a
blood test. We will not cite them again,
or reargue the issue, but only point out
that if there ever were a case for finding
for the Defendant on this issue - this
appears to be the case.

m.

CertiAcate of Service

The Second Issue is,
Does the State's Refusal to
Provide a Bloodtest, Where
a Reasonable Request for the
Same Has Been Made,
Violate the Defendant's
Constitutional Rights.
Although this Court is apparently
more concerned with the above jurisdictional issue, we thought it would be
appropriate to add a few words to the
argument that has already been made.

Respectfully submitted,

Charles E Sandoval
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT
1100 West 15th, Suite 116
I'lano, Texas 75075
(214) 881-9045
Bar Card No. 17624000

A true and correct copy of the above
a n d foregoing Motion was this
day of
,1989, hand
delivered to the District Attorney of
Collin County, Texas.

CHARLES F. SANDOVAL
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YOU ARE INVITED TO
THE BEST SNOW SKI
AND CRIMINAL LAW SEMINAR
EVER

TO THE MEMBERS OF T C D U

7
Gerry Goldstein and j. Gary
7
Trichter extend a personal invita-??-tion to attend the Advanced
Criminal Law Seminar to be held in
Aspen from January 27 through
February 3, 1390. It is now in its ninth
year. \Jithout a doubt, it is a very
stimulating and rewarding seminar. ~e program is set up to learn and to have fun.
Presentations extend from 8:00 a.m. to 10:OO
a.m. and from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. For the rest of the time, all
are invited to snow ski, snowmobile, horseback ride, hot air balloon and generally enjoy themselves.
On Tuesday night there is a special Texas Lawyer Dinner. Last year forty attended this event. This year
special guests include Richard "Racehorse" Haynes and Randy Schaffer.

y
*.

----

>-

This seminar is approved for Texas MCLE credit and generally results in the potential of out of state
lawyers referring cases to Texas lawyers. There is a $25.00 discount for the seminar simply by indicating
TCDLA membership. If you have questions, please call Gary at 713-524-1010 or Gerry at 512-226-1463.
If you wish to directly sign up for the seminar, please call Victor Sherman at 213-399-3259 for all the
details.
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DWI PRACTICE GEMS
by J. Gary Trichter

Preface
G o o d faith and bad faith governmentalactionsare relatively newdefensive considerations in the issues of
"admissibility/inadmissibility of evidence" and "dismissal/non-dis~nbsalof
prosecutions." For the defense practitioner, the concept of bad faith by the
government in either offering evidence
and/or suppression/destruction of exculpatory evidence is one that must be
carefully sc~utinizedfor possible application in the defense of the citizen
accused of D M . Accordingly, the following is offered for your consideration
as a possible aid to insure that your
client's right to a fair trial is not violated.

toxilyzer evidence by the State as the
same would be proffered in bad faith
and would have a similar prejudicial
effectas the admissionofan extraneous
offense. In support hereof, the Defendant would show:

A. Factual Background
The Defendant is charged by information with driving while intoxicated.
According to the State's pleading he is
chargedwith being intoxicatedbecause
he had lost the nonnal use of his mental
and physical faculties, and, because he
had an alcohol concentration in his
breath of .10 or more. Clearly, the
State's infornlation "sets out [at least1
two alternative methods of committing
the offense. . . State u. Forte, 686
S.W.2d 744, 746 (Tex.Cr.App.Ft.Worth, 1985).
A breath test result of the defendant
herein wasderivedby thestate through
the use of a device known as an Intoxilyzer, Model 4011-ASA. The
Intoxilyzer's sole breath analysis of the
defendant's specimen of alcohol concentration was performed afrera substantla1period of time had elapsed from
the time that he had been driving
and/or operating his motor vehicle. It is
this one test that forms the entire basis
for the .10 alcohol concentration charging paragraph in the State's information. The State has informed the
Defense that it has no evidence that the
.'I

CAUSE NO.

STATE OFTEXAS

I

VS.

5

COURTATIAWn

5

HARRIS C O U N I I ~TEXAS
,

I N ~ I E C O U CRIMINAL
N~

IMOI~ON
INUIIJINE TO PRECLUDE
rnE BAD F m ADMISSON
OFAVYIhTOXKYZER EWDENCE
BEFORE THE/r/RY

TO THE HONORABLEJUDGE
OF SAID COURT:
COMES NOW, the Defendant, in the
above-styled and numbered cause, by
and through his undersigned counsel,
and motions this Honorable Court to
preclude the admission of any in-

About the Author
J. Gary Trichter is a p a ~ l n e in
r
theHoustorJGaluestonfirm ofT~fchter C Hirsch/~orir.
He is co-author of
the textbook Texas Drunk Driving
Law and anthon- the monthly a;
tide, "DWPracticeGems"for Texas
Criminal Defetlse Lawyers Association's Voice for the Defense. Gary
is Co chaiim7an of the National As-
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sociation of Criminal Defense
Lawpn' Dmnk LWuing Conzmiffee
and a member of the Harris County
Criminal Lawvem Association's
~ o a r of
d ~irecto'n.
He is a nalionall y recognized seminar lecturer and
journal author. He is especially
nofedforhisdefeerniue techniqnes in
dmg corfrierprofilehighway cases.

Defendant was in an alcohol eiimination stage at the time of his vehicle
operation. Accordingly, the test result is
insufficient circrrmstantial euidence of
guilt. See, McCaffe~fyu. State, 748 S.\V.
2d 489 (Tex.App. [Istl Houston, 1988).

B. Bad Faith and Extraneous

Offense Application
and Analogy
Factually and legally speaking, the
State cannot, with all the factual
evidence it presently has for its case in
chief, overcome the hurdle of a motion
by the Defendant, afier presentation of
the prosecution's case in chief, for an
instructedverdict of acquittal on the .10
intoxication allegation. See, McCafferty.
Accordingly, to allow the State to go
forward before a jury with evidence
which is insufficient, as a matter of law,
even before the trial begins, is to allow
a bad faith action by the prosecutor. See
also, EC7-25. Tex.C.Pro.Resp.'
Indeed, the factual and legal scenario
before the court may be analyzed to
both a bad faith opening statement by
the prosecutor or to the State's proffer
of an extraneous offense. In both instances, reversible error generally occurs as the actions are prejudicial to the
Defendant's right to a fair trial.
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1. Bad Faith
Openhg Statement Analogy
In Best u. DisOict of Columbia, 291
US. 386 (19341, the United States
Supreme Court held it would not be
error, and indeed would be the proper
action to take, to grant a verdict in the
Defendant's favor where the prosecution, after it compiled its opening statement, had failed to state a cause of
action. Of import here is the court's
language at p. 415, that:
The power of the court to act upon
facts conceded by counsel is as plain
as its power to act upon evidence
produced . . . 7he exercise of this
potuer in a propr case is #rot only
nnbbjectionabb, but isco~o,luaiien!
in
sauhg time and a p n s e by shortening itidls. . . . But the power is not
properly exercised if the opening
statementleaves doubt a s to the facts
or permlts conflicting inferences.
Where uncertainty arises either from
a conflict oftestimonyorbecause,the
facts being disputed, fax-mihded
men may honestly draw different
conclusions from them, the question
is not one of law but of fact to be
settled by the jury. (emphasisadded.)
Application of the Best Test to the
case at bar leaves but one conclusion,
i.e., "after resolving all doubts" in favor
of the prosecution there is still no cause
of action that existsunder the .I0 charge
that will survive the Defendant's motion for a directed verdict of acquittal
and there is no certainty that the State's
.10 will be sufficientas a matter of law,
set s u p a .
In fuaher regard to bad faith opening
statement analogies, the recent case of
State u. Peake, 755 S.W.2d 541
(Tex.App. [lstl Houston, 19881, is persuasive that this Honorable Court ought
to grant this motion in limine. In Peake,
the prosecutor made his opening statement and said to the jurythat the Defendant therein had confessed to the crime
but n o confession was ever admitted
into evidence. Finding the prosecutor's
comments to be error, the First Court of
Appeals reversed concluding such
remarks were harn~fnland denied the
accused his right to a fair trial.
Application of the Peakerationale is
particularly relevant to this case as it
was strongly impi~edtherein that harm
would be found where the prosecution
made a bad faith opening statement to
the jury. 755 S.W.2d at 542-543. In the
case at bar, the State's entire presentation of the .I0 allegation should be
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presumed to be done in bad faith because after it presents all its intoxilyzer
evidence, it cannot survive a defense
motion for an instructed verdict, McCafferty. See also, cJ, Sfate u. Scmggs,
S.W.2dCTex.App.-Houston
[lstl1989) (prosecution attempts to get
breath test results into evidence, notwithstanding prior order granting motion in limine to keep it out, was error
requiring reversal as prosecutors, as officers of thecourt, shouldnot propound
inadmissible evidence).
2. Extraneous Offense Analogy
Application of an extraneous offense
analysis is also persuasive that the
Defendant's motion should be granted.
I n State u. Albrecbt, 486 S.W.2d 97
(Tex.Cr.App. 1972), it was reasoned
that there must be limitations on the
admissibility of other crimes evidence.
Indeed, said the Coua, the limitations
are imposed:

.

. . not because such evidence is
without legal relevance to tlregeneral
issue of whether the accused commined the act charged, hut because
such evidence is inherently prejudicial Iandl tends to confuse the issues
inthecase. . . ,486 S.W.2d at 100.
C. The Relevant Sufficiency
Question to Consider
According to the Supreme
Court In Determining if the
State is Proceeding in Bad
Faith and Why the Court
Should Grant the Defendant's
Motion In Limine

The United States Supreme Court in
Jackson u. Virginia, 443 US. 307, 99
S.Ct. 2781 (1979) held that due process
requires that no person be made to
suffer the onus of a criminal conviction
except upon sufficient proof, defined
as evidence necessary to convince a
trier of fact beyond a reasonable doubt
of the existence of every element of the
offense. In "sufficiency of evidence‘
cases, the relevant question is whether
after reviewing the evidence in light
most favorable to the prosecution, any
rational trier of fact could have found
the essential elements of the crime
beyond a reasonable doubt. Jackon,
99 S.Ct. at 2789. See also, Bzirks u Slate,
693 S.W.2d 932 (Tex.Cr.App. 1985).

D. The Best Attack on the
Intodyax: Insufficiency
of the Evidence
In Calgornia v. Trmzbetta, 467 US.

479, 104 S.Ct. 2528 (19841, it was held
that due process was not offended
under the State oFCaliforniaBreathTest
*ram
where DWI breath samples
were not preserved for subsequent testing. In this regard, Justice Marshall in
speaking for the majority of the Court,
stated:
The materiality of breath samples is
directly related to the reliabilityof the
Intoxilyzer itself. The degree to
which preserved samples are
materialdepends on how reliablethe
Intoxilyzer is. ?his correlation suggests that a moredirectmmtit~rtio~al
attack might be made on the sufficiency of the euidence underlying
the State's case. Affr alk flthe Intoxilyzer were flu& prone to erroneous readings, the11 Intadynr
~rsuNswlthour more might be insufficienf to establish gnilt bepnd a
masonable dnubt. 1104 S.Ct. at 2534,
n.10 (Ernphasisadded.1 (diua)

1. Due Process/Insufficiency
Reason 1: Delayed Test.
In 1979, in a pre ".10 per sen DWI
case, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals in a case styled A m i s u. State, 578
S.W.2d 406 (Tex.Crim.App. 1979) implied that a chemical breath test taken
subsequent to driving would be, as a
matter of law, insufficient evidence of
intoxication at the time of driving. Accord, CwwJordu. State, 643 S.W.2d 178
(TexApp. -Tyler 1982) and McCafferiy
u. Sfate, 748 S.W.2d 489 (Tex.App. Houston [lstl1988). See abo, Desmod
u, Superior Corrr6, (Ariz., April 6, 1989)
(45 Cr. L 2059,4/26/89).
2. Due Process/Insufflclency
Reason 2: Nine Unsupported
Assumptions for Validity.

The Intoxilyzer Model 4011-ASA is
calibrated on the bas~sthat it is testing
the "exactly average" person. In this
regard, there are nine (9) assumptions
which must be made by the Intoxilyzer
manufacturer and by the testing law
enforcement agency before a test result
can be presumed valid. In this regard, it
must be remembered that the mere fact
the Legislature provided for the admissibility of breath test analysis results,
i.e., Art. 67011-5, sections 3(a) and @I),
doesnotautomatically equate the result
DECEMBER 1989
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with sufficient evidence ofguilt. State v.
Lowthe,: 740 P.2d 1017 @Ia.App. 1987).
No one person is exactly average and
no hvo Intoxilyzer tests are performed
exactly alike--evenifdoneon the same
person. An individual whose bodily
functions are not exactly average will
receive an erroneous test result on the
Intoxilyzer. Moreover, the Model 4011ASA is no longer produced by the
manufacturer.It has been replaced by a
Model 5000. According to the manufacturer, CMI, the new machine has radio
frequency interference and condensation interference detectors whereas the
Model 4011-ASA did not. See, Smith,
Science, the Intoxilyzer a n d Texas
Breatb-Alcohol Testing, Vol. 2, TEXAS
DRUNK DRIVING LAW (1988) and
Trichter, and Shelsy, Iizroxilyzer
Evidence: An Exatnhzatioiz of the COIIs t i t ~ r t i o n a l S~ifficiency of Law
Enforcenzei~t's Test of Conuetzience,
Vol. 2, TEXAS DRUNK DRIVING LAW
(1988).
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Specifically,a subsequent test canshow
that the alcohol concentration of the
driverwas lower at the tune of test than
the time of driving, or the alcohol concentration was the same at the time of
test and the time of driving, or, the alcohol concentration was higher at the
time of the test than the time of driving
(See Exhibit B: Figure 7, from the Texas
Breath Alcohol Testing Program
Operator Manual, Revised 5/87).
Mathematically speaking, the possibility exists that on any given post
driving test there is an equalpossibility
of guilt as there is innocence because
the test cannot accurately be related
back to the time of driving. Gaf'rert v.
State, 682 S.W.2d 301,304 (Tex.Cr.App.
1984) ("if the evidence supports an inference other than guilt of the Idefendantl, then a finding of guilt beyond a
reasonable doubt is not a rational fmding"). As such, the measure of proof by
a sole subsequent breath test is not only
less than proof beyond a reasonable
doubt, but also, less than a prepon3. Due Process/Insufficiency
derance of the evidence.
Reason 3: Improper
Moreover, under federal and state
Simulator Use.
due process and sufficiency constituThe failure to use tandem reference
tional and statutory principles, such a
sample simulators to check the acsingle, subsequent test result should be
curacy of the Intoxilyzer result renders
precluded from the july's consideration
any result therefrom scientifically void.
as it, because of the three possible corIndeed, such use has been described as
relations with driving, would clearly
"forensically indefensible, especially at
tend to confuse and mislead the jury.
the attical 0.10" alcohol concentration
See also, R. 403, Tex.R.Cr.Evid. (even
per s e DWI offense borderline.
probative evidence is to be precluded
Dubowski, Breatb-Alcol~olSin~~rlatois: from admission here its value is outScientific Basis a n d Actrral Perforweighed by risk of unfair prejudice).
tnai7ce, Vol. 3, Journal of Analytical
E. Conclusion
Toxicology, page 177 (SeptJOct, 1979).
Seealso, Harrellu. State, 725 S.W.2d 208
Accordingly, as the State's proof
(Tex.Cr.App. 1986) (proper simulator
under the .10 statute, Article 67011useiscritical toaccuracy of Intoxilyzer).
l(a)(Z)(B), can never get beyond
4. Due Process as Measured by the
preponderance of the evidence in this
Texas Circumstantial Evidence
case, let enough not get over proof
Test Applied to a Rationale Finder
beyond a reasonable doubt, this Court
of Pact -Preventing the Risk
should hold that all intoxilyzer test
of Automatic Confusion and
result evidence is inadmissible until
Inherently Misleading.
said time that the State canmake a good
Nohvithstanding the above, a single
faith proffer of evidence that it can
chemical test performed subsequent to
show the Defendant was in alcohol
driving, after a substantial period of
elimination stage at the time of his
time had elapsed, results in three posvehicle operation.
sible correlations to the actual breath
alcohol concentration of a DWI subject
Respectfully submitted,
TRICHTER & HIRSCHHORN
at the time he was actually driving.
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A Limited Partnership
By:
J. GARY TRICHTER
SBN 20216500
3500 Travis
Houston, Texas 77002
(713) 524-1010
Attorney for Defendant,
Certificate of Sewice
I hereby certifythat a true andcorrect
copy of the above and foregoing Mot i o n i n L . d e has been furnished to the
Assistant District Attorney presently assigned to this case by hand delivery on
,1989.
this -day of
J. GARY TRICHTER
CAUSE NO.

STATE OFTEXAS
VS

I
I

I

INTIIR COUNlY CRIMINAI
COURT AT LAW *
HARRIS C~UNTY;~XXAS

Order
On this day came on to be heard
Defendant's Motion in Limine To
Preclude The Bad Faith Admission of
Any Intoxilyzer Evidence Before the
Jury, and after considering the same it
is hereby:
GRANTED DENIED.
SIGNED and ENTERED this
day of
,1989.
JUDGE PRESIDING
Footnotes
1. EC7-25, Tex.C.Pro. Rezpansibility provides in

pertinent put that: "Lrlules of evidence and
procedure are designed t o lead to just
decisions and are a pan of the framework of
law. . . . a lawyer should n d make any
prefatory statement before a tribunal in
iegard to the purparled facts of the case on
trial unless he helicves his statement will be
s u ~.~ o r t bvadmissibleevldence."
ed
Under R.
403, Tex.R.Evid., absent the prosecution
being ahle to show thc defendant was in his
elin~inationstage at tile time of driving, it is
i#npossibleto tell from a single test resuit as
to whether the defendant's alcohol concentration was abavc or helow the legal ih
toxicationli~itat
the tin^ of diving, andsaid
result must be deemed excludedas its prcbative value is substantially outweigllcd by the
risk that it will cause confusion and n&iead
the jury.

.
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IN AND AROUND TEXAS
byJohn Boston
This month's In and Around Texas
colun~nwill be short and is devoted to
wishing the members, officers, directots, spouses, significant others, friends
of TCDLA and The Friends of TCDLA
the happiest and safest of holidays. i
want to publicly thank the
TCDWCDLP staff, Lillian Summerall,
Shannon McIntosh, and John T. McElvea for their hard work and devotion
t o kwping iltings goio :ct tllc i~onieofficc, lo asristingtlicc.uursca~orilinators

Ethics Notes
contit~rredJiwnlpgc37

total exclusion of ethics? I believe it is
our goal to teach students to thimk m a
manner required for the effective practice oflaw, whichmeans representation
of the people in regard to their pioblems. Ethics and courses structured to
familiartze the student with representation of the people must be
designed and added to the curriculum,
rather than simply maintaining the
present glut of business-relatedcourses.
That mandate requires a restructuring of the legal curriculum to teach
basic, ethical concepts our advocates
can demonstrate and pass along to
clients through their method of representation. A corporation, with no real,
personal liability, could not care less
whether its counsel acts zealously
within the bounds of the l a y or the
Code of Professional Responsibility, or
whether he/she accomplishes its goals
in the mast expeditious way possible.
Such restructuring will be difficult to
acconlplish, however, becauseit necessarily involves administrative/facuky
curriculum modification.
The basic premise of the Code of
P~ofessionalResponsibility is the due
administration of justice through adversarial representation of the peoplerepresentation predicated upon candor, propijety, and fundamental farrness. To accomplish that goal, we must
be familiar with the Code of Profes
sional Responsibility we have promulgated for ourselves. In coming issues, I

to produce the successful TCDLA Shoa
Courses and in generally making my
job a lot easier during the past year,
To the entire membership I am
pleases to report that TCDLA will end
the year in the black financially with an
as yet undetermined surplus, but one
that will be in the neighborhood of four
percent of total annual budget.
TCDLA is looking
good
.. for a few ..
lawyt:rs. Sign up today.
Happy New Y c ~ r .
I I
will examine the new "CPR," effective
January 1,1990, andits impact upon the
practice ofcriminal law. I do so not only
as a method of self-education,but also
as a guide to my fellow practitioners
regarding the concerns expressed here.

Footnotes
Smtt Turow is the author of the novels
Ptaumallnrrocewt and One L
2 Thehrticlc is entitled "lawSchooIv Reality.'
I donot have the cifationforrt,though, upon
request, I will obtain that infonnat~on
3. GerrySpence, IVtlbJuslllcefor~ne,
Chapters
1.

3-4 (19S9).

4 We most usually become fandiar with partlcular aspects of

the Code of Professm~al
Responsiblhty when the cnvclope from the
State Bar with the dreaded wo& "Personal
and ConfidentiaPemblazonedonit ardvesby

certfied mail.
Also, I heard recently abwt a situation in
which an attorney had beengrievanced by a
former client m regad to hts prepration for
and representation of her at tnal. Nter Ole
attorney had properly responded and the
matter was investigated by the Grievance
Cornnuttee,the charge was dismissed. Shortly, theattomevrece~veda
dcmandletterfrmn

depth of the ~"cvanceCommitlee's m e tigationand that theclaim was without basis.
Frnally, he told the second lawyer that, gwen
that information,if heand hisclient persisted
in the malpractice dalm, a counterclaim
wouldbefilal against both pursuant to Rule
13 of the TemP Rules of Civil Procedure,
which addresses frtvolous suits and the
Iiab~lityof both attorney and dzent for such
action The scmnd attorney re&pndedw~th
yet another grievance daimlng the fust was
improperly attempting to lmir his liahrlity to
his dvmt in violatbo of DR6-102 of the Cde
of PmfessionalRespnslb&ty.Again, thc fust
attorney responded, the claim was muestigated, andthe charge dismissed

Classifled Ads
Classined Advertlslng MUST:
Betyped.
Be worded as it should appear.
Include the number of consecutive issues it is to appear.
Be prepaid. (Make checks payable to llFI Publications.)
Be received by the 15th of the
month preceding date of publication.
Classifledads are $15.00 for the fust
25 words and 50 for every word over
25. Advertising copy should be snbmitted to AFI Publications. 1015 S.
Mays, Suite 201, Round ~ o k kTexas
,
78664. Te1S512) 244-1771.
Acceptance of classified advertising
for publication in the VOICEfor the
Defense does not tmply approval or
endorsement of any product, service,
or representation by either the VOICE
for the Deftmor the TWLA
No refunds on cancelled ads.
ASSISTANT FEDERAL PUBLIC
DEFENDER for the Western District
of Texas, stationed in San Antonio.
See 18 U.S.C. S3006A. Bilingual in
Spanish and federal criminal trial
experience preferred. Letter of interest, resume and Standard Form
171to Lucien B. Campbell, Federal
Public Defender, 727 E. Durango
Blvd., B-207, San Antonio, Texas
78206.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
November 4,1989
Harvey Leroy Sossamon, I11
TDJC* 297776 Wallace Pack I Unit
Route 3 Box 300
Navasota, 'IX77868
Mr. Ker-~yI? FitzGerald,
Editor Voicefor TheDefense
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association
1509 Main Street, Suite 709
Dallas, TX 75201
Dear Mr. FitzGerald,
If it is at all possible I would sincerely
appreciate it if yon would consider
publishing the enclosed written tribute
I am subnlitting. I have been in and out
of the system for alot of years, and been
part of the judicial meriy go round for
along time. I wanted to give this man
something in rehrrn for all that he has
given me and my family. Saying thank
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you in your magazine is the best gift and
expression of gratitude that i could
t h i i of. He is worthy of honorable
mention I promise you. Not only because he won my appeal, but because
after all the years I have spent with less
than honorable people, I know beyond
any shadow of a doubt that this man, is
a man of integrity and guts. He had a
loaded to has head the entire time
through my proceedings. Mine was a
political hot potato, and if there was
ever a time that a lawyer could have
beensqueezed into laying down on his
client, it had to be my trial. Still this man
stood tall in the face of his adversaries
and beat them at every turn. He didn't
do this because of nly innocence. He
did it because of his ideal of the law. I
didn't have any money. I still don't have
any money. He went all the way
through the appeal process, and even
went fororalargument before thecourt
of Criminal Appeals, April 12, 1989, to

respond to the PDR granted to Liberty
County. He paid the expenses himself
until the court can reimburse him.
Thank you for your time and consideration in this matter. I would appreciate it if you would notify me
whether or not yon will publish what i
have written. Christmas would be fantastic!
Sincerely,
Harvey Leroy Sossamon, 111

Throughout the jails and correctional
facilities of county, state, or federal
government, prisoners are often heard
to complain about the services of their
court appointed attorney. Prisoners
often blame their convictions on their
court appointed counsel, because of
the defense strategy presented at trial.
The common song ringing throughout

VOICE
the holding cells of jails, and the
hallways of prisons is, -1 had a court
appointed attorney, and he sold me
out." Never mind that there was five
eyewitnesses, to the c h e while it was
being committed, anda smokinggun or
a corpse at the defendant's feet when
the police arrived and made the bust. It
ws the court appointed lawyer's fault
that the defendant was found guilty.
Today I write this to pay tribute, to an
extraordinary effort, by an extraordinary lawyer and man, who was my
coua appointed attorney. Without this
man, there is no question in my mind
that the life sentence imposed June 19,
1986,by the 75thJudicial District Court,
Liberty County, Texas, would still be
hanging over my head with httle, or no
hope of ~eversal.In some small way I
hope this salute compelled by my
deepest respect, will repay Jerald D.
C m , State Bar #05154000, and every
other coua appointed attorney like
him, for the debt that so many of us
inside the walls and fences of the Texas
prison system owes. Additionally my
family, and the families of indigent
prisoners from all parts of the state
owes these men who diligently serve
the rights of the defendants, and the
law, a salutation of gratitude and
respect.
On October 29,1987, the Honorable
Ninth Judicial District Conrt of Appeal,
Beaumont, reversed cause number
16,041, and ordered the trial court to
enter a judgment of acquittal. It wasn't
until I read the court's opinion, that I
fully understood what the districtjudge
that heard the case meant when he said,
"your lawyer is a technician." It was the
hard work and full commitment of this
c a r t appointed attorney, that rescued
me from a prosecution that was never
suppose to have happened. The three
days that I sat and watched Mr. Cmv,
present my defense, and challenge the
prosecutor at every turn, is the time in
my life that I Learned to respect the
system, and h u t the law. I knew that I
was going to be convicted, and that I
was going to get a life sentence. There
were n o surprises at the trial. Knowing
this did not keep me fromfeeling hope
and confidence because I couldsee that
this manwas working tooth and nail, in
his words, "like a one armed papet
hanger," to stand up for the law, and to
protect my rights to the plea bargain
agreement that hadbeen breached. The
experience that we weathered together
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For those three days, and the subsequent time we've spent together
through the appeal process, has
changed my attitude forever. If there
has ever been a single event, or a single
person's influence in my li, that has
ever went further to start me down the
real road to rehabilitation, it must have
hccn my convcrsion tochristianity, :tnd
thc Lord Icsus Christ. Once I have becn
releasedfrom the pen, because the
positive exposure to a hard working
attorney that barely got paid enough to
cover expensesifthat, I willnotbe back
for another stay as a guest of the State.
To the State Bar of Texas, to every
criminal trial lawyer in the State of
Texas, and to every criminal defendant
that fmds himself in the hands of an
attorney appointed by the court, I say
to you, "my hat is off and tipped to the
man that waked into the courtroom
and stood like an oak for the oath he
took before he became a court appointed attorney." Mr. Jerald D. Crow,
God bless you always. I love you.
Respectfully Submitted,
Harvey Leroy Sossamon, I11

November 16,1989
Mr. Kerry FitzGerald
Editor, VofceFor ?be Defawe
3500 Maple Ave., Suite 1350
Dallas, TX 75219

Dear Kerry:
I read Jim Bobo's President'sColutnn
in the October issue of Voice For m e
Defme (IDon 'r Like Spidm o r Snakes
or Federal or Stam...Forfdtttre Statutes
ami Neither Should You) with honpr.
The DEA's use of a search warrant to
search the files of a defense attorney in
order to f ~ for
h property to confiscate
which he described ik outrageous. If
this type of action is ultimately permitted by our courts, i believe that o w
criminaljustice system, and all personal
liberties, cannot survive.
I feel that each of us should devote
our efforts to educating people in our
localareas about the potential for abuse
of this nature, but we cannot d o s o
~ t h o umore
t
information. Theaverage
citizen does not realize the potential
abuse which can result from forfeiture
statutes.However, non-attorney friends
of mine who have w d Jim's article ate
as upset by this incident as we are,
which tells me that even with the current "war on drugs" hysteria, there are
limits beyond which the average citizen
does not wish our government to go.
Please devote some pages in a future
issue to giving the men~bershipmore
complete information concerning this
occurrence, so that we can spread the
~0rd.
Very truly yours,
William D. Burdett

FORENSIC AND MEDICAL ,EXPERTS
From crime scene to courtroom

A centralized forensic consultation service
that saves you time and money while
providing quality, experienced experts including:
Forensic pathology
Bali~stics
Accident reconstruction
Anthropology
Toxicology
Odontology
Emergeny medicine
Entomology
Serology
Psychology
Pediatrics
Forensic botany
Medical illustration
Photography
Bloodstain pattern analysis
Arson investigahon
Courtroom demonstrations
Others.
Training in courtroom testimony for physicians and other experts

CENTER FOR MEDICOLEGAL
RESEARCH AND CONSULTATION
160 Washington SE #234
Albuauemue. New Mexico 87108
1-800-531-5314.Ext. 3545
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FRIENDS of
TCDLA
Y e s , TCDLA there is a SANTACLAUS,
and it comes in the form of a relatively
young organization called FRIENDS of
TCDLA. At the Decenlbef~oardMeeting of TCDLA the FRIENDS were
pleased to present a check in the
amount of $10,000 to be applied to the
principal of the building loan. Rita
Evans, President, introduced past President, Theresa Mallett, who related the
history of the fund raiser. Laquetea
Domingue presented a plaque t o
TCDLA President, Jim Bobo, which will
b e placed in the home office. Laqueta
Domingue presented a plaque of appreciation to Judge "Boots" Krueger.
Scrappy Holmes accepted this plaque
in the Judge's absence. Also, in attendance for the presentation was Martha
Dicken, widow of the late Buddy Dicke n in whose name the money was
raised. Maltha was given a plaque identical to the one that will hang in the
TCDLA office and a dozen red roses by
Joan Weinberg. Other members of
FRIENDS at the meeting were Suzanne
Bobo, Claudia Hinton, Terry Goranson,
and Betty Kearney, Vice-President.
Wedding plans are in the pretrial
stages for Past President Scnppy Holmes and FRIENDS secretary, Laqueta
Domingue. An "engagement watch" set
the stage for the examining trial, and the
magistrate ordered Scrappy held
without bond.
FRIENDS are proud to welcome two
n e w members. T h e y a r e Sharon
Roland, wife of TCDLA member
George Roland and Connie Habern,
wife of TCDLA member Bill Habern.
Connie has already beenput to work to
help get ready for theFebruary meeting
in Houston. Both of these women will
b e an asset to this organization
Hope everyone had a great holiday
season and that the New Year will bring
all of the happiness and success that
each and everyone of you deserve.
Oh yes, a special thanks to Editor,
Kerry FitzGeraltl, for giving us this
space. We will try to keep the informa0
tion coming.
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FRIENDS OF TCDLA
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
$25.00 Annual

NAME:
ADDRESS:

(home)

(work)

PHONE:

(home)
(work)

OCCUPATION:
SPOUSE:
TCDLA ASSOCIATE:
CHILDREN (ages):
SPECIAL INTERESTS:

COMMITTEE INTERESTS:

ENCLOSED: $
Thank you for your membership and support.
How did you find out about this organization:

Type of Membership: Active
Financially supportive:
Ann Meyer
4008 Purdne
Dallas, Texas 75225
(214) 368-6755
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TEXAS CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS
ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
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: BAR CARD NUMBER
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. . .inthis state already belong to the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association. We believe we have now the best Criminal Defense Bar in
the United States. We maintain that level of excellence by continuously seeking out new minds, new energies. Therefore we want YOU. .if your legal
and personal philosophies are compatible with ourpurposes and objectives:
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Some of the best legal minds

To provide an appropriatestate organizationrepresenting those lawyers who
are actively engaged in the defense of criminal cases.
To protect and insure by rule of law those individual rights guaranteed by
the Texas and Federal Constitutions in criminal cases.
To resist ~ r o n m e dleeislation or roles which would curtail such riehts and
to promoie sound altkatives.
To promote educational activities to i m ~ r o v ethe skills and knowledee of
lawyers engaged in the defense of crimkal cases.
To improve the judicial system and to urge the selection and appointment
to the bench of well-qualified and experienced lawyers.
To improve the correctional system and to seekmore effective rehabfitation
opportunities for those convicted of crimes.
in the administration of crimina1,iustice.
To promote constant improvement
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Appeals and Federal Courts.
TCDLAMembership Direefow-referrals to and from Criminal Defense Lawyers in over
1CU Texas cities.
OutsLlnding educational programs-fealunng recognized expens on practical aspects of
defense cases. TCDLA and tho State Bar annually present many seminars and cou~seain
all parts of the state.
AvadabiiityofLawyers Assistance Commilfee, a ready source of infonnationand~ssisLanee
to members, and the Amicus Curiae Committee.
Organizational voice through which criminal defense lawyers can formulate and express
their posttion on legislation, eoun reform, important defensecasesthrough Amicus Curiae
activity.
Discounts and free offeriws for publications of intwest to criminal defense lawyers.
Messenger service in the ~apitoiarea.
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Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
MO West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-2514

ELIGIBILITY AND DUES
Effwtim April 19, 1986
Valunlary Susfainig Dues (VS) .............................. $3M.M
Sustaining Dues (SUS) ...................................... 2M.M
Duw for members in tbc fiin of B xmtaining member (SUP)...... M.M
Mcmbcrs admitted to panin: (M6M)
50.M
2 years or lws. .......................................
2-5 years
1M.M
5 or more years. ...................................... I5O.M
Afllinrc Persons in careers which mnuibule to defenseof criminal
cases, q.,
law professors, arc eligible for affliate membeehip
upon appmual of Ulo applieatim and rmipt of the m u d &cs.
Affiliate Ducs (AFm .................................. M.W
StuBlnls: Those reyllarly enrolled in a law school in Tmnr are
digiblc for smdent membership.
student Duw (SOM). .................................. 20.W
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